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PROJECT 401
*

EXAMINATION OF FAST REACXOR FUELS
Person in Charge:
Principal Investigators:

I.

This project is directed toward the examination
of the effects

LMFBR Program
are examined

of neutron irradiation

fuel materials.

as requested

Irradiated

on

materiak

by the Fuels and Materials

Branch of DRD & T.
Another phase of this project is the development
chemistry

the high-quality

well-characterized

LMFBR/FFTF

Program.

program designed

to assure

fuel requfred by the

An analytical

program has

been developed which has the following objectives:
To evaluate the present

capabilities

potential fuel producers

for making the

analytical

measurements

that are necessary

of

on FFTF fuel

to assure the uniformly

high quality fuel required by the LMFBR/

To provide technical
producers,

guidance to fuel

as may be required,

these capabilities

3.

are established

to assure
at the

possible

to obtain atmosphere

C12+ H20,

Wi~ conttiued

in-leakage

competence

for the analysis

continuing

of fuel producers

of FFTF fuel at the

level required by fuel specff ications.
CELL EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

Inert Atmosphere Svetems
(C. E. Frantz, M. D. Keehn, R. F. Velkinburg)

Initial results

conditions

purities

it was

of <25 ppm

testing of the Ar system

box in normal operation,

chemicals

and

massive

used to remove the impurities.

This leakage was traced to holes in the manipulator
and in some penetrations
sealed.

The leaks have been corrected,
replacement

absorbent have been ordered.
has been installed

and at the sugcharges

operated to provide a

5’%H2, 95% Ar gas mixture for regeneration

and the containment

unit was procured to pro-

for the two metallography

cells

box which houses the remote metal-

This purification

unit, which was delivered

1968, was subjected
procedure.

noted were corrected
furnished

of the 02

beds.

vide an inert atmosphere

lograph.

of

A simple mixing system

and successfully

and H20 absorption

boots

which had not been adequately

gestion of the manufacturer

of the acceptance
and conduct a monitoring

for the

of air occurred which apparently poisoned the

absorbent

specifications.
To’ establish

tested.

indicated that under normal operating

November,

technfcal

H~

cell was extensively

level required by FFTF reactor fuel

program that will assure

II.

disassembly

inert gas (Ar) system

A second Ar purification

FFTF Program.
2.

Baker
Schulte
Leary
Metz

with the disassembly

of an analytical

1.

D.
W.
A.
F.

The first recirculating

INTRODU(YHON

and comparison

R.
J.
J.
C.

to different

as part

The few minor deficiencies

by using materials

by the manufacturer.

testi

in

and instructions

Detailed

drawings for in-

stalling this system have keen completed,

and it is antici-

pated that the unit will be available
1969 for the examination

about September

of the irradiated

1,

mfxed carbide

fuels.
Of the eight cells

currently

equipped with contain-

ment boxes for handling irradiated

U-PU fuels,

only the
5

disassembly

cell,

sells

and the

tlblist.er!T are being provided with ~ert

me~ograph
mosphere

the two metallography

capability.

However,

ment boxes recently installed
measurements,

pin.
at-

the other two contain-

for DTA and heat content

ae well as those planned for the future,

The shield system

plate with an aperture,

oonsists

of three parts:

a lead

plaoed close to the pfi, a seoond

lead plate with an aperture,

placed close to the f ilm; and

.

a lead shuttar which is placed over the aperture on the
second lead plate.
b

will be provided with the necessary
a recirculating

Ar purification

Considerations

fittings to convert to

Bystem.

moved into position for x-raying

have been given to future systems

which would provide more economical
formance.

and reliable

per-

The use of sealed Model L manipulators

should reduce the probability

of massive

thereby permit the use of a smaller
ShiPP imz Casks
(C. D. Montgomery,

air leaks and

purification

unit.

mit No. 5885.
shielding

and has been designated
This cask has 6-1/2

Calculations

used for shipping,

and the finished

each containing

the fflm.

is expected

A.

The shields

have been tested without
in

The effeot of the shutter will be tested

U for

WinR 9 Faciliti
(G. R. Brewer, D. B. Court, E. L. Ekberg,
C. E. Frantz, F. J. Fitzgibbon, M. E.
Lazarus, J. M. Ladbettar, C. D. Montgomery,
T. Romanik, A. E. Tafoya, R. F. Velkinburg)

1.

as many as 19

159 g fissile

to 100,000

so that only gamma radia-

IN-CELL EQUIPMENT

as DOT Per-

materi-

MWD/T and

The f abdication is nearly completed,

assemiiy

shielding

the shuttar and have provided a definite improvement

m.

indicata that the cask can be

al which has been irradiated
cooled for 30 days.

reaches

of 6 in. i. d. and

in an upright position,

EBR-11 type capsules

provide collimated

The two shield plates

in the near future.

in. of depleted

and a cavity with dimensions

4S in. high.

opened for obtaining the picture.

the photographs.
J. W. Schulte)

was approved by the AEC and Department

of Transportation

and then is remotely

tion from the section of the pin being photographed

The design of the cask for shipping irradia~
fuel elements

The lead shutter is closed while the pin is being

in August,

Two casks with DOT Approval (special

1969.

Permit No.

v Boxes

Install ation of New Metalloaaph

It was agreed in a meetfng held with DRDT personnel at Washington in April,

1969, that the old metal-

lography boxes should be remwed.

The two boxes had

been used for a period of 7 years in disassembly
pins and in the preparation
In that period,

of metallographio

approximately

of fuel

specimens.

40 kg of irradiated

Pu from

DOT 5645), were obtained from LASL1s Rover Program.

the LAMPRE reactor had been handled.

These oaska, which are rectangular,

oxide fuel, having burnups as high se 100, 000 MWD/T,

shielding

have 10 in. of Pb

and a cavity size of 62 in. long x 16 in. x 16 in.

They must be loaded and shipped in a horizontal

position.

was prooessed

in these cells.

techniques,

series

ventional techniques.

a mixed carbide LASL Capsule,

two EBR-11 Driver Fuel Elements
IASL.

f rom the EBR-11 to

The mixed carbide capsule,

was nondestructively

and

mentioned above,

tasted at LASL and then returned

to the EBR-11 in the same cask.

A portakle shield system

has been designed for

use during betatron radiography.

The shield improves

the x-ray image by reducing the fog cauaed by exposure
of the film to the gamma radiation from the irradiated

6

the boxes were taken from the cells by con-

1 r/hr beta-gamma

Om box had a radiation reading of
at contact,

had a level of 100 mr/hr
polishing-grinding
the 100 mr/hr

Radionaphv Equipment and Methods
(M. E. Lazarus)

After remote decontami-

nation and removal of some d the equipment by bagging

One cask has already been used for shipping five PNL-X
capsules,

Recently mixed

whereas

at contact.

the second unit

A photograph of the

box is shown in Figure 401-1.

reading on the “Cautionf’ sign.

malite CR-39 pl.astiu window had discolored
during this period,

Note

The Hoonly slightly

and it still appeared to be structurs

t@ sound.
Tbe new units with improved
put into service

.

as soon as poesible.

equipment would be
The installation

the boxes and equipment was started in May, and it is

of

mercial

10-in.

vacuum valve.

and the metallography
serves

Between the polishing

blister,

as an air lock.

the transfer

tunnel also

Each end of the 8-in.

is sealed with a commercial

8-in.

diam tunnel

vacuum valve,

conveyor is located in the tunnel.

cell

and ~

The air lock is re-

quired since the cell will often have an inert Ar atmosphere while the blister
times.

may have an air atmosphere

The air lock can be evacuated

Ar, thereby making possible
cell without contaminating
A new transfer

removal

system

has been designed

from the grinding cell.

now being constructed

Drawing details

fer operations
c.

that this work will be completed

and associated

examinations

will

pins and then on PNL-1-16

conclusion
atmosphere
able.

and PNL-1-18.

of this work, the system

At the

for providing Ar

to the metallography

bcxes should be avail-

It will be used, if needed,

during the examination

Transfer

To facilitate
metallography

oel.ls,

special

signed in a manner compatible
atmospheres.

A 10-in.

the two metallography
the tunnel,

of materials

transfer

cells.

A conveyor is installed

of polished

Improvements
made under the direction

metallograph

blister

for obtairdng

is being provided in the

for the removal

beta-gamma

are being

Engineer.

of replicas,

autoradiographs,

alpha
and other

samples.
Dimensioning

dkmneters

used successfully

and one end of the tunnel is sealed with a com-

remote

to those

to the metallograph
of a Service

Equipment

The mechnical
%

in

similar

specimens.

2.

diam tunnel is used to connect

of trans-

and Syntron vibra-

macrophotographs

between

inert

the frequency

was installed

tunnels were de-

with maintaining

The com-

used in other LASL facilities,

low-level

transfer

cells.

A photography capability,

autoradiographs,

Svstems

waste products from

have been modified for efficient

A bag-out system

being incorpor-

ated into the new boxes are listed as follows:
a.

should decrease

and is

operation.

of mixed carbide fuels from UNC and other sponsors.
Some of the major improvements

to consolidate

Urdpol grinder-polishers

first be started on mixed oxide fuel from lhe five PNL-X
series

has been designed

from the boxes.

tory polishers
Metallography

into

Other Iilquipment

about August

1.

are

these two systems

in the two metallographic

paction of wastes

anticipated

and

boxes.

A waste compactor

Fig. 401-1.
Alpha Containment Box - removed from
hot cell after 7 years 1 use in preparing Pu specimens.

containers

Waste Removal

b.

operations

from the

cell and to provide rapid

now being prepared to incorporate

—..
Em

to en-

of “cold” materials

of low level L?V contaminated

the new metallography

with

in and out of the

the atmosphere.

area into the polishing

materials

I

and backfilled

transfers

able rapid one-way transfer
operating

at

standards,
irradiated

of irradiated

developed

fuel capsules

during this fisoal year.

having diameters
pins,

profilometer

approximating

for

and pins was
A series

of

those of the

was provided for frequent checking

of the
7

profilometer,

The standards had diameter

which were traceable
A statistical

measurements

(see Fig. 401-2) except for a few minor components

to the National Bureau of Standards.

back-order

study of a standard was made to check the

reproducibility

of the profilometer,

The results

placement

obtatned

range of 0.298 -0.305

or returned to the vendor for warranty reor repair.

specifications

indicate that the standard deviation of c 0.0001 in. in the

on

Check-out

tests

indicated that

had been met, and the instrument

was

operational.

.

in.

The apparatus for obtaining dimensions

of 1/4
●

in. x 1/4 in. pellets

was sucoeesfully

hundred mfxed carbide pellets.
the instrument

Acoording to the users

provided good diametral

the length perpendicularity,

concave,

ments were not easily obtained.
been fabricated
improvements

traces.

However,

and convex measure-

An improved

model has

and tested in a glovebox operation.

The

which are adaptable to hot cell operation

will be incorporated

into a remotized

drawings of the successful
3.

used on several

unit when final

model have been prepared.

Fission Gas Sampling and Void Volume
Determination
Two fission

gas sampling

constructedand used successfully
quantitative

fission

the disassembly

systems

have been

for void volume and

gas measurements.

The apparatus in

cell is used only for sampling from fuel

.

pins since it obtains a sample by puncturing the pins with
a needle and can penetrate
system

only up to O. 020 in. wall.

can measure void volumes
The other system

samples
sules.

by drilling

It will accommodate

than 1-1/8
volumes

in. o. d.

to better than * O.~ cc.

is designed

a l/16-in.

This

to obtain gas

diam hole in fuel pin capany capsule which is less

This system

can measure

Figure 401-2.

void

to better than + O.5 cc.
4,

installed

and successfully

EBR-If Driver
Samples

of U02 (simulating

coated satisfactorily.
the containment

was placed in the probe to test the integrity
carbon evaporator

was

used for coating irradiated

Fuel specimens

for the microprobe.

readings

mfxed oxide fuel) were also

The evaporator was installed

in

Shielded Electron

Installation

8

shielded

electron

microprobe

of sample radioactivity

tection was notadverselyaffected.
of the electron

Analysis
was completed

tested.
to receive

and x-ray de-

probe beam was less than 1p.

A transfer

microprobe

Surface

Minimum diameter

cart to transport

probe cask from the sample preparation

Microprobe

of a MAC (Materials

the effects

of the shield-

of the x-ray measurementao

were no greater than 5 mr/hr,

box of the cell where the remotely-

(D. B. Court, W. V. Cummings,
E. A. Hskkila, C, D. Montgomery)

Corporation)

ing and to determine
on the precision

operated DTA equipment is aIso located.
6.

microprobe.

A60Co source having an activity of 100 r/hr

Carbon Evaporator
A remotely-operated

Shielded electron

laboratory

was designed,

the 600-lb microhot cell to the

fahrioated,

Figure 401-3 shows the transfer

cart fn position

the sample cask from the microprobe.

vacuum evaporator

for depositing

and

thin, electrically

A

contamination
level
....
,:

-

F ‘.!, ,... --—.
.. . .
, ~= .,.,.

~p=:.,
,=..

>
:

dure on several

“f

c/m !‘swipet!

The side and bottom surface

trial samples,

of the

A second coat is

applied after a 30-min dryingperiod.

P

4+I==W=
.
.,, --

-..

in the corridor.

mount is then coated with the ink film.

i

. .. ..—
_..

is first reduced to a 500-1000

Using this prcce-

no loose contamination

was

3,--?+”

.

*

found on the coated surfaoes.

..’

-.

..

‘

tected by the fax film,
c/m as determined

had a contamination

by measurtng

to arrive at an acceptable
fuel pins into containers

for storage

the container
soldering

were developed
sections

or shipment.

and fabricated

vertical

pro-

the swipes.

design for sealing

has been designed

electromechanical

surfaces,

level of <1000

Various prototype containers

b.

system

The polished

of

A

which utilizes

ram for crimping

an

the end of

and a soft solder seal applied by a built-fn

iron.

A small modification

this soldering

is in process

on

iron after which the apparatus will handle

pins up to 16 in. long and 5/16 in. diam and provide a
positive

containment.
c.

The cart for transporting

between the hot cells

and the microprobe

and placed in service.
d.

conducting and protective
various

layers

*,

lea-,

furnace,

for coat-

were tested and found tn be

was procured

at a later date in the same

is now on hand f or the thermal

measuring
ever,

with the exception

systam.

of a

diffusivity

Further work on diffusivity

been suspended until higher priori~

has,

how-

tasks are

completed.

satisfactory.
At the present

time,

B.

a sample of EBR-11

DP West Facili@
A feasibility

Driver fuel is being examined.
6.
a.

Other Suppc rt Equipment

fuel elements

A satisfactory

eight hot cells

procedure

to clean and move a contaminated,
graphic specimen

has been developed

polished

from tie polishing

probe shield.

The techntque employs

cleaning,

at Wing 9 were space-limited.

of

fax film cover on the polished surface,
(1)
The loose alpha
ink.

Solvent-soluble
Films in Decontamination,
F. J. Fitzgiblmn, D. S. Shaffer, ~
Ei~tb Conference on Hot Laboratories
pp. 332-337 (1960).

cells

(no Pu-bearing

posed) for the nondestructive
be used for the specialized

tests.

materials

Consequentat DP West
will be ex-

The Wing 9 cells will

tests to be carrted out in con-

tainment boxes.
Designs

and a coating with Flo-master
(1) The Use of
J. W. Schulte,
ceediws of the
and Equipment,

study for examinfng fast reactor

at a rate of 150 per year indicated that the

as beta-gamma

cell to a cell in

a combination

.

ly, it was decided to utilize the four hot cells

metallo -

which the carbon coating ia done, and then to the micro-

ultrasonic

pcrosimeter

All major equipment,

e.

of either carbon or

Remote operations

~d tr~.$ferring

401-3.

cell which contains the Heat Content apparatus.

metals on the sample surface was extensively

modified and placed in-cell.

and installing

cask

was completed

It is shown in Fig.

An Aminco mercury

for remotlzing

Figure 401-3.
Transfer cart in
position to receive sample cask

the specimen

are presently

in progress

to modify

the building at DP West to accept the large shielded

casks

and to provide the cells with equipment f or the nondestructive

tests.

AU designs

are being made in an attempt
9

to accommodate

the 61-in.

long unenoapsulated

It is sntioipated

that the installation

fuel Pins.

will be completed

measurements

by

3.

A shteld assembly

Among the capabilities
ity are those listed below.

planned for this facil-

Radiography with the betatron

will oontinue to be done at GT Site.
Measurements

cask,

the following

thickness

measurements

taken:

Princeton

Gamma Tech.

electrcmic

components

Length and weight

processing

been drtlled through the concrete

o.

Swipes for alpha and beta-gamma
contamination
Radiation in r/hr at 1 meter

e.

Center of balsace

2.

Profilometry

will be inspected

sensor.

The electro+ptical

previously

ment to remain outside of the cell.

a.

equip-

The equipment for

can be divided as follows:
The Ljght Souroe -to

transfer

o.

ident@

provide uniformlight

~stem

-to

the periscope

accurately

hold and

field of view,

and to

System - to transfer

of the gas sample will be done at

sensor.

Electro-Optical

Durfng the past year,
All operational

the

signal whioh can be re-

plete calibration

of the system

arresta

of approximately

Data storage Syet8m -to

record,

store and

in a previous

remains

to be done.

by observing

at

Item e has been ordered from Physiteoh

Corp-

oration and will arrive complete.
available for operations

bfore

All svstems
July,

1970.

A seoondary
temperatures,

CorCali-

the thermal

range of 1700°C to 2850°C.

is nearly identical

report. ‘2)

to that de-

Only such changee were

made se were required to permit operation

Items a, b, o, d, and f will be constructed

that this profilometer

scribed

the DTA capability was com-

seven standards whose melting

points cover the temperature
The equipment installed

analyze the data.

as well

testing has been completed.

brating will be accomplished

Sensor - to translate

of the fuel element

cf the sponsor.

Differential Thermal Analysis
(D. B. Court, G. R. Brewer)

in the oper-

Oorded.
f.

and void volume will

Removal of Capsule Clad and Na

as the requirements

pleted.

optioal image into an electrical

10

Analysis

to that in uae at the Wtng 9

pressure

pend on the nature and history

the shadow

Ground Glass Screen - to present the pin

image to the electn-ptical

LASL.

and photographed with equipment that had

for determining

6.

the portion of the Pin being viewed.

Periscope

ating area outside the oell.

e.

and pins

another location.

image from the pin to a ground glass screen

ed.

of oapsules

The teohnique used in this operaticm will de-

Pin Transport

the pin across

accurately

surfaces

Sampling of Cover Gas in Capsule

be installed.

for the shadow image.
b.

are being made to ao-

e@Pment.

Apparatus similar
Facility

of the gamma

been used in the Wing 9 facility.

5.

sensor works

to a shadowgraph and it allows the sensor

this system

d

The exterior

and pins is now being dasigned based on a Physiteoh
electro-optical

the mechti

Holes ~ve

Viewing and PhotwraRhy

4.

oapsules

shielding

and additional provisions

commodata

for measuring

Additional data

and storage items are on order.

scan cell,

●

from

along with a partial shipment of

for the detector.

Temperature

A new profilometer

similar

has been received

a.

d.

and has an ex-

of August 1, 1969.

b.

along the length

6 in.

lead for housing an

counter is in fabrication

The Ge-Li crystal

are immediately

approximately

.
anti-coincidence
petted delivery

are unloaded from the

utilizing

of special low radioactivity

at Time of UnlosdinR

When the fuel elementi

and pins.

Gamma scannin~

July 1, 1970.

1.

on beth capsules

in a hot cell.

unit, for use in DTA work at low

has been added to the high temperature

should be

It is intended

would be adequata for taking

(2) Differential Thermal Analysis Apparatus for Obser.
vation of Refractory Plutonium Compounds, J. G. Reavis,
J. F. Buohen, J. A. Leary, LA Report 4103 (1969).

system.

This unit consists

tory furnace,
crucibles,
ment.

of a resistance

show proper functioning with manipulator

type labora-

a nickel furnace tube, sample and reference

and thermocouples

Thermocouple

for temperature

outputs are displayed

titrating

measure-

limitations
ature.

is

metric

The heat content measurement

made on the calorimeter

the calibration

has been calibrated,

ards, viz. alumina and tungsten,

and the accuracy

of

Stand-

are being prepared to

fabricated

and

stalled.

Iv.

a welding fixture was built and in-

electrode

peated treatments

Product Inclu-

followed by heating with 6~ HCl.

dried,

by a spectrographic

the residue contained significant

tions of Mo. Tc,

by re-

The small quantity of

Insoluble residue was washed with water,

As expected,

dissolved

Ru, Rh, and Pd.

Ba, Mg, Al, Ca, Cr, Fe,

and
method.

concentra-

In addition,

greater than O.1%.

coulometric

percent

percent fn measuring

U.

current was intereduced at a Hg

a preliminary

reduction

Titration

of

of Pu involved

integrated.
of I% or U was unbiased if the

a small positive

using a chemical

bias existed

calibration

was used.

design and purification

standard,

in the U measurement
Improvement

to eliminate

but
if

in electrode

of the Ar cover gas in the titration

percent.

Further investigation

level of
of conditions

the bias was started.
having undergone 1% kurnuP,

was dissolved,

and weighed aliquota taken of the solution.

Measurements

are now being made of the U and Pu in

these

aliquots to show the effects

of the hfghly radioactive

fission

on the method,

if any,

prcducta.

Micro sampling of Fuel Pellets
(G. C. SWanson and G. R. Waterbury)
An ultrasonic

‘Impact grinder” was modified to

of fuel in an inert atmosphere

vide small and pinpointed samples
apectrometric,

to pro-

for chemical,

and x-ray diffraction

mass

analyses.

Modifi-

cations included changing the tip of the tool cone,

Measurement of U and Pu
(J. W. Dahlby and G. R. Waterbury)
The controlled-potential

was 0.07 relative

reduction to Pu(lll) at a Pt working electrode

take microcores

Ti, U,

Cu, B, Si, Mn, Co, Ni, Sr,

and Sn were found at concentrations

lacked the required

of weighed aliquots con-

reduced impurities.

A (u, PU)02 pellet,

with hot HN02 -HF during a 6 O-h period

analyzed semiquantitatively

to U(W following

0.04 relative

A O.1515-g sample of (U, PU)02, having undergone
12% burnup, was partially

of volu-

cup reduced the bias to an almost insignificant

HOT CELL APPLICATIONS OF METHODS OF

approximately

titrations

grated while U(VI) was coulometricslly

electrical

which is

the welder is operating properly.

ic Fission
sions in k radiated (U, Pu)O
(J. W. Dahlby and O. R. Si&i)

In-cell

the titration

equipment was calibrated
sealed in

Except for the welding probe holder,

being redesigned,

of either Pu or U by inter-

The determination

will be run to provide added assurance.

tungsten capsules,

The same cup was

followed by an oxidation to Pu(N) while the currentwas

The device appears to be

uses specimens

cup.

of U and Pu solutions

In these measurements,

adequate for remote hot cell work, but additional tests

Since the calorimeter

hot

Pu and O.08 relative

intitrating

a quantitative

for the calorimeter.

and simplify

motors and other

kut repeated analyses

more-easily

check the calorimeter.
A new type dropping device was designed

stirring
stirring

(1 U) for a single determination

at this temper-

is about O.07% standard deviation.

of the

taining known amounts of U or Pu showed that the precision

furuace up to 22 OO°C, and no

The furnace should be capable of reaching 25 OO°C.

The calorimeter

aliquots

precision,

Tests have been

on thefurnace were observed

for titrations

The

of redesign

changing working electrodes.

The alpha box for heat content measurements

will be done by a drop calorimeter.

by eliminating

above the titrating

satisfactory
J. R. Trujillo)

use consisted

cells to use magnetic

a~aratus

Heat Content Measurement
(D. B. Court, C. E. Frsntz,

for in-cell

cell operations

on a two-

pen strip chart recorder.

instalIed and equipped.

modifications

operation.

and re-

placing the flowing aqueous slurry system for the grindequipment

for titrating U and Pu was modified and tested in-cell

ing compamd with a small static reservoir
to

of slurry con-

taining 800 grit BC in Dow Corning 200 Fluid.

l?OllOWi.ng

these modifications,

the hypodermic

needle tip vibrated

at 25, 000 cycles/see

and an amplitude of 0.0004 in.

The

at relative

concentrations

having undergone 10% burnup.

sample was held in the slurry in contact with the tip of

Tb added as a oarrier

the needle.

spectively,

Miorocores
sintered

were taken by full penetration

UC pellets

of

0.06 -in. thick and U02 pellets

in. thick using needles

0.25

having bores ranging between

0.047 in.and 0.013 in.

The smallest

difficult to locats in the slurry,

microoores

were

but the sampling metbcd

was generallysatisfactory.
Work remains

that would be found in a U fuel

elements

and an internal standard,

was separated
by fluoride

The Nd, along with Y and

from U and fluoride-soluble

precipitation.

of the rare earths was effected by adsorbing them from
HC1-butanol solution onto cation exchange filter paper.
Measurement

and the Lal x-ray for Tb on the paper permitted

measured

from discs containing known quantities

tions of 1 to 50 #g of Nd in aliquots containing200

fndextng system.
Measurement of Pd and Rh in U Fisaium Alloys
(E. A. Hakkila, H. L. Barker, and R. G. ‘Hurley)
An x-ray fluorescence

developed for determining

spectrometrio

methcd was

Rh and Pd in alloys with U.

Samples weighing 200 mg were dissolved

in HCl, and Y

and Ir were added to serve as an intarnal standard and

disce,

respectively.

The Rh, Pd, Y, and Ir were

hydrolytically

by adding NaBr03

were filtered

and the intensities

and NsHC03,

through glass fiber filter

of the Ka x-rays

for Rh, Pd,

and Y and the Lal x-ray for U were measured
dried discs.

Concentrations

the Rh/Y and Pal/Y intensity
for samples

U showed that the precision
in measuring

steel.

analyzed succesefuUy

between 100 and 1000

U-Pd-Rh

alloys were

culate Nd concentrations.

the nonradioactive
oifio detmmination
cence measurement

isotope as a burnup monitor,.

seemed

A spe-

and an x-ray fluores -

appropriate.

For testing the proposed

method,

and further,

that it

would be adaptable to hot cell operation.

v.

EXAMINATION OF UNIRRADIATED FUELS
Examination of PNWL oxides
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Ehupe, E. A. Hakkila,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)

been examined by metallographic,
diffraction

analyais.

chemical,

The summary

and x-ray

report was diatributod

to PNL and F & M/DRDT on March 6, 1969.
One pellet of (U, PU)02 AUA-2 O ia presently
examined by metallography

and electron

Five (U, Pu)C pellets
were evaluated.

being

microprobe

densities

vs geometrio

microprobe

analysia.

for trace elements
plutonium,

from UNC batches H and K

Examination

oxygen,

densities,
Emission

and chemioal

performed

were immersion

metallograpbio
spectrographic
analysis

and

a solution was

that contained U, Ru, Rh, Mo, Zr, Nb, and Nd

d UNC pellets

.

analysis

for uranium,

nitrogen and carlxm were made on

lot K. A macrophotogra~
prepared

that the

of burnup in irradi-

ated fuels such as the mixed oxide,

to determine

the concentrations of fission product
148
or stable
Nd indfoated promise for

was required,

It was anticipated

Examination of UNC Carbides and Oxides
(J. A. Leary, M. W. flmpe, E. A. Hakkila,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)

burnup by measuring
Zr, rare eartha,

50 pg

axudyais.

using this method.

of recent proposals

percent
5 pg, and

The method tolerated

method would apply to measurement

Determination of BurnuP
(E. A. Hakkila and R. G. Hurley)
Considerations

(1 o) waa O.’1 relative

The relative

0.25% of Nb, O.5% of Zr or La, 1.5%

non-irradfatid

mg of

A Fortran D? computer program was used to oal-

of Fe or Cs, or 2.5% & Mo, Ru, or W fn the samples
several

under optimum condi-

of Ce, 100 #g of La, 500 pg of Er, or 2 mg of stainless

from the

#g of Rh or Pd (O. 05 to O.5%) ranged between 6 and 1%.

analyzed.

of Nd

20 to 50 #g of Nd, 5% in measuring

16% at the 1 pg of Nd level.

ratios to ratios measured

for measuring

The method tolerated

Repeated measurements

were obtained by comparing

having known compositions.

standard deviations

calcula-

tion of fntensity ratios which were compared to ratios

to be done in adapting the micro-

in-oell

precipitated

b

of the intemsitiea of the L~l x-ray for Nd

and Tb.

the precipitate

.

Further purification

sampler for remote operation and to provide an adequate

as a carrier,

re-

compared with

s

LASL-CMB-11

carbide pellets was prepared.

Results

of the potential use of Alloy A-286 for “meter bars” and

were reported to UNC and F & M/DRDT in document

because of the similarity

CMB-11-9490

future specimens.

on April 1, 1969.

Samples of (U, PU)02 were received
to be examined

by alpha autoradiography

metallography,

electron

x-ray cliffraction,
ical analysis.

microprobe,

emission

from UNC

on a series

microhardness,

spectrochemistry

These examinations

Thermal

techniques,

are presently

specimen

being

Chemical

Eight Westinghouse
Cr23C6 pellets
examination

(U, Pu)C pellets

were characterized

and m icrohardness

Six of the pellets

microprobe
chemical

analysis.

analysis

ical analysis

cept for two instances
ties of platelets

conductivity

analysis

on all

increased

In addftion, x-ray diffraction,

were completed

indicated that each

Uo 8PU0 ~C with total nitrogen
.
.
~ 1000 ppm. Metallographic examwere single phase ex-

where the presence

indicated

of trace quanti-

a second phase.
of all thermal

measurements

meter bar values was 4. 13%. The thermal conductivities

were examined by electron

for tungsten and emission

of

on U. 8Pu0 z C. The average
.
.
deviation of the values calculated from the upper and lower

by metallographic

determination

were made

carbide specimens

Shown in Table 401-1 are the results

and two

spectrochem

-

linearly

with increasing

with temperature

and also increased

densities.

on lots No. 511, 514 and

Table401-1

518.

ThermalConductivity
ofUO #u. ~C
.
.

A pellet of mcdified

UC prepared by Atomics

InTemperature

ternational
hardness,
results

measurements

ination showed that the specimens

Examination of WAPD Carbides
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Shupe, E. A. Hakkila,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)

of UC and

was essentially

and oxygen impurities

conducted.

phases.

conductivity

of uranium-plutonium

varying densities.

and them-

in the reactivity

was characterized
and electron

by metaUographic,

microprobe

micro-

examinations.

The

were compared to a LASL sfngle phase UC speci-

men.
Document
was transmitted

CMB-11-9492

describing

the results

to WARD and F & M/DRDT on April 11.

Examination of EBR-11 Driver Fuel Pins
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Shupe, M. Tokar,
A. W. Nutt, J. G. Reavis, E. A. Hakkfla,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury)
Characterization
fuel pins has been made.

of unirradiated
Examinations

metallography,

electron

microprobe

spectrographic

analysis,

differential

EBR-11 driver
performed

analysis,

ThermalConductivity
“(oal/.9oc
cm ‘C)

‘c
109
228
556
623
1016
117
306
554
808
1001
120
210
S32
93
222
404
44
121
226

were

emission

SpeclmcnDensity
% Thea,

0.0244
0.0264
0.0310
0.0346
0.0369*
0.0262
0.0290
0.0327
0.0383
0.6414*
0.0272
0.0296
O.0325*
0.0312
0.0342
0.0384
0.0293
0,0302
0,0328

86.8
!,
!,
,,
,,
89.7
!!
,,
,,
,,

90.6
,,
!,

93,0
!,
,,

,*
,,
,!

*Ca’rected
forslight
surf60e
oxid6tfon.

thermal expansion,
Results

immersion

thermal analysis,

density,

have been reported to DRDT and ANL in

A 3M, Model TC-200 comparative
apparatus was installed

phere glovebox.
l/2-in.

Calibrations

right cylindrical

hot pressed

density samples

temperatures.

Thermal Conductivity
(K. W. R. Johnson and J. F. Kerrisk)

conductivity

retical

cause of excessive

weekly reports.
-1

Initial measurements

and hot hardness.

in an inert atmos x

of Alloy A-286 and

UC. These materialswere selected

were terminated

tion still occurred
chemical

oxidation of the specimen

at hfgher temperatures;

and metallographic

evidence

Calculated

thermal conductivity

be-

at moderate

reduced.

action was conffned to the peripheral
men.

prematurely

After further equipment. modification

rate of oxidation was substantially

type thermal

were made on 1/2-in.

specimens

on the 93.0 and 93.4% theo -

the

Some oxidahowever,

showed that the resurface

of the speci-

values at high

because
13

temperatures

were accordingly

reduced cross

sectional

area.

corrected
Further

to reflect

the

modifications

of

A statistical

simplified

Loeb(l)

single phase,

high deneiw

study of the effects

the apparatus are anticipated.
model frequently

the thermal conductivity

Further thermal conductivi~

used tn describe

of a porous material

K
P
K
100

resistivity

Compressive
(M. Tokar)

equation:

(1)

P

= thermal conductivity

of porous material

= thermal conductivity
material
= pore fraction

of 100% dense

dense material

●

which may be of use in predicting

With this apparatus,

(2)

for hot-pressing

UC-graphite

solid cylindrical

shape and dis~ibution.
density dependence,

of the pore

Using Eq. (2) to represent
and assuming

independent of density,

ivily of the porous material

the

a linear temperature
the thermal

specimens

can be written as

Kp = (a+ bT)(~),
where T is the temperature
stants representing

in ‘C, and a and b are con-

the temperature

thermal conductivity.

variation

methcd,

resulting

in

made with a micrometer

by Eq. (3) have a

maxtmum deviation of 7%from the measured

values.

(l)AO L. Lceb, ltThermal Conductivity: VIII. A Theory
of Thermal Ccnduct.ivi@ of Porous Materials, ” J. Am.
Cer. &c., 3’7, 2, Pt. II, 96 (1954).
(2)J. C. Maxwell, “A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, ” Vol. I, 3rd Ed., Oxford Univ. Press (1891) reprinted by Dover, N. Y. (1954).
(3)A. Eucken, “The Heat Conductivities of Ceramio Refractory.
Calculations of Heat Conductivity from the
constituents, ” Forsh. Gebieba Ingenieurw B3, Forschungsheft No. 353, 16 (1932).

of the specimen

of its dimensions

is de-

before and

are currently

at room temperature.

of the obvious limitations

being

Beoauae

of this method of measurement,
bas been obtained which will allow

to be made continuously

Before committing

uranium monccarbide

f3=4. ol

force is applied by a

These measurements

in situ.

the creep-testing

“use with plutonium-containing

b = 0.0000253

values predicted

termined from measurements

measurements

a = 0.0394

conductivity

The compressive

pump.

an opttcal extenaometer

of the

The data in Table 401-1 were

fitted to Eq. (3) by a leaat squares

duction-bested.
hydraulic

after the test.
(3)

about

to compressive

is contained within a graphite die, whfch is in-

The amount of deformation

conduct-

com~site.s.

loads (8000 psi max) in vacuo. During the oreep test the
specimen

where O is a constant which is characteristic

con-

of a design now in use

1/2 in. diam x 1/2 in. long are subjected
1-P
Kp = Kloo( l+pP )’

the

under reactor operating

is a mcdifioation

A more general

Eucken(3) equation:

so as to

The apparatus used in obtaining the creep

elsewhere(4)

Thermal

creep behavior of the uranium-

obtain information

measurements

to this system.
tn the modified Maxwell (2)-

.

Creep

fuels is being investigated

indicating that the model was not applicable

dependence,

is planned.

plutcmtum ceramic

ditions.

of fully

varied widely at any given temperature

model results

a

measurements.

behavior of these materfals

Calculated values for the thermal conductivi~

will be made ad

of stoichiometry

The compressive
Where,

on

Equipment has been ordered for thermal diffueivity
and electrical

is the

Kp = KIOO(l-P)

material

measurements

materials,

and dicarbide

apparatus to
hot-pressed

specimens

Data on UC (but not UC2) are available

were used.
(5-7)
in the literature

and can be readfly compared to resulta

obtained here,

thus

(4)K. V. Davidson, R. E. Riley, and J. M. Taub, “Carbide-Qraphite Composites, ,, Re~rt LA-3569-MS] Los
Alamos Scientiflo Laimratory (1966).
(5)J. J. Norreys, ‘The Compressive Creep of Uranium
Monccarbide, !’ Carbfdes in Nuclear Energy, Vol. 1,
Harwel.1 (1963).
(6)D. E. Stellrecht,
M. S. Farkas, and D. P. Moak,
!!Compressive Creep of Uranium Carbide, ” J. Amer.
SCC. , 51 (8), 455-8 (1966).

“

Cer.
.

(7)M. H. Fossler,
F. J. Huegel, and M. A. DeCrescente,
!l~mpressive
Creep of UC and ~,”
Report PWAC 482
(Oct. , 1964).
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*

providing a check on the accuracy
test apparatus.

A graphical

and reliability

comparison

13000C is shown in Fig. 4014.

of the

of data on UC at

The creep rates deter-

have revealed

that the porosity

the creep tes~

i.e.,

is relatively

tie amount,

of the pores remain constant.
measurements

distribution

Likewise,

20 pm) does not change appreciably.

em.(’)

examinations

in creep rata shown in the

figure appear to be due to differences
structure

rather than to differences

in specimen

micro-

in testing procedure.

and shape

grain size

have shown that the grain size (about

mined here at 13 OO°C, 4000 and 6000 psi are in reason(5)
ably good agreement with Norreys
and Stellrecht
The differences

unchanged by

have revealed,

which were initially

Ceramographic

however,

that specimens

sfngLe phase and which were tested

under low vacuum (- 15 v of Hg) contained second-phase
platelets

following tests.

Classlc-appeartng

These specimens

yielded

creep curves with a small initial

region of decreasing

creep rate (primary

creep) followed

by a constant creep rate region (secondary

creep).

Since

the changes fn slope of these creep curves coincided with
the formation
20

of second-phase

on the validity of the tests,

platelets,

dcubt was cast

and a diffusion pump was in-

stalled to provide a high vacuum.
Specimens have now
-6
been tested at 1 x 10
Torr, 1400°C, at pressures from

10

20004000

J=9
\
10
‘Q =

psi.

These specimens

order of 10-2/b
mena.

vs 104/b

Ceramographic

had creep rates on tie

for the low-vacuum

examinations

test apeci-

and chemical

analy-

y“ 4
ses are now being conducted on these specimens
s
L
w
lJJ2
a
v

mine the reasons

for these differences

A microindentation

hardness

stalled for use at elevated

I
2

■

STELLRECHT,QQ

●

PRESENT WORK

I

5

L
6

of U. ~Puo ~Co 96 of abut 95% theo.
.
.
retical density are now being tested at temperatures from

mens are single-phase,
quicarbide,

of 2000-6000

psi.

These speci-

containing no dfcarbide

or ses-

but future work will include an investigation

of the effects

of carbon content on creep rate.

Creep is highly structure-sensitive
structural

variables

of interest

and amount,

ary phases.
‘e&Wements

shape,

Ceramographic
d ‘e

specimen,
stainless

Figure 401-4

1200 -1500°C and stresses

and micro-

and distribution

The furnace is

with a molybdenum wire heating ele-

heating element,

muffle.

The

indentor (200 g load) and

steel radiation shields

are all enclosed

in a

water-cooled stainless steel bell jar in which vacuums of
-6
Torr are maintained during the heating and
‘-1X1O
cooling cycle.
limited

The maximum temperature

ta about 1000°C,

limitations
materials

of the muffle,
(sapphire

is presently

mainly due ta the temperature
radiation

or diamond).

shields,

and indentor

Mcdificationa

are

being made in the apparatus which will raiae the upper

here include grain size,

examinations

tester has been in-

temperatures.

ment wound around an aluminum silicate
1

I

4
3
STRESS x 1000 psi

resistance-heated

(2)

Specimens

porosity,

in creep behavior.

Hot Hardness
(M. Tokar)

I

.

to deter-

of second-

and density

‘O. 8PU0. 2C0. 96 creep ‘Pecimens

limit of test temperature

to at least 15 OO°C. A B4C in-

denter is being fabricated,

and tantalum radiation

wffl be used in place of the stainless
Before contaminating

shields

steel.

the apparatus with plutnnium,

it was used to test the hot hardness

of materials

such as

15

s47 stainless

steel and Armco ingot iron.

a particularly

interesting

boo to fco transition
hardness

at 910°C.

vs temperature

Fig. 401-5.

material

to test because of the

The diamond pyramid

from 500-1005°C

These results

those of Hallerman

Armco iron is

are in god

and Gray,(’)

is shown in

agreement

particularly

to ohanges in S1OPSnear the transformation

of the mixed U-PU oarbides,

at elevated

temperatures.

VI.

LMFBR/FFTF
MIXED OXIDE ANALYTICAL
A
FF~F Analytical Chemistrv ProaTam
A program was designed

with regard

its main objective

fuel suppliers

50 N

m

40 h

\m

Pellets

specifications

by having the interested

I

r

/

&g
‘a

“-[

‘\
7
6
5

t
4 -

●

HALLERMAN 8 GRAY

●

HEATING

“\

“.,

“)

1

‘b,
w

300

600

I

I

I

I

900
800
700
TEMPERATURE (“C)

1000

Figure 401-6

program was designed
developed

~ PNL.

CMB-1-861,

dated November

A statistical

at room temperature
and the results
taster.
tester

teeter has also been calibrated

on several

oross-checked

The Leitz hardness
results

standard hardness

against a Leitz hardness
@star and the hot hardness

agreed within + 5%.

The hot hardness

materials.

Ma-

which have been tested inolude U-15% Pu-6. 8% Zr

alloy and U-5% Fs.

report,

Future work will inolude the testing

(l)George Hallermsa and R. J. Gray, “Equipment for
Hardnees Testing at Elevated Temperature, ” Report
ORNL-M-48, July 91, 1963.

for-

The re-

in a separate

report,

1, 1968.
of the data obtained in Phase

I indicated clearly the needs for common standards for
methods calibration,

standardization

of certain methods,

updating of equipment in some cases

and the development

of better methods in some instances.
In order to plug these loopholes,
veloped and essentially

completed

by June 3), 1969.

soon as feasible.

a statistically

sampling

for fuel suppliers.

and analysis

report as

designed

program of

were held with PNL representatives

eupply problems

the starting materials
in a separate

A

It is expected that these data wffl be

valuable in developing

concerning

Phase II wae de-

of Phase II will appear as a separate

and an analytical

U02 and PU02.

program for

These are reported

Trip Report dated July 15, 1969.

In addition to the above activities,

cal methods necessary
Development

the following
of analyti-

to the program.
of Methods

Determination cd F in Sintered (U, Pu)O
(T. K. Marshall and G, R. Waterbury) 2
The fluoride

16

This program which

work has been done as a part of the development

apparatus has now been com-

mitted to use with plutonium-containing
terials

blocks

analysis

The

around the tentative

in a separate

eulte of the program are described

Discussions
The hot hardness

as the exper-

warded under cover letter dated May 9, 1968.

summary

A coOLlN G

potential

equipment of each would permit.

was called Phase I is described

%
II
h

.

FFTF mixed oxide fuel.

of mixed oxtde fuel were supplied by PNL.

measurements

&

that might

make as many measurements

ience and laboratory

.

and executed that had as

to uncover the problems

This was accomplished

HOT- HARDNESS OF
ARMCO IRON

on

of plutonium and oarbon content on hardness

exist In adequately charaotarizing

60

emphasis

the effects

with

temperature.

with particular

be applicable
in U308,

ion speoffio electrode

to measurement

-1

was shown to

of F at trace concentrations

used se a stand-in f or sintered

(U, Pu~2,

by

.

making repeated determinations
added as NsF to l-g portions
these analyses,

of 1 to 10 #g quantities
of the sintered

the pyrohydrolytic

separation

that had been proved to be satisfactory
was coupled with the specific

oxide,
of F‘,

in previous

ion electrode

In

First

erratic

measurement

attempts to use the electrode were unsuccess-

readtngs were obtained.

electrode

could be rejuvenated

and recharging
electrode

It was found that the

of F- between 0.010 and
curve was not linear,

was carried

out in an all-

steam,

50 mkf

condensate

for comparison.

and the less-sensitive
average recovery

titrations

obtained by

were discontinued.

equal,
The

of 1.9 to 9.3 pg of added fluoride was

97% and the precision

(1 a) was 4%, showing satisfactory

operation of the method.
caused by use of a

Si02 boat and/or furnaoe tube in the pyrohydrolysis
investigated.

Known quantities

of F‘,

It was observed

metric

oxide in either case.

stoichiometry

A test of this as-

to produce a stoichio -

The temperature

was obtained was 100 O°C.

at which

(The O/M ratios

situation was found with a mixture of
in the ratio of 3 to 1.

the thermodynamic

calculations

oxide should be stoichiometric
in an atmosphere

method

of U308 to pre-

of H20.

is based on

that indicate the mtxed
at a temperature

F$-4 mm partial pressure

oxide,

H20.

produced a hyper-

as did a mixture ofoxides in the
(U gave an O/M ratio
and the mixture gave

an O/M ratio of 2. 017. ) When the mixed oxide (3 U oxide
to one Pu oxide) was heated in Ar-8% H2-4 mm partial
pressure

H20 at 10OO°C, the average O/M ratio was re-

O/M ratios of

ditions:

(1) Ni furnace tube - Si02 boat, (2) Si02 furnace

When heated to 1000°C in dry He-6% H2,
2.001

+ 0.001 were observed.

It was concluded from the above data that neither

tube - Ni boat, and (3) Si02 furnace tube - Si02 boat.

method would prcduce an unbiased result unless

Average recoveries

as indicated

to 97’%recovery
of F

conditions,

using an all Ni system.

as compared
Determinations

of Ar-8%

Each high purity metal,

of 2. 019; Pu gave an oxide of 2.016,

were analyzed under each of the following

(1) 94%, (2) 90%, and

to

This method recommends

when beated under these conditions
st.oichiometric

of 800°C

equivalent

the sample lm heated to 800°C in an atmosphere

samples

con-

(2)

having sn oxygen potential

4 mm partial pressure

duced to 2.008.

of F- were:

the

that a final heating at 700°C

was not an adequate temperature

pare test samples. Between thirteen and eighteen test

(3) 85%, under the respective

d

were

as NaF, between

0.9 and 9.3 Vg were added to l-g samples

.

procedure.

ratio of 3 U oxide to one Pu oxide.

The effects on the F- recovery

ie based on

each through the recommended

Another tbermogravimetric

and then titrated

methods were approximately

The final result

sumption was made by starting with very high purity metals

U and Pu dioxides

were collected.

The results

then reduced to

that under these reducing conditions

dioxide. ) A similar

over the sample,

The F- was measured with the electrode,

the two measurement

of He - 6% H2.

final oxide is actually stoichiometric.

generated from

alkaline H20 containing KMn04,

Th(N03)4

atmosphere

mixed oxide,

oxide by heating at 700°C in a reducing

at 700°C were 2.019 for the dioxide and 2.010 for the Pu

mandatory.

nickel apparatus by passing

until approximately

con-

concentrations

The pyrohydrolysis

WMI

cleaning,

using aix HF solutions

The calibration

making the use of several

the stoichiometric

(> 99.99% pure) and carrying

with a solution O.1~ in NaF and KC1. The

taining known concentrations

slightly

had dried up, and very

by disassembly,

was then calibrated

O.206 pg/ml.

mends that the sample be heated to 7500C in air ta form a

the assumption

the internal electrolyte

the O/M ratio of mixed oxide fuel recom-

slightly hyperstoichiometric

work,

of the F- in the distillate.

ful because

for determining

A third method,(3)
measurement

modified

above.
develo~d

by LASL, involves

of total oxygen as well as the U and Pu.

added to (U, PU)02 are under way.
O/M Ratios in Sintered (U, Pu)O
(J. W. Dahlby, T. K. Marshall? G. C. Swanson,
G. R. Waterbury)
(1)
proposed
One of the thermogravimetric
methods

(1) Lyon, W. L.,

GEAP-4271

(1963).

prOQesS
Reports ‘ct. (2) Chikalla, T. D., l!Qu~rly
Deco, 1966, I! li’o W. Albaugh ~
PP. 4.1, BNwL-cc-

95’7 (1967).
(3) MacDougall, C. S., Smith, M. E.,
R., Analy. Chem. 4Q, 372 (1969).

and Waterbury,

G.

,

The O/M atom ratio is calculated

from these meaeure-

(U, Pu)02 pellets

menta.

to ensure quantitative

dation of the C at 1000°C in a stream of 02.
Unfortunately

each of the above methods ia subject

t.a bias from impurities.

A correction

can be made if the

the oxide in a stiinless
satisfactory

atmosphere

aa the starting material.

removed completely

Gas Evolution from Sintered (U. Pu)O
(D. E. Vanoe and M. E. Smith)
One of the specifications
FFTF fuel is total gas evolution,
An apparatus was constructed
the quantities

temperature
for

including water vapor.

for measuring

separately

monitor,

The ~0

was swept by Ar through a moisture

integrating

the monitor signal.

atmosphere

content.

collected

pump.

gases were measured,

and provision

for sampling the gas for mass electrometric

af the

was made
analysis.

to

2500°C is being considered.

ment is that dissolution

Determination
(G. B. Nelson,

The advantage of this instru-

of the sample is not required
required

Kjeldahl method.

curve was obtained

A linear calibration
standard deviations,

in the

Testing

The analyzer was modified to place the sample loader,
furnace tube, and induction coil in a gloved box for analyTesting wffl resume when installa-

tion is completed.

method for measuring

of previously

tests

C in the sM.aed

reported

and potentiometric

tinued by repeatedly

standardized

analyzing

controlled-potential

titration
sintered

method titrates

methods was con(U, PU)02 pellets

of these elements.

Pu(VI) to Pu(IV) with

Fe(II) without interference

concentration

is calculated

measures

from U.

by subtracting

The U

the Pu concen-

of a combustion

manometric

C showed that grinding of sint.ared

The coulometric

the quantity of electricity

Pu(IV), following

electrolytic

(ill) oxidation state,

to aidize

methcd

Pu(III) to

reduction of all Pu to the

or the quantity of electricity

duce U(Vl) to U(lV), following

a pre-reduction

to re -

of easily

reduced impurities.
The results
element

of tento twelve measurements

by each method showed that the relative

deviations

of the coulometric

O.14%, respectively,
cisions

titrations

in measuring

(1 o) for the potentiometric

and 0.08 relative

Determination of C in Sintered (U, Pu)02 Pellets
(C. S. McDougall and M. E. Smith)
Preliminary

coulometric

ranging from

3 C%to 12 #g of nitrogen to 2% for 160 pg were calculated.

sis of Pu materiala.

in C

the method per-

of U ad Pu in Sintered (U, PU)02
W. W. Wileon, G. R. Waterbury)

with CS(IV) to U(W) and Pu(IV).
for

without the tedious sample dissolution

from which relative

sieve

Pu(III) and U(IV), obtained by reduction in a Pb reductor,

analyzer was calibrated

N2 in (U, Pu)02.

molecular

tration from the total PO and U measured by titrating

Measurement of N in (U, Pu)O
(G. C. Swanscn an% J. W. D ~Y)

measuring

in measuring

for U and Pu without prior separation

as high as

and a new furnace capable of heating eamples

A L13c0 Nitrax-6

was held by the reconditioned

The potentiometric

The furnace is capable of temperatures

at a

oxides.

Testing of the apparatus was started.

22000C,

system

The C02 content af the inert-

formed satisfactorily

of other

The volume and pressure

sieve in the gas puri.ficatica

With this sample preparation,

volatiles,
and the gases evolved at 1600°C were collected
with a Toeppler

Recmdftioning

not lower than 300°C while purgtng With dry

He was recommended.

Then the

system was evacuated prior to the measurement

sieve.

IMsed for at least 2 weeka witbout apparent increase

and the total quantity of H20 was obtained by

electronically

by molecular

was not

at a level so low that a ground sample ca.dd be left ex-

of H20 evolved at 800°C from one pellet,

and of other gases evolved as another sample was heated
to 1600°C.

enclosure.

were found to exist if this impuri~

of the molecular

under consideration

capsule was

of 2 to 3 ppm of C02 in the enclosure

These atudiea are being continued using sintered
pellets

steel mixer-mill

oxi-

Grinding of

only in a C-free inert-atmosphere

Concentrations

extant and nature of these are known.
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was required

were 0.13 nnd

U and Pu.

The pre -

titratf ona were O. 06

percent in measuring

average U concentration

of each
standard

by coulometry

U and Pu.

The

of 66.25% was

slightly higher than the 66. 13% obtained by potentiometrio
titration.

The average Pu concentrations

by the two

methods were 22.06 and 22. 05%.
The effect of small amounts of Am on the controlled-potential

coulometric

titration of Pu was determined

measurements

of physical

spectrographic

analyses,

correlations

properties,

and metallography.

of chemical

with data for bead loadings

170 and 6800 ppm of Am.

were developed to obtain chemical

made at each of five Am concentrations.
recoveries

were

The average

of Pu ranged from 99.91 to 100. 06% and the

precision

(1 o) was in the range between 0.04 and 0.10

relative

percent,

tolerated

showing that at least O.68% of Am was

of an inert-gas-fusion

zing a gas chromatographic
comparison

of results

previously

described

method utili-

finish was completed

with a

obtained by this method and by a
gravimetric

method.

In either

1 g of the oxide is mixed with 0.2 g C and

pressed

into a peflet which is heated to 2000°C in a C

crucible

to evolve the 02 as CO and C02.

measurement,

mixed with Ne internal standard,
peaks are integrated

the investigation

For the

and the chromatographic
to provide a measure

of the 02.

of the investigation,

was sent to CGA and DRDT (CMB-1494,

Examination of E BR-11 Driver Fuel Elements
Containing ANL Fuel
The extensive

and 5 unirradiated

1968, were completed.

were finished

a.

and reported

and 11.8

Cf?Owith

method.

betterprecision

investigation

of the chromatographic

standard deviaBecause

by the gravimetric

of the
method,

method was dis-

continued.

of subsequent

work

Isotopic Analvsis
compositions

diated and 3 unirradiated
mass spectrometer.
the unirradiated

of the U in sections

and lmttom of each of 4 irra-

fuel pins were measured

The compositions

on a

(Table 401-11) of

pins were within the concentration

ranges

for the EBR-11 Driver

Tablo 401-U
W*

mctr.metrio

.4mdysm .al U

Iemtopi.
COmpoaitionm

UlaOtoP1c
&mLde

236

Cal centmti.m.

234+236+238

%

JziwLw

(Unh-rd.)

Middle

6Z.20

47.00

. 1.0

ZAtOm

62.16

47.86

< 1.0

62.28

47.71

c 1.0.

62.14

47.86

< 1.0

0121 H-27

(Ualrrad.

)

MidcOe
DOltmn
4067-63 (lm.d.)

REQUESTS FROM DRDT
A.

Examination of Irradiated Material
(R. J. Bard, D. M. Helm (K-1),
K. A. Johnson, E. D. Leughrsn (GMX-2),
J. W. Sehulte, J. F. Torbert (GMX-1),
J. R. Trujillo, G. R. Waterbury)
Examination of Irradiated Peach Bottom
Reactor Fuel Element

1.

Investigations
of sleeve

the Second

by each method on

a relative

substantially

fi

Many of the examinations

The results

taken from the top, middle,

0121 H-05

tion of O.2% for the gravimetric

of 6 irradiated

in LA-3993-MS,

F Y 1968.

The isotopic

ative standard deviation of O.8% by the chromatographic

w.

investigations

E BR-If Driver Fuel Rods, received

one lot of powdered (U, PU)02 were 11. 88% 02 with a rel-

measurement,

a mode of failure

A final report describing

listed in Product Specifications

Results for ten determinations

as well as

are given below:

the CO and C02 are

electronically

evidence,

and techniques

7, 1968).

2.

In the gravi -

metric method the gases are weighed as C02.

in the compacts,

was postulated.

Annual Report,

method,

gas chromatographic

of the element

January,

Meaningful

for the extent of bead coating damage.

Based upon results

November

by the method.

Determination of O. in (U, PU)02: Gas Cbromatographic Method
(D. E. Vance, M. E. Smith, C. S. MacDougaU)
Investigation

tietallographic,

and

analyses for U and Th were made

by titrating aliquots containing 7 mg of Pu and between
Five to eight titrations

chemical

and of portions

fuel element.

were made of several
of 8 fuel compacts

Examinations

sections

from a failed

included microphotography,

TOP

61.26

48.43

c 1.0

Mldl%

51.03

48.04

< 1.0

SOttml

61,16

40.43

< 1.0

61.
s7
61.18
61.26

48.08
48.41
48.44

1.0
1.0
1.0

51.82
61,28
61.43

47.03
48.67.
48.30

< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0

62.18
● 0.60

47.8?.
& 0.60

< 1.0

4088-100
(Imnd.)
T.oP
Middk
ZOwml
2L42-17
(Mad.)
Tc?
Mldd10

muoln
$mCul.?d
COncontnlucd

FCF-1.
\rcduol
cpmlfkmlea.
forudrmdlti.d
EDn-UDrivor
Fuel.ku-mnta,
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Fuel Elements, FCF-1.
295
U in the unirradiated

fuel pins reduced the concentrathe relative

tion of this isotope and inoreased
trations

spectrophotometric

As expeut.ed, burnup of the

concen-

croprobe Examinations
IVU

Electron

05 were examined to ident@
distributions

inclusions

and to determine

of the f isaium elements.

Niobium was not

detected in either sample showtng that Nb was not segregated to the extent that ccnoentrations
O,05% deteotion limit existed
fissium

elements

of metallographically

areas.

C.

The less common tnclusion generally
boundaries
3.

occurred

TTC.SofAnalvsis
Metdlogn@y

Examinations of EBR-11 Driver Fuel Elements
Containing AGC Fuel

H&

radiated) which were received
a.

(2 irradiated

Tests

Examinations

carried

Element

3481-119

No.

x

—

Dllntometry

x

d.

Gas Analvses
Samples of gas from fuel elements

and isotonically

cut on the fuel elements

on No. 1662.
of AI Fuel end Flux Monitoring

Examinations
WAS

4.

Four flux monitoring wires and 120 UC pellets

ment were received

Fuel Zleme.u
E.umimt!on cd EBR-11

b
6
2249-100’
2&1-119 ~
348l-llss1136-116*
-x
x
x
x
.
.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

--

--

x

x
x

CuumaSeuullw

‘Lhih-rdfxed
fuel
%rrdlatcd

f.d

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

on four wires,
wires.

sections

element

Chemical Analyses of Fuel Elements
(Unirrad. ) and 1682 (Irrad. )

and Pd in the unirradiated
Pd in the irradiated

Contami-

1136

of U, Mo, Ru, Rb,

fuel pin and of U, Mo, Ru, and

fiel pin were determined

by

on three

from one M-CO wire were

to measure

activity of each section.

Gamma scanning and radiochem-

ical analyses

ally,

●lement

Concentrations

examinations.

analyzed radiochemically

are in progress

Two of the pellets

~

Experi-

and gamma scans were completed

Seven 0.25 -in.

and replioas

Four of the pellets
b.

for specifio

Irradiation

nation swipes and radiation level readings were obtained

Teal ICem ●at W●nufmulca

Cudhtica readlnxs
EM* Current
fQd0cw4v

1136 (un-

irrad. ) and 1682 (irrad. ) were analyzed mass spectro-

m Fuel Elements

Tnbla 401-111

~w@w
Rwglu
Clameter,
La@
ranter
d IulaL!Calumlcluon
SNIP
retilw
Temparatum

x

x

doped with W from EXP-NRX-9-101

lkcrlmlon
d Teat

~

AN&M

--

x

are listed in Table 401-IIf.

Nm&strwUvc

on the fuel

DTA

metrically,

from AN+.

Nondestructive

performed

x

only

and 3 unir-

and one

on Fuel

Hardness

brief mention will be made of the types of examinations
conducted on the 5 fuel elements

from each pin

using one shielded

Performed

FUel from

in grain

consequently

examinations

Tahb401-XV

and contained Ru, Pd, Rh, Mo, Si, and U.

from these examinations,

sections

The types of analyses

DRDT was provided with a Weekly Report of
the results

microprobe

are shown in Table 401-lV below.

contained only U and Zr.

Nuclear

the abeoluw

on the remaining

were examined

specifio

wires.

metallographic-

were prepared for evaluation

by AI.

were packaged and shipped to Idaho

Corporation for burnup analyses.
5.

Examination of Irradiated
from BNWL
Twelve assemblies

were received

Pins and Capsules

(11 capsules

from BNWL during FY 1969.

and 2 ptns)
Since detailed

reporte were provided to BNWL end DRDT at frequent

20

.

taken from the top end bottom

polished

Analvses

throughout the matrix and also in two types of inclusions.
The more common inclusion

of impurities

imtrument.

The other

(Me, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Zr) were found

end bdtom of each pin.

were started simultaneously,
unshielded

were made

0.1- to 1. O-g samples

determination

halves of each fuel pin. Electron

higher than the

in isolated

spectrographic

were made on samples

A top and a bottom section of fuel pin 0121 -H-

Determinations

prepared by dissolving

taken from the top, middle,
Emission

of other isotopes.
b.

on solutions

methods.

.

int.e Iwals, only those examinations
were performed

listed in Table 401-V.

whereas

In some cases the examination

which

and components

In the table,

the capsule was examined,

capsules

and operations

on the fuel elements

“C” indicates

that

“P” indicates

pin.

was performed

Physical

Measurements
TN.

Luu.tnsttm

.1 %s

al-v
d

capd.s fr..

~LIMuuu
E4u.e+Fdc4---

mml.

d Cm,snk, and Ph.
PNLX
_?Ef93
Lu.
LA
ALl-

Mmttllutt..
PX L-i

OPrcutom .,

cc

----ccc

T,mF,.tnm

PCP

Rl$lti.

PC

PM-*

P

~%ln*rpcpc
Pmfllo.arJPPPP
Dlmxwr bf
-!.-ram,*

CPCC
PC

CCC

CC

Cccc

PCCC

CPPCPPCPCPCPCP

CPCPCP

Pccccccc
PPPPPPPP
---

Chd,.uanl

-c-

a“ -PI,
(d SaSl,.,.,

P

uMallOgra*yP.

P-P

RVUC.11’=9
.un4,ti-*,

P-P
P.P

&?’.uta.-d4>P

-P-

-----c

Examination of Pins and Capsules from UNC

Identification of Cammdes and Pins
UNC-90
U-NC-87
UNC-89

Operation or
Measurement

on both

and pins.
a.

Table 401-VI

are

Ca

c

Radiation

c

c

c

Photography

cPb

CP

CP

Radiography

c

c

c

Gamma scanning

c

c

c

Clad removal

c

c

c

Profilometry

P

P

P

Gas analysis

c

c

c

Cccc

C-cc

ccc

-P
-P

CPCPC?

PP

-----

P.P
PP

-----

PP

aMeasurement taken on capsule

cc

CPPCPPCPCPCPCP

b

Measurement taken on pin

---

P-----

radiation and temperature
In

addition to all results

BNWL, original
wherever

being furnished

to

scanning is completed,
removed to retrieve

Chemical Analyses
The kerosene

of NaK from capsule
for metallic

used to wash the retained traces

by an x-ray fluorescence

in an attempt to determine

8.

‘7, 1969.

and a black reticulate

formed:

capsule

coating on the stainless

steel cladding above the Na were analyzed semi-quantitamethods to determine

Examination of Irradiated
Caosule for LASL

The following

Diameter

Na from an unfrradiated

cap-

Examination
for UNC

by Micrometer;

(d) Temperature

Radiation Measurements.
for re-inserting

capsule in EBR-11, and it was returned to

the

ICMIO.

Shielding Intearitv Test of the Paducah Cask

9.

The hot cell facility was used for testing the
of Irradiated

The examinations

Pins and Capsules

the attenuation of the radiation from 90,000

Ci of 60co

which was placed in the cavity of the Demonstration
performed

on three mixed

carbide pins from UNC are listed in Table 401-VI.
‘7.

tests were per-

(b) Gamma Scanning; (c)

Approval was received

sule also was analyzed.
6.

from the E BR-11 on February

nondestructive

Measurements

Along the Length; (e)

Mixed Carbide

mixed carbide capsule identified

(a) Radiograph~

the im-

purity content of the Na and to identify the black coating.
As a basis for comparison,

clad wffl be

the individual pins for further

as LASL 42-B was received

the cause of the red-brown

A sample of Na from an irradiated

tively by spectrographic

When gamma

the NaK and capsule

An irradiated

method

oolor of the wash liquid.

(PNL-X-1)

visual inspec -

measurements.

13NW-1-9 was analyzed qualitatively

constituents

measurements;

tion and photography; and radiography.

data or suitable copies were provided

feasible,

b.

c

Temperature

Examination of Irradiated
Westinghouse (WARD)
Three Westinghouse

3 mixed carbide pins were received

each containing

on February

at Paducah.

jected In the hypothetical

Capsules from

capsules

fabricated

19.

The

The cask had been previously
accident conditions

listed

Chapter 0529 of the AEC Manual.

The results,

basis of radiation measurements,

indicsted

no significant

Cask
sub-

in

on the

the cask had

voids.

The attenuation provided by the walls of the hot
following operationa

have heen carried

out on the capsules:

21

cell facility were adequate for handling of the 90,000 Ci
of 60
Co. A previous integrity test of the walls indicated
that -50,000

Ci of fission

produots could be safely

handled.
VDL

.
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PROJECT462
SODIUMTECHNOLOGY
Person in Charge:
Principal
Investigator:

1.

INTRODUCTION

Task Area 4:

For the successful
ture

sodium systems

D. B. Hall
J. C. Biery

operation

contemplated

of high

A.

tempera-

for use in fast,

On-Line Monitoring Methods

Plugging meter studies.

Task Area 5:

Sampling and Analysis

central station reactor concepts, impurities in the

A.

Vacuum distillation

sodium must be monitored and controlled, Nonradio-

B.

Study of gamma ray activation
Carbon and Oxygen.

c.

Absorption spectrometry development
metal impurity analysis.

D.

Total carbon analysis

E.

Development of remotely operated
tion samplers for EBR-11.

active impurities such as oxygen must be maintained
at low concentrationlevels to limit corrosion processes. Radioactive impurities introduced into
sodium from failed fuel elements should be removed
and to minimize
to facilitate ‘fcontactmaintenance’!
safety and detection problems. To control the levels

Task Area 7:

of these impurities,a knowledge of their behavior

A.

and interactionsin sodium must be developed. Acqui-

analysis

for

for

development.

Cover Gas and Maintenance

distilla-

Atmospheres

Development of a high temperature quadrumass spectrometer fo; cover gi.s
analysis.

ple

sition of this informationhas been subdivided in
the LMFBR Program Plan into a number of task areas.

Details

The sodium technology program at LASL has projects

below.

which contribute to six of these areas. The broad

studies.

of the work in these programs

are presented

II.

MATERIALS

A.

Correlation of Sodium and Helium Leaks
(J. P. Brainard, D. C. Kirkpatrick)

1.

General

COMPATIBILITY

tasks and current LASL projects within those areas
are summarizedbelow:
Task Area 1: Materials Compatibility
A.

Correlation of sodium and helium leaks.

B.

Study of carbon transport in thermal convection loops.

The correlation of sodium leak development with
measured helium leak rates observed during acceptance
testing provides information on the degree of compo-

Task Area 2:
A.

Sodium Purification

Study of sodium oxide kinetics in cold
traps.

B.

Study of soluble getters for removal of
impurities from sodium.

c.

Study of gas diffusion through metals into
sodium.

.
Task Area 3:
A.

.
B.

Fission Products in Sodium Systems

Study of fission product distribution in
loop experiments.
Study of fission product gettering in capsule experiments.

nent integrity which must be attained for safe,
long-term sodium plant operation. No firm criteria
now exist that establish acceptable levels of leaktightness for various situations.
This study uses fabricated stainless steel leaks
and leaks that occur naturally in stainless steel
bar stock. The length of the leaks tested is 1/4 in.
Selected samples having a range of helium leak rates
are incorporated into small sodium systems (Fig. 4621) which are held at predetermined temperatures.
Thirty-six

cm3 of sodium and a helium

cover

gas at
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r==l

and some solvents can completely mask leaks of this

L-J
FILL

size and invalidate a leak test, unless proper pre-

RESERVOIR

THERMOCOUPLE —
HELIUM
PRESSURE
>

treatment of the component is performed. In some
cases this treatment involves firing of the compo-

L

SODIUM
CHAMBER

--B1

-—
-.

ZIRCONUvl

F OIL

nent in a hydrogen atmosphere. If meaningful helium

.

leak tests are to be performed on LNFBR components,
procedures must be developed for treating and han-

.

dling of the part prior to leak test.
2.

Results in FY 1969
Eight leaks have been tested: four at 400°C

and four at 650”C. Data on these tese specimens
are given in Table 462-I. The experimentalapparatus is shown in Fig. 462-2.
Three of the 400”c cells have not leaked sodium
after 420 days of operation. Recent observations
after 370 days of exposure show a slight leak in
cell 4 of approximatelyz x 1o-4 cm3/day. The reaction chambers of these cells were preoxidized for

QQKI-L’A’

three days prior to sodium insertion to prevent
stainless steel oxidation from interferingwith

2?

measurement of possible sodium oxidation.

REACTION
CHAMBER

AID

nlr\

‘J-

AIR
BACKFILL

Within

93 days of operation,

all the 650”c

cells with the exception of the control ceII (No. 6)

leaked sodium. l%ese cells were preoxidized for
one day.

Cell 7, with an initial helium leak rate

of 10-1 atm cm3/see, leaked and filled the reaction
chamber with sodium during the first day in test.
The sodium leak rate was at least 25 cm3/day and
was very likely greater because the measurement was

I

MASS

SPECTROMETER

Fig. 462-1. Schematic of the Test Cell.

made after a day of operation, i.e., the reaction
chamber could have been filled in much less than a
day.

S psig are placed above the leak in the sodium
chamber. The reaction chamber under the leak is
filled with air (atmosphericpressure). The air is
analyzed periodically in a mass spectrometer and
the chamber is then refilled with air. The absence

Cell 5, with an initial helium leak rate of
6.8 x 10-6 atm cm3/see, began to leak sodium after
18 days of operation. A sodium leak rate of approximately 1 cm3/day was calculatedby assuming a uniform leak rate over the time of leakage andby

or reduction of the oxygen peak in the air sample
radiographically

indicates a sodium leak into the reaction chamber,
From these observations it may be possible to establish, for mass spectrometeracceptance tests on
sodium system components, the maximum tolerable
helium rate which is consistentwith adequate longterm containment of sodium by that component.
An interestingside effect from this work has
been observation of the elusivenessof what are considered to be large leaks (10-5 to 10-6 atm cm3/
see). Normal contaminantssuch as grease, water

24

determining the amount of sodium

that had flowed out of the cell.
Cell 8, which was plugged by metal oxides, began leaking sodium after 93 days. The leak was
estimated to be about 2 x 10-2 cm3/day. The leak-

.

age followed an accidental power outage to the
ovens. Thus, thermal cycling may play a role in
sodium leakage. This leak is being allowed to continue in order to observe sodium leak development.
Each cell
conium foil

contains approximately 11 g of zir-

in the sodium chamber. The ability of

.

Table 462-I
Test Specimen Data

Cell No.

Type of Leak
Stainless Steel Type: 304

1

Fabricated from tube

2

Fabricated from tube

3

Flaw in bar stock

4

Flaw in bar stock

5

Flaw in bar stock

Initial He Leak
Rate (Room Temp.)

1.1 x 10-4
atm cm3/sec

Test Temp.
400”C

Leak rate doubled during initial
heat treatment. Vacuum fired.

400”C

Sealed shut during fabrication.
Vacuum fired.

400°c

Vacuum fired. This leak sealed
during preoxidation of the cell.

400”C

Known to have flaw, but did not
open with vacuum firing.

.

6

Solid bar stock

7

Flaw in bar stock

8

Flaw in bar stock

None
1.7 x 10-4
atm cm3/sec
None

6.8 x 10-6
atm cm3/sec

History of Sample
Prior to Sodium Exposure

650”C

Opened by hydrogen firing, closed
by heating in air, then reopened

by hydrogen firing.

None
(ControlSpecimen)

650”C

Hydrogen fired.

1.2 x 10-1
atm cm3/sec

650”C

Opened to 1 x 10-4 atm cm3/sec by
vacuum firing, was then hydrogen
fired, heated in air, and hydrogen fired.

None [Metal oxide
plugged)

650”C

Opened to 3.5 x 10-6 by hydrogen
firing, closed by heating in air,
remained closed after hydrogen
firing.

the foil to remove oxygen from the sodium serves two

plug behavior

purposes: first, to keep the sodium clean, and sec-

the assumption

has been mathematically
that sodium

studied

using

and oxygen diffuse

ond, to measure the oxygen intake into the system

through the plug and sodium oxide dissolves into the

through the leak. Each cell’s zirconium is accu-

sodium. Proof of its validity awaits much more data.

rately weighed before and after an experiment to de-

3.

termine its oxygen intake during the experiment.
The zirconiumhas been weighed before and after
operation of Cells 5, 6, and 7.

There appears to be

no correlation between the initial helium leak rate

Summary and Conclusion
Large helium leaks of 10-4 atm cm3/see, and pre-

sumably smaller ones as well, do not appear to be a
problem in sodium systems at the low temperature of
400”C. However, helium leaks as small as 10-6 atm

and the observed weight increase. Because the sodi-

cm3/sec do appear to lead to subsequent sodium leak-

um used in the experimentwas pre-exposed to zircon-

age at the temperature of 650”C.

ium at 600°C, and initially contained little oxygen,

The importance of opening a masked leak before

it is believed the increase in weight is due to the

helium mass spectrometer testing was shown when an

sodium leaching oxygen from the stainless steel and

oxide-masked leak path (Cell 8) leaked sodium. After

the subsequent zirconium reaction with this oxygen.

oxidation in air, no initial leakage of helium could

Apparently, the large source of oxygen from the

be detected in the specimen. However, sodium did

stainless steel overshadows that of the leaks. It

leak through the flaw after 93 days of exposure at

was calculated that about S x 10-5 g 02/cm2 of stain-

650°C.

less steel was transferredfrom the stainless steel
to the zirconium.

Much more information on sodium leakage is
needed before any firm criteria can be developed for

A simple mathematicalmodel was developed in an

defining an acceptable leak as detected and measured

attempt to explain the mechanics of sodium leakage.

by means of a helium mass spectrometer. However, no

This model assumes that a sodium oxide plug in the

further studies can be initiated because of scheduled

leak channel prevents leakage of liquid sodium. The

reduction in funding for this project. No further
25
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Fig. 462-2. ExperimentalApparatus for the Study of Sodium Leakage.
reporting of results is planned. Cells 1 through 4,

The carbon transfer rates from carbon rods are

and 8 will be allowed to continue operation through

being studied in thermal convection loops. The Type

FY 1970, or until they leak. Monthly gas analysis

304 stainless steel loop itself is serving as the

of their reaction chambers will be made. A detailed

carbon sink.

report of the work to date was written in LA-4129-MS.

2.

Study of Carbon Transport

Results in N

1969

The fabrication of the thermal harp and its in-

in Thermal Convec-

stallation on an existing sodium loop was completed.
8.

_ry,

1.

General
Studies

C...

Cashing)

have indicated

beds may be useful
dium systems.

that

and refractory

pose of this
if

study

austenitic

metals.
is

of 137CS in so-

is slightly
Therefore,

to determine

low to allow

a sodium system.

soluble

stainless

rates

oxygen concentration in the sodium. The cold trap
temperature in the main loop was 150”C. The conditioning period continued 208 h.

During 67 h of that

time 2SO”C sodium from the supply loop was intermit-

the pur-

the conditions,

any, under which carbon mass transfer

sufficiently

26

the use of carbon

in the gettering

Carbon, however,

in sodium and can carburize
steels

Initially, sodium from the loop was passed through
the harp to condition the internal surfaces to the

For 141 h the pump-

ed flow was discontinued, and thermal convection at

are

the use of carbon beds

tently pumped through at 1 gpm.

in

500”C was allowed. The periods of forced and natural convection flow were alternated,with the minimum period in either mode of operation being 24 h.

On March 6, 1969, when the conditioninghad

Cold trap tests are being conducted with a 60-

been completed, a graphite rod 1/4 in. in diam and

gal sodium system which has analytical capabilities

2-9/16-in. long was submersed in the sodium at the

including a vacuum distillation sampler, a plugging

top of the hot leg of the loop. AS of July 1, 1969,

indicator, and two UNC oxygen meters. The cold

the rod had been exposed to the thermally convecting

trap tests consist of measurement of the rates of

sodium for 2784 h.

The temperature around the loop

varies from a low of 460”C in the cool leg to a

change of oxygen concentration in the system. Various conditions of temperature and flow rates in the

high of SIS”C in the hot leg. The flow velocity as

trap are tested to determine the effect of these

measured by a flowmeter is 2-3 cm/sec.

variables on the oxygen removal rates. When the

Present plans call for continuationof the test
for approximately8000 h.

At termination of the run

rate of change of oxygen concentration,the cold
trap temperatures,and the deposition surface area

the loop will be sacrificed and examined for car-

is known, an overall mass transfer coefficient can

burization effects. Also, the graphite rod will be

be calculated.

cleaned by heating under vacuum, weighed, and then
burned and analyzed for sodium content. No addi-

The mass transfer coefficient is defined by
Eq. 1.

tional experiments are planned.
III. STUDY OF PURIFICATIONMETHODS FOR NONRADIOACTIVE IMPURITIES
A.

dm
—=
dt
dm
‘here m

Study of Na20 Kinetics in Cold Traps

General
In sodium coolant systems for future LMFBR’s

A=

it will be necessary to use cold traps for removal

c=

and control of oxygen and other contaminants. These
cold traps should be designed to handle adequately

Ce

the impurity loads and to maintain the impurity
concentrationlevel below some specified upper

2.

the rate of oxygen mass deposition from
solution onto a solid surface, g/h.

the bare surface area, cm2.
oxygen concentrationin the supersaturated solution) ppm.
= equilibrium oxygen concentrationat the
temperature of the surface, ppm.

Results in FY 1969
Three cold traps have been operated during FY

limit. For economic reasons, cold traps must be
the smallest and simplest designs which can meet

1969. Experiments with Cold Trap No. 1 were com-

the above requirements.

pleted during the first quarter. The cold trap

Knowledge of the mechanisms of impurity depo-

test loop was then modified to accommodatea “remov-

sition in cold traps is necessary to permit the op-

able-core!!cold trap; it has a NaK-cooled insert

timum design for a given sodium coolant system. The

which can be removed for examination and analysis

rate of mass transfer of impurity species to cold

of the precipitate. Experiments with the first in-

trap surfaces must be measured and the effect of

sert (designatedCold Trap No. 2) were completed

various flow patterns, surface conditions,and tem-

during the third quarter. The second NaK-cooled in-

perature on the mass transfer rates must be deter-

sert (Cold Trap No. 3) was installed during the

mined. The effect of the above variables on the

fourth quarter.

mass transfer coefficient for removal of oxygen

a.

from sodium systems can then be predicted. Know-

.

=

(1)

(ka) = the overall mass transfer coefficient
with the term (a) accounting for roughness of the surface which gives more
area per unit sub-surface-area,g/cm2h-ppm,

(C. C. McPheeters, J. C. Biery, W. W. Schertz,
R. Martinez)
1.

(ka) A (C - Ce)

Cold Trap No. 1 - (Unpacked-AnnularTrap)
A total of 3S runs were made with Cold Trap No.

ledge of the mechanisms involved, and of the mass

1. An isometric cutaway drawing of the unpacked

transfer coefficients,will allow calculation of the
rate of oxygen removal and the location of deposited

annular type cold trap was shown in an earlier quarterly report.1 Tests were conducted over a range ‘f

oxides in the cold trap for any given system size

temperatures (115-250”C)and flow rates (0.1-1.5 gpm)

“

and cold trap geometry. Proposed cold trap designs

in both precipitation and dissolution runs. No def-

could be evaluated in terms of total oxide capacity

inite correlationbetween temperature and the mass

and expected system cleanup rates.

transfer coefficient could be found; the scatter in
27

the data appears

to mask any temperature

effect.

tion runs are shown in Table 462-II. For this cal-

The effect of sodium velocity (or Reynold’s number)

culation, the oxygen volubility curve of Rutkauskas2

on the mass transfer coefficient is shown in Fig.

was utilized. These coefficientsare 1.5 to 2 times

462-3. The relationship is approximately linear,

longer than the coefficientscalculated for oxygen

.

with unit slope, on a log-log plot between Reynold’s

in Cold Trap No. 1 and presented in Fig. 462-3,

numbers of 200 and 1200; however, the coefficients

This difference lends credence to the suspicion that

increase sharply above 1200. A slope of 1/2 is expected if true laminar flow conditions exist. The

the impurity was —
not oxygen, and other volubility
curves will be tried in the calculation. (For in-

steep slope is probably due to radial cross-flow in

stance, the hydrogen volubility curve of Addision

the cold trap caused by poor entrance conditions.

is now being tried in the calculation.)

The large effect of Reynold’s number on the

Table 462-II

mass transfer coefficient indicates that the oxide
deposition process is liquid phase diffusion limi-

Results of Runs with Cold Trap No. 2

ted. Good agreement between the results from pre-

Minimum
Mass Transfer
ReynC.Old
Run
oldts
Trap
Coefficient
&
Run Type
&
(lb/ft2-h-ppm)
~
2.01 Precipitation 300
141°C
13.6 X 10-6

cipitation and dissolution runs indicates that the
same mechanism is occurring in both processes. The
mechanism for dissolution involves transfer of material from crystals attached to solid surfaces

2.02

into the sodium stream; therefore, the mechanism

2.03 Precipitation

for precipitationmust involve transfer of material

2.04

from the sodium stream to the cold trap solid sur-

2.05 Precipitation

Dissolution

Dissolution

300

196°C

20.0 x 10-6

300

141°C

18.5 X 10-6

300

233°C

17.1 X 10-6

300

152°C

16.3 X 10-6

face where heterogeneousnucleation and growth of
oxide crystals occurs. A complete summary of the
results from experimentswith Cold Trap No. 1 was
presented at the InternationalConference on Sodium
Technology and Large Fast Reactor Design at Argonne
National Laboratory,November 7-9, 1968.
b.

Cold Trap No. 2
The second cold trap includes a NaK-cooled in-

sert which can be removed for examination and identification of species. Inlet sodium flows downward in an annular space surrounding the insert.
Beyond the end of the insert, the sodium passes
through a regenerativeheat exchanger and back into
the main system.
Ouring the initial loop operations after installation of Cold Trap No. 2, an impurity which
was saturated at 220°C with the cold trap temperature at 300”C (the system temperature)was detected
with the oscillating plugging indicator. This impurity did not have the kinetic behavior typical
of oxygen. The kinetics of an oxygen impurity with
a saturation temperatureof 220”C are such that it

looo~

I

F

I

I

1

1

1 T 1{

1

i

I

1

precipitatesand dissolves very rapidly; however,

Five cold trap runs were made to determine
mass transfer coefficients for the impurity.

the

The

results of the three precipitation and two dissolu-
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I

1

hOPRECIPITATION
RUNS
● DISSOLUTION
RUNS

I

100

I

10

.

,~

100
this impurity precipitated and dissolved slowly.

1

EFFECT OF INCREAbNGREYNOLLYS
NUMBER ONTHE IWASSTRANSFER
COEFFICIENT

K

30

REYNOLD’SNO. IN THE COLD TRAP

.
Fig. 462-3. The Bffect of Reynold’s Number on the
Mass Transfer Coefficient.

After completion of the runs with Cold Trap No.

length of the insert from the bottom to the flange
“is24 in., and its appearance before test was that

2, the sodium was dumped from the cold trap into a
dump tank. The cold trap was evacuated and the in-

of electropolishedstainless steel. The lower 4 in.

sert was heated to 250”C for 4 h to distill resid-

was covered with a thin layer of sodium over a

ual sodium from the impurity deposits. The insert

crystalline sub-layer. The middle 14 in. was cov-

was then removed into an inert chamber where it was

ered with a thin layer of small crystals, and the

observed and photographed. Figure 462-4 shows an

upper 6 in. was nearly free of any deposit. Figure

overall view of the entire insert which was covered

462-5 shows the lower portion of the insert. The

with a thin

bright spots are crystalline areas in which the

layer

of very small

crystals. The

.-

Fig. 462-4. Overall View of Cold Trap No. 2 Insert in an Inert Chamber after Test.
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Fig.

462-S.

View of Lower 6 in.

of Cold Trap No. 2 Insert Showing CrystallineNature of the Impurity Deposit.

crystals have the same orientation so that they re-

moval systems. Cold Trap No. 3 is identical to

fleet light in a common direction.

Cold Trap No. 2 with the exception that wire mesh

The insert was transferred to a dry box where

packing was placed around the central cylinder.

the deposit was scraped off and loaded into capi-

The packed assembly which is shown in Fig. 462-6

nary tubes for x-ray analysis. The results of the

was inserted into the cold trap body. The packed

analysis are not yet available.

cold trap is currently in service; however, no cold

c.

trap runs have been made.

Cold Trap No. 3
Mass

transfer data from cold traps packed with

wire mesh are necessary for the purpose of desi.gning packed cold traps for near-term impurity re-

30

d.

Oxygen Addition System
The presence of impurities other than oxygen

in the test loop has made it necessary to devise a

.
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Fig. 462-6.

Cold Trap No. 3 Insert.

method of adding pure oxygen to the sodium without
introducing

other impurities

unambiguous

measurements

The vacuum distillation
overflowing
oxygen

ity deposits

of oxygen

is present,

[This surface

that would

removal

sample station,

sodium surface

addition.

in order to perform
rates.

in which an
is used for

is free from impur-

impede absorption

of oxygen

It is postulated that the stainless steel surfaces
adsorbed the remaining 20 ppm.

This quantity of

oxygen absorbed is equivalent to 1.2 x 10-1 mg/cm2
on the 350”C stainless steel surface.
This addition method utilizing the calibrated,
controlled leak valve was very successful. The oxygen was not immediately absorbed by the flowing so-

into the sodium stream.) A glass viewport and a

dium, however. A reaction zone existed above the

gas bleed valve adjustable to give leak rates from

sodium surface where the sodium vapor reacted with

10-10 to 100 std cc/see were installed above the

the oxygen, and sodium and sodium oxide codeposited

sample port. Oxygen was added through the valve at

on the vessel walls at the reaction zone level.

a rate of 0.77 g/h to the gas phase over 350”C so-

Periodically the sodium level was raised above the

dium until a total of 55 ppm had been added to the

reaction zone to dissolve the Na-Na20 deposit. This

system. Only 35 ppm was found to be in solution in

periodic dissolution of the deposit required a 5 to

the sodium; the oscillation plugging meter satura-

10-min interruption of the addition procedure.

tion temperature and the Rutkauskas semi-log volubility curve2 were used to make this determination,

B.

Study of Soluble Getters for Removal of Impurities from Sodium
(G. E. Meadows, D. N. Rodgers, O. E. Thomas)

analytical

techniques.

Despite

the preliminary

nature of the experiments,the main findings are
believed to be substantiallydefinitive.

1.

General
For large

be desirable

The fact that calcium does not remain in solusodium-cooled
to use soluble

reactor
getters

systems,

it

for control

may
of

oxygen and other dissolved impurities in lieu of or
in addition to the more conventionalhot and cold
trapping techniques. The soluble getters of interest occur in the sodium coolant either naturally,

tion and apparentlybuilds up on metallic surfaces
is the important finding of the present experimental study. This conclusionhas been mentioned elsewhere3 but without detailed experimentalevidence.
The experimental evidence on which the conclusion
is based as follows:

as an impurity (calcium),or are produced during

(1) Amounts of calcium were found deposited
on the outside of the nickel distillation
cup. The amount found decreased steadily
from the time of the calcium addition.

reactor operation (as with magnesium). The techniques for the controlled additions of these getters,
maintenance of fixed getter levels, and the selec-.

(2) Calcium was found on the outside of nickel
tubing suspended inside the bulk tank.
The same density of deposition over the
entire loop would account for -0.6S g or
61% of the calcium added.

tive removal of depleted getter metals and other
impurities from dynamic sodium systems must be
developed if their usefulness is to be evaluated.
The significant chemical reactions occurring in a

(3] Calcium was found on the inside of the
tubing on both the inlet and outlet of
the cold trap which was removed after the
first two additions.

sodium system containing these soluble getters must
be understood and controlled. This mode of purity
control has the potential for effectively control-

Additional work is desirable to more fully ex-

ling not only oxygen, but also carbon, hydrogen,

plain the behavior of calcium in solution. The

nitrogen, and possible metallic impurities.

parameters affecting the adherence of calcium to

2.

Results in FY 1969

metal surfaces should be determined, as well as the

a.

Summary and Conclusion

form of adhesion that takes place (i.e., physical

Although Analytical Loop No. 2 was built ex-

adhesion, intermetalliccompounds, oxide deposi-

pressly for the study of soluble getters, it was

tion). Also, it is important to be able to distin-

decided that Analytical Loop No. 1 could be used to

guish among metallic calcium in solution, particu-

some advantage for preliminary calcium addition ex-

late calcium oxide, and calcium oxide in solution.

periments. llms, all of the experimentalwork re-

These distinctionswere not possible in the present

lated to soluble getters in FY 1969 was done in

study.

Analytical Loop No. 1. A summary of the operating
and physical characteristicsof the system are
given below and in Reference 2.

These and other related questions should be
answered before the future of calcium as a soluble
getter is finally decided. However, results of the

Volume: 9.5 gal

present study indicate that calcium probably is not

Tubing size: l/2 in.

a practical

Flow rate:

1 gpm

getter material.

In the following, the sequential experimental

Maximum operating temperature: 350”C

results are presented. Three calcium additions

Cold trap volume: -1 gal

were made with the system temperature at 3SO”C. In

Cold residence time: -1 min

the first, the cold trap operated at 125”C, in the

Surface area in cold trap: 15.3 ftz on knitted
wire mesh + 2.7 ft2
on pipe and tank
surfaces.

second, the cold trap was operated at 225”C, and in

The experimentalwork was originally designed

and 225”C.

to be of a preliminarynature. Due to the lack of
data in the literature,preliminary experiments

the third, the system was operated isothermallyat
350”C and then at cold trap temperatures of 125°C

b.

Calcium Addition No. 1
In the first soluble getter run, Analytical

were thought to be necessary to more closely define

Loop No. 1 was spiked with 1.2 g of metallic cal-

problem areas as well as to practice sampling and

cium. The calcium was added by the tea bag method

32
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to the bulk sodium tank. Under ideal conditions

When the residue in the distillation cup was diss-

this weight of calcium would give -50 ppm calcium

olved in O.OIN HC1 as per the normal procedure, an

in the sodium. At the time of the addition the

extremely strong odor of phosphine (PH3) was no-

bulk sodium tank was operating at 350”C, the full-

ticed. Apparently, there was a phosphorus compound

flow cold trap tank temperaturewas 125”C, the oxy-

in the basket when it was pulled from the loop; the

gen concentrationwas 1.4 * 0.3 ppm as determined

compound was not identified.

by vacuum distillation,and the loop flow rate was

d.

-1 gpm. During the run, vacuum distillation samples

Installationof New Cold Trap to Analytical
Loop No. 1

for analysis of oxygen (from residual sodium] and

The cold trap used in Additions 1 & 2 had been

calcium were taken from the outlet line of the crys-

used on the loop for a number of years and obviously

tallizer tank. Sampling was begun 2 h after the

contained many precipitated impurities. For in-

addition of the metallic calcium and continued until

stance, the phosphorus compound that precipitated

the dissolved oxygen value was again in equilibrium

on the calcium probably was released from the cold
trap when the temperature

outlet sodium was deficient in dissolved oxygen for

Therefore, a new cold trap was substituted for the

-50 h.

old trap and a bypass was installed to allow iso-

The lower values (0.3 ppm oxygen) occurred

during the first 6 h.

The values for calcium in-

was raised

to 225”C.

with the crystallizer tank. The crystallizer tank

thermal loop operation excluding the cold trap.

creased somewhat during this period (0.3 ppm cal-

Most of the loop’s precipitable impurities were re-

cium) and then fell off to the system!s original

moved with the old cold trap.

background (<0.1 ppm calcium) within 24 h.

e.

After

Calcium Deposition on Tubing Attached to Old
Cold Trap

the run, the tea bag was removed from the bulk tank
and was analyzed for remaining calcium. The calcium
had all dissolved.
c.

Calcium Addition No. 2
On January 6, 1969, 1.15 g of calcium metal

were added to Analytical Loop No. 1. The procedure
was the same as that used for Addition No. 1. The
cold trap temperaturewas 225°C and the bulk tank
temperaturewas 350”C. If the calcium were evenly
distributed throughout the system, its concentration in the sodium should have increasedby 45 ppm.
No change in the system behavior was observed
after the calcium addition. A vacuum distillation
sample taken 1-1/2 h after the addition contained

Tubing was removed from both the inlet and outlet of the old cold trap. For analysis, the tubing
was cut into pieces about l-in. long. Each piece
was

placed upright in the distillation cup and dis-

tilled normally. It was observed that the sodium
quickly melted and ran down the tube and into the
cup. Therefore, the residue analysis was done
separately

for the material

attached

to the tube

and material melted into the cup. The tubing showed
a higher calcium residue content. This observation
is a strong

indication

that the calcium

was present

on the walls of the tubing rather than in the bulk

sodium. The results are summarized in Table 462111.

29.0 ppm oxygen and 0.17 ppm calcium in the residue.
The above sample results indicate that an aver-

A second distillation4-1/2 h after the addition
indicated 29.0 ppm oxygen and 0.14 ppm calcium.

age of 0.026S mg Ca/cm2 was deposited on the tubing

Five samples analyzed before the addition had a

near the cold trap.

range of 24-34 ppm oxygen (average 28.6) and O.1O-

tion existed uniformly over the inside surface area

0.14 ppm calcium (average 0.11). Thus, the calcium

of the loop (8.85 x 103 cm2), a total Of 0.235 g Of

If this same surface deposi-

addition did not significantlyalter the bulk sodium

calcium would have been removed from the system.

analysis.

This quantity was 10% of the total calcium added in

The basket used to add the calcium was then
pulled from the loop to determine how much calcium
had dissolved. Out of 8.84S g of metallic sub-

Additions 1 & 2.
f.

Calcium Addition No. 3
To establish a background impurity level, the

stance recovered from the basket, 0.238 g (21% of

system was operated at a cold trap temperature of

the calcium added) of calcium were found. The so-

125°C for 6 days. Two distillation samples taken

dium was removed from the basket by distillation.

during that period contained an average of 1.6 ppm

33

contained
Table 462-III
Calcium Deposition on Inside of Tubing
Removed with Old Cold Trap

Position

Sample
N;.

Inlet

Outlet

.
.
PPm Calcium
On Tube JQ!!12

Ca Concentration on
Tubine
Surfac;

43.0

2

34.7

1.3

0.0341

3

27.4

0.5

0.0192

38.6

2

7.9

3

27.2

0.0239
10.3

samples

yielded

from 0.066

to 0.20

ppm.

samples

was 0.125

and oxygen concentrations

oxyThe

ppm oxygen.
are shown as

a function of time in Fig. 462-7 and in Table 462-V.
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Calcium concentrationrelated to sodium in tube
section.
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ppm.

ranging
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gen contents
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oxygen. The cold trap was then valved off and the

0.4
I

system operated on the bypass loop. Samples taken

a2
o

over a period of 7 days did not show an increase in

0

apparent oxygen content, but did establish a background level for oxygen and calcium in the distillation residues. These samples are tabulated below
in Table 462-IV.
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Fig. 462-7. Effect of Calcium Addition on Oxygen
and Calcium Concentrationsas Determined by Vacuum
Distillation after Calcium Addition No. 3.

Table 462-IV

Table 462-V

Calcium and Oxygen ConcentrationsBefore Calcium
Addition No. 3 - Cold Trap Temperature: 125°C
Sample No.
119

Cold Trap
12!i0c

tiE!P!EQ—
1.58
0.15

Oxygen and Calcium In and On Distillation
Cup after Calcium Addition No. 3

Date
2/28

Sample
No.

Oxygen*
PPm

Calcium
in Cup
~-mg—
7.15

Calcium on
Cup Outside
0.216

3/11

120

125°C

1.62

0.094

3/3

121

Bypass

1.s4

0.31

3/4

125

0.21

122

Bypass

1.5

0.36

3/5

126

0.10

3.2

0.045

3/11

123

Bypass

1.77

0.11

3/7

127

0.10

8.5

0.035

3/12

124

Bypass

1.34

0.14

3/10

128

0.066

7.4

0.024

3/12

129

0.069

8.0

0.046

3/13

130

0.12

6.1

0.024

3/13

131

0.20

5.1s

0.047

3/14

els for Loop No. 1, 1.06 g of calcium metal were

132

0.19

5.1

0.035

3/17

added to the loop. The addition was made as in the

134

0.07

4.1

0.056

3/18

previous two additions. The calcium added was

135

0.14

4.9

0.038

3/19

*
Oxygen determined from residual sodium in vacuum
distillation residue.
After establishing the oxygen and calcium lev-

Date

sufficient to make a 40 ppm solution if all metal

136

0.12

7.1

0.050

3/20

dissolved and was uniformly distributed in the so-

138

0.14

5.6

0.0s3

dium.

140

0.09

3.2

0.039

3/24
3/~6

The oxygen level of the system as indicatedby
residual sodium in the distillation residues showed
an immediate decrease, as expected. The first dis-

*
As determined from total residual sodium in distillation residue,
‘he calcium level in the residue of the sample

tillation sample taken 1 h after the calcium addi-

taken 1 h after the calcium addition was 7.15 ppm.

tion contained 0.21 ppm oxygep, the second one

Subsequent samples ranged from 8.5 at 1 day after

34
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.

addition to 3.2 ppm at 14 days after addition with

Calcium Addition No. 3.

an average of 5.8 ppm. The techniques used to

h.

determine the residue calcium content did not allow

The calcium basket was pulled out of the loop

a distinction to be made between calcium metal and

.

Residue in Calcium Basket after Calcium Addition No. 3

calcium oxide. No correlationwas observed between

8 days after it had been put in. The excess sodium

the calcium level and the oxygen level, and very

was distilled from the basket in preparation for

little calcium (0-0.5 ppm) was detected in the sam-

analysis. Inside, was a lump of black, porouslooking material of approximately the same size and

ple distillates.
Calcium was found not only in the distillation

irregular shape of the calcium originally added

residue but also on the outside of the distillation

(Fig. 462-8). However, the material weighed 0.1048

cup. The amount of calcium was determined by wash-

g which was only 10% of the original calcium weight.

ing the outside of the cup with O.OIN HC1 and ana-

The material was extremely pyrophoric. After dis-

lyzing the resulting solution by atomic absorption.

solving a portion of the lump in water under hex-

The amounts of calcium found varied from 0.03S to

ane, very little insoluble black material remained.

0.056 mg which would be equivalent to 8.6 to 12.8

Thus, the material contained little if any elemen-

ppm in the sodium sample. The cup was exposed to

tal carbon. The neutralized solution was diluted

the sodium for varying times up to 2 h, and no in-

and analyzed for calcium and sodium by atomic ab-

crease in calcium adsorption on the outside of the

sorption. Of the 0.0639 g dissolved, O.O35 g were
calcium (55%) and 0.014 g were sodium (22%).

cup was found.
g.

Another piece of the lump was partially hydro-

Calcium Adsorption on Nickel Tubing
The charger mechanism used to add the calcium

includes a 3/4-in. nickel tube which is filled with

lyzed with a small amount of wet helium in a glass
reaction chamber. The gas resulting from the hy-

sodium prior to withdrawal of the calcium basket.

drolysis was analyzed with a mass spectrometer.

Oue to a defective mechanism, the tube did not fill.

me

analysis showed the gas to be mostly hydrogen

However, the outside of the tube was analyzed for

with amounts of helium, water vapor, and air.

possible calcium deposition.

Traces of methyl acetylene and phosphine were also

Three pieces about 12 mm long were cut from

detected.
A portion of the solid residue was sent to

the nickel tube while it was inside the inert box.
Each piece of tubing was heated under vacuum in the

group CMB-1 for spectrophotometricanalysis. For

distillationsampler attached to the glove box to

comparison, a piece of the calcium metal used for

drive off the sodium film clinging to the outside.

calcium additions was also analyzed. Since the

The residue on the tubing was analyzed for calcium

residue weight was about 10% of the weight of the

and sodium by atomic absorption. The calcium re-

calcium metal added to the loop, any impurity in

sults are presented below in Table 462-VI.

the metal which remained to talley in the residue
would appear concentratedby a factor of 10. There-

Table 462-VI

fore, for comparison,
Calcium Adsorbed on Nickel Tubing at 350”C

No
4—
1

.

Length
mm

Area O:tside
cm

Calcium
mg/cm2

12.0

7.30

0.0815

2

11.5

6.96

0.0805

3

15.0

9.07

0.0557
0.0726

.

(average)

The average value of 0.073 mg/cm2 was a factor
of 2.7 greater than found on the stainless steel

the concentrations

by CMB-l for

the residue

The analysis

results

reported

have been divided

are summarized

by 10.

in Table

462-

VII .
Zirconium

was gettered

and concentrated

in the

residue. This behavior is not understood. Magnesium was preferentially leached from the residue by
the sodium.
i.

Oxygen Addition after Third Calcium Addition
To determine the ability of a calcium-richso-

tubing near the cold trap after Calcium Addition

dium system (Table 462-V) to getter oxygen, on

No. 2 and 45 times greater than the surface concen-

March 27, 1969, 0.7256 g of Na20 were added to the

tration found on the nickel distillation cup after

bulk tank (equivalentto 8.0 ppm oxygen). The
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Fig. 462-8. Material Removed from Analytical LOOP No. 1 after Calcium Addition No. 3
addition

was done in a manner similar

the calcium
the system

On April

monitored

cover

3,

for hydrogen

the results
evolved

The operating

additions.

were kept constant

operation).

After

that

the system

rose

the added oxide,
sults

gradually

possibly
hence,

in Table

was not reached,
confused

on the sodium sampler

in the entire

4 and 6 ppm.

complete

solution

however,

with

level

pot.

k.

of
The reof

The removal
(and

an unknown amount

of impurities. The oxygen and calcium levels are
36

tion

in Table

indicate

from the valve

1969,

very

462-IX.

little

removal.

the cold

onto the system

to the values
sults

The

by the removal

the sodium in the pot
loop)

valved

of

and tabulated
462-IX

Cold Trapping at 125°C after Third Calcium
Addition

24 h, the system

level

state

in Table

On May 12,

was

462-VIII.

the oxygen

between

representing

contaminated

j.

462-9

in Fig.

The results
contamination

A typical

from a steady

were unfortunately

the valve

of

gas was

hydrogen

addition.

addition,

<0.2 ppm to a new level
8.0 ppm level,

the cover

little

is given

the oxide

conditions

(350”C isothermal

1969,

of the oxide

gas analysis

plotted

of

with a gas chromatography;

indicated

because

to that

(1.6

oxide

(still

and calcium

they had before

ppm oxygen,

are tabulated

trap

0.21

(12S”C) was

at 350”C).
levels

the last

ppm calcium).

in Table

Within
returned

calcium

addi-

The re-

462-X.

Cold Trapping at 225°C after Third Calcium
Addition
The cold trap temperaturewas raised to 225°C

on May 20, 1969. An oxygen saturation concentration
of 10.6 ppm was found. Since there was a total of
5.5 ppm of oxygen in the loop’s cold trap before
the third calcium addition and the highest oxygen
value reported with the bypass operation is 6.S ppm,

.

Table 462-VII

Table 462-IX

SpectrochemicalAnalysis of Residue
and Calcium Metal
Species

.

Concentration
in
Calcium, ppm

Detected

<10

Li

.

Concentration in
Residue, ppm
1-1o

10,000-100,000

Mg

1o-1oo

Calcium and Oxygen (Residual Sodium) Concentration in Sodium after Oxygen Addition - As Determined by Vacuum Distillation
Calcium
on Cup
Sample Oxygen Calcium Outside
No.
PPm
J?I&
~!?ZfZ
3/27
141
0.154
0.033
2.62

not detected

1o-1oo

Si

1o-1oo

1o-1oo

142

0.33

1.20

0.011

Cr

not detected

1-10

143

0.s1

5.42

0.010

3/28

Mn

1o-1oo

1-1o

144

2.12

5.30

0.009

4/1

Fe

100-1>000

1o-1oo

145

2.63

3.08

0.007

4/2

146

4.18

8.36

0.012

4/7
4/8

Al

●

3/27

co

<10

not detected

Ni

<10

1o-1oo

147

5.07

5.26

0.008

Cu

<10

1-1o

148

4.56

S.25

0.004

4/9

Sr

100-100

1o-1oo

149

4.75

5.81

0.005

4/10

150

4.95

2,28

0.011

4/14

151

3.28

3.33

0.006

4/15

152

5.52

1.4

0.002

4/21

Zr

1o-1oo

1,000-10,000

Ag

not detected

1-1o

Sn

1o-1oo

1o-1oo

Ba

1o-1oo

1-1o

Pb

1o-1oo

1o-1oo

Bi

not detected

1-1o

Comments

Valve removed & reulaced on
i/14

Valve again
removed G
replaced on
4/i8

Table 462-VIII
Table 462-X
Cover Gas Analysis of Loop No. 1
after Sodium Oxide Addition
H2, Ne

<40 ppm

N2

47 ppm

o~, Ar

not detected

CHq

<5 ppm

Oxygen and Calcium Concentrationsafter Cold Trapping at 125°C - After Third Calcium Addition
Sample
No.

Date

153
154

5/1

Oxygen
_lX?!!L
6.5

Calcium
PPm
5.98

5/5

5.6

1.04

Bypass

155

5/6

5.3

1.68

Bypass

156

5/7

6.2

2.58

Bypass

157

5/8

6.4

1.97

Bypass

158

5/12

2.1

0.17

125°C

159

5/13

1.6

0.17

125°C

160

5/14

1.5

0.25

125°C

161

5/1s

1.3

0.12

125°C

162

5/19

1.2

0.29

125°C

Cold Trap_
Bypass
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mining the diffusion rate of nitrogen in stainless
steels has thereforebeen undertaken.
2.

Results in FY 1969
This experiment is capable of measuring a wide

range of gas permeation rates at temperaturesranging from room temperature to 1000”C. The>asic
aPParatus cOnSiStS of a diffusion cell housed inside
a vacuum furnace. The diffusion cell will contain
about 1 atm of nitrogen. A mass spectrometer
connected to the vacuum furnace measures the resid0
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ual gas partial pressure in the vacuum side of the
diffusion cell. The partial pressure of nitrogen
in the vacuum furnace is correlated with the gas

Fig. 462-9.
Effect of Oxide Addition on Oxygen and
Calcium Levels (as Determinedby Vacuum Distillation Analysis) in Analytical Loop No. 1.

permeating through the diffusion cell by injecting
periodically standard nitrogen flows into the vacuum furnace and noting the change in nitrogen pres-

the present level represents the total oxygen inventory. Apparently none or very little of the oxygen
in the cold trap was gettered by calcium. Table
462-XI summarizes the concentrationsduring the
22S”C cold trapping period.

Since inert gases do not diffuse through metal

Oxygen and Calcium Concentrationsafter Cold Trapping at 22S”C - After Third Calcium Addition
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Oxygen
~
10.1
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Date

rounded by a continuouslypumped region which prevents nitrogen in the air from permeating back
through the furnace.

Table 462-XI

Sample
No.

sure. At constant pumping speed, pro$sure and flow
are linearly related. The vacuum furnace is sur-

Calcium
PP m

at significant rates, a small addition of helium to
the nitrogen will allow continuous monitoring of
any leakage through the diffusion cell. A leak will

Cold Trap

be indicated when helium is found with the mass

0.23

22S”C

spectrometeron the low pressure side of the mem-

11.5

0.23

22S”C

brane. Figures 462-2 and 462-3 in the Third Quar-

5/23

10.7

0.09

225°C

terly of FY 1969 show the apparatus.b

S/27

10.2

0.12

22S”C

I

After the installationof the diffusion cell,
the measurement of nitrogen permeation and diffu-

c.

1.

Study of Gas Diffusion Through Metals Into
di
(~. y Brainard)

sion rates through 4-roilwall Type 304 stainless
steel tubing can begin. The diffusion cell consists

General

of a coil of 4-roilwall tubing 40-in. long with weld

Very little quantitative information is availa-

adaptors at the ends. The diffusion cell radiograph-

ble on the diffusion of gases in reactor system con-

ing is now complete. The 4-roilwall thickness was

tainment materials, although the phenomenon has been

measured with 10% accuracy with this method. Non-

observed in several high-temperature,liquid-metal-

destructive tests with more accuracy would cause a

cooled’systems. Diffusion of nitrogen through

serious delay in the program and therefore will not

stainless steel in such systems may be misinterpre-

be performed. Additional destructive tests to re-

ted as evidence of an air leak in the plumbing. If

fine the measurements of the wall thickness will be

quantitative informationon diffusion were availa-

made after permeation rates

ble, the expected rate of nitrogen influx could be

tial pump-down and bakeout will be accomplishedwith-

estimated, and the existence of small hard-to-find

out the diffusion cell in place to prevent damage

leaks might be substantiatedor dismissed by com-

are measured.

to the cell due to the possible initial heavy outgassing and leaks in the system.
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An ini-

.

The research program will determine the permeation rates of nitrogen through the diffusion cell

less steel, zirconium, and nickel. The foils were
used in a cold worked state. The only surface prep-

as a function of temperature. The type of tempera-

aration consisted in removing grease and dirt ultra-

ture dependence

sonically. A stringer containing a bundle of each

will indicate

is bulk metal or surface

whether

the diffusion

controlled,

material was assembled by pinning the spindles together and by adding upper and lower end pieces,

Iv. FISSION PRODUCTS IN SODIUM SYSTEMS

which allow insertion of the stringer into the loop.
A.

-1

Study of Fission Product Distribution in Loop
Experiments
(J. C. Clifford, J. Fellers)

in the cold trap was determined by scanning the test

General

section and trap with a collimated NaI(Tl) crystal

The behavior of radioactivityreleased to sodi-

The distribution of 137CS in the bundles and

and by fixed position counting of specific sections

um from failed or vented fuel elements may limit

within the test column and cold trap. The scanner

access to portions of the primary coolant system

is described on Page 19 and Fig. 462-3 of Reference

and may effect the consequencesof a loss-of-coolant

5.

incident. Depending on the fission-productrelease
fraction anticipated in either circumstance,it may

Experiments were prepared by adding 137CSC1 to
the sodium at 500”c and allowing 3 days for disso-

be desirable to scavenge these species (as well as

lution. The temperatures in the loop and cold trap

uranium and plutonium) from the coolant.

then were adjusted to the values for the experiment

The immediate goals of this investigationare:

and another period of time, dependent on operating

(1) to identify sodium-solublefission-product

temperature,was allowed for the system to approach

species and (2) to examine the effects of primary-

equilibrium. At the start of an experiment, the

coolant-systemconstructionmaterials, design

test section was scanned to determine the activity

features, and operating conditions on these species.

level in the flowing sodium and on the walls, after

2.

Results in FY 1969

which the foil bundles were lowered in place and

Studies of the distributionof long-lived

the counting of specific bundle sections was begun.

fission products have been continued with major

After the foil bundles had been equilibrated,they

emphasis on 137~s.

were removed from the loop, the stringer was dis-

a.

assembled, and the foils were analyzed for total
an
137cs by leaching each bundle and 13-COUnt@

137CS Adsorption Loop
The deposition of 137Cs from flowing sodium on-

to several metal surfaces was studied using the

aliquot of the solution. To establish initial and

forced-convectionloop shown in Fig. 462-1 of Ref-

final 137CS concentrations in the flowing sodium, a

erence 5.

Sodium containing 0.1 to 2 PCi 137Cs/g

5-g sodium sample was taken from the loop prior to

Na flowed upward through a 2-in. diam test column

insertion and immediately after removal of the foil

containing coils of metal foil fastened on a

bundles. The activity level and distribution in

stringer. After leaving the test section, sodium

the cold trap was determined before and after each

passed through an expansion tank, a pump, a flow.

test and several times during each test.

meter, and a resistance heater. A cold trap on a

This experimentalprocedure was decided upon

bypass line provided oxygen control for the loop.

after extended observation had been made of 137CS

The loop contained approximately5 lb of sodium

behavior in small cold trapped systems. In general,

flowing at a maximum rate of 400

half of the 137CS added to a cold trapped system

lb/h.

The metal specimens used in this study were

was found in the flowing sodium approximatelya

made by winding a corrugated and a flat strip of 3-

tenth deposited on the walls, and the remainder con-

mil thick foil together on a nickel spindle and

centrated in the cold trap.

slipping a cylindrical sleeve over the bundle to

to the loop metal surfaces was a relatively rapid

prevent it from uncoiling. The finished bundle was

step requiring 200-500 h.)

2-in. high, 1-1/8 in. in diam and contained-.85in.z

ior were detected between 137CS extracted from irra-

of surface (see Fig. 462-2 of Reference 5).

diated metal fuel and that added as 137CSC1. Since

Four

metals were tested: C-101O steel, Type 316 stain-

(Partitionof activity

No differences in behav-

metals appeared to be weak collectors of 137CS”,it
39

The fact that some redistributionof activity

seemed that a loop containing several pounds of sodium could be equilibratedwith 137CS and that metal

was occurring during test, indicated that the assump-

specimens could be inserted and equilibratedwith-

tion of constant cesium concentrationduring a test

out changing the cesium concentrationin the flow-

was invalid. This condition was confirmed by radio-

ing sodium by more than a few percent. As a first

chemical analyses of bulk sodium before and after

approximation,concentrationchanges on this order

each test, showing that the 137CS concentration in

could be ignored.

solution decreased 20-50$ over a 500-800 h period.

Three experimentswere completed using bundles

The inactive cesium level also was changing, but at

of C-101O steel, Type 316 stainless steel, zirconi-

levels which could not be detected by the analytical

um, and nickel. In each case, the sodium tempera-

method used at present. Therefore, the activity

ture was 200”C and the flow velocity in the empty

deposition rate data, which do not take the varying

test section was 0.1 ft/see, correspondingto a so-

concentrationof cesium in solution into account,

dium Reynold’s number of 2600. ‘Ilte
oxygen level in

are suspect.
In the coming fiscal year the adsorption of

the system was set by continuous operation of the
bypass cold trap in the 11O-12O”C range. The ini-

137cs on the above materials will be continued. The

tial 137CS concentrationwas in the range 0.5-1.S

adsorption temperatureswill be increased to 600”C

pCi/g Na.

and the flow rates will be increased by at least a

Although the experimentsdid not yield

quantitativeresults that were consistent, a quali-

factor of two.

tative pattern emerged. Figure 462-4 in Reference

b.

5 shows the axial distribution of 137CS in all four
foil bundles after 25, 338, and 840 h of operation

.

Trace Irradiated Fuel Loop
Another small, forced-convectionsodium loop,

whose principal sections can be scanned for gamma-

during the latest experiment. The principal fea-

emitting isotopes, has been operating satisfactorily

tures were an activity maximum along the upstream

for 8000 h.

edge of each bundle, a minimum near the center, and

release and distribution of fission products

an increase near the downstream edge. As contact

8 d) from trace-irradiatedplutonium-containing

The loop was to be used to study the
(T

Z

time increased, the upstream edge of each bundle

fuels. However, mechanical, electronic, and vacuum

gave up activity while the middle portion and trail-

difficultieswere encounteredwith the gamma scan-

ing edge gained. The activity distributionsalso

ning equipment. These have been resolved, but there

indicated that for some time after start the lead-

has been a delay in the use of the loop for its

ing and trailing edges of each bundle acquired

original purpose. During part of this delay, the

activity at a more rapid rate than sections in the

loop has been used for a limited experiment to ex-

middle of a bundle. This effect may be associated

“aminethe attrition of unirradiated (U,PU)02 parti-

in part with flow disturbances at the ends of a

cles in flowing sodium.

.

Approximately 2 g of partially sintered

bundle and in part with the fact that the bundle
edges are the sheared, unannealed edges of the sheet
stock.
Although no two regions in any bundle acquired
activity at the same rate, the deposition process

)0

owder, with anO/M of 2.015 * 0.010,

‘0.8PU0.2
2 p
were added to the loop with the hot leg operating

at 600”C and the cold leg operating at 325°C. The
600”C section contained a removable zirconium hot

in all sections examined could be described by an

trap and a stainless steel specimen. A stainless

equation of the form A = ktx, where A is 137CS

steel specimen also was located in the 300”C section.

activity, k and x are constants, and t is time.

After 2880 h of operation, the stainless steel

Although it varied with the materials and region,

specimens, the zirconium hot trap, and a stainless-

the time period over which this equation appears

steel-mesh-packedsection were removed for chemical

applicable is approximately 1 to 200 h.

An example

analyses. Samples of bulk sodium were withdrawn

of the time dependent behavior of the four metals

from the loop after 4, 29, 55, and 120 days of opera-

at 200”C is shown in Fig. 462-5 of Reference 5.

tion and samples filtered through 10p screens were

The

value of x for the curves varied from 0.20 to 0.28

withdrawn after 29, 55, and 120 days. The 4-day

in the time period 2 to 200 h.

bulk sample which contained -20 ppm uranium and -S

40

.

.

ppm plutonium

indicated

der was circulating

that a portion

ties (-1 fps, max) of this loop.

.

of the pow-

even at the low sodium velociThe remainder

of

the sodium into the vapor region. In general, it
was observed that, after a slight adsorption of
cesiti on these oxides (which were maintained at

the samples contained 6 ppm uranium and <0.1 ppm

500”C) during the first 24 h after the oxide samples

plutonium and thus indicated (1) that if any sus-

were lowered into the sodium, the cesium began to

pended material was present, it was ~ 10P in size,

accumulate in the vapor region in appreciable quan-

and (2) that the original mixed oxide had undergone

tities. Although there had been a noticeable accum-

some chemical change, as reflected by the change in

ulation of 137CS in the vapor region during the pre-

U/Pu between the 4- and 29-day samples. Analysis

liminary equilibrationperiod, an accelerationof

of the traps and specimens have not been completed.

cesium distillationwas observed after the introduc-

As originally planned, trace irradiated Pu-Co-

tion of the oxides into the sodium. The percentage

Ce liquid fuel was to be used to supply relatively

increase of the rate of cesium movement into the

short-lived fission products to the loop, and their

vapor region was found to range from 38 to 50% for

distributionswere to be followed by gamma scanning

the various oxides. This observation suggested two

as a function of time. However, because of funding

possible explanations: (1) the oxides were, to a

reductions, this study in this loop will not be con-

similar extent, acting as reducing agents for cesium

tinued in FY 1970.
B.

1.

Study of Fission Product Gettering in Capsule
Experiments
(H. A. O’Brien, C. R. Cushing)

ions; or (2) the increased surface area of the wiremesh basket was the cause for the accelerated distillation.
An additional experiment was conducted in which

General

only an empty basket was lowered into the sodium.

Capsule experimentshave been designed to deter-

An increased cesium movement into the vapor region

mine the distribution of gamna-active isotopes in

did indeed occur after the basket was lowered into

the sodium/stainlesssteel/helium/adsorbersystem

the sodium. The percentage increase in the rate of

as a function of time and temperature. Gamma ray

cesium movement was found to be within the narrow

scanning permits a study of transport rates, adsorp-

range observed for the oxides, and the final rate

tion and resorption phenomena, and the equilibrium

constant for cesium movement into the vapor region

distributionbetween phases to be made.

was similar to those observed for the oxides. From

In the present series of experiments, 137CS
gettering and adsorption capacities of carbon and

these observations it was concluded that the increase in surface area resulting from the introduc-

various oxides have been determined. In each test

tion of the basket into the sodium was the major

capsule a basket containing one of the materials

cause for the accelerated distillation of cesium

being studied was introduced into the sodium after

from sodium. Apparently the presence of the various

the cesium and sodium had come into equilibrium.

oxides had little, if any, effect.

The capsule was then scanned with a collimated NaI

b.

(Tl) crystal in order to determine the 137CS distri-

Behavior of Cesium Metal vs Cesium Chloride
During the course of these experiments, a ques-

bution and the amount of pickup by the getter.

tion arose concerning the effect of the cesium val-

2.

Results in FY 1969

ence state on its behavior in these systems. In an

a.

Gettering Behavior of Various Refractory Oxides

attempt to resolve this question, 10-mg samples of

Various refractory oxides, including A1203,

cesium metal and CSC1 were irradiated in the OWR

Cr203, ‘e203’ MgO, and ZrO, were examined as possible gettering agents for cesium in sodium. It was

reactor. Following the irradiation,the reactor

observed that all these oxides behaved in a similar

addition, contained only sodium.

manner and that none of these would be practical as
gettering agents.

targets were placed in separate capsules, which, in

The distribution of 134CS, both throughout the
sodium and in the vapor region above the sodium,

Perhaps because of scatter in the data, no

was observed by scanning the capsule with a NaI(Tl)

noticeable differences were observed in the effects

crystal. The scanning was initiated while the cap-

of these oxides on the rate of cesium movement from

sule was at room temperature. The capsule was then
41

Adsorption studies carried out at 400”C demon-

heated to SOO”C and maintained at that temperature
for about 400 h.

strated that graphite and activated charcoal exhib-

By plotting the natural logarithm of the frac-

ited a similar cesium adsorptionbehavior, although

tion of cesium remaining in the sodium —
vs time, it
was observed that the resultant curves were similar

the adsorption rate during the earlier part of the

to a two-componentradioactive decay curve. Both

coal at 500”C. After about 100 h, both materials

components of the curve could be expressedby a

had adsorbed about 95% of the cesium in the sodium.

experimentwas slower than that observed for char-

first-orderkinetic equation of the type

Additional tests of these materials at 300 and

.

.

200”C showed the adsorptionbehavior of both species
A - A. e-it,

[2)

where A. and A are the fractions
um at times
,represents
of see-l,
after

to and t,

rate

~ is time,

the experiment

constant

expressed

librium was slower as the temperature was decreased.
At 200”C, the time required to attain equilibrium

The term 1

respectively.

the first-order
while

of Cs in the sodi-

was similar, but, as expected, the approach to equi-

had increased to 400 h, while the total cesium ad-

in units

sorption had decreased to about 85%.

in seconds,

From the results obtained in this study, it

was initiated.

During the first 24 h of the experiment,both
Cs metal and CSC1 left the sodium and entered the
vapor region at a relatively rapid rate. The calculated rate constant for Cs metal during this period
was 4.3 x 10-5 see-l, while that for CSC1 was 2.0 x

appears that either charcoal or graphite may be
effectivelyutilized to remove radioactive cesium
from sodium. For optimum results the trap should be
operated between 400 and 500°C for activated charcoal and at 400”C for graphite.
This project has been terminated and a final

10-5 see-l. Thus, the rate for Cs metal was a factor of two greater than that for CSC1. However, at

report is being prepared.

the end of the first 24 h of the experiment, the

v.

ON-LINE MONITORING METHODS

A.

Plugging Meter Studies
(C. C. McPheeters, J. C. Biery)

1.

General

concnetrationsof Cs from both the metal and the
chloride in the vapor region were approximately
equal, i.e., about 2S%.. From this point until the
termination of the experiments,the rates of cesium
movement from both the metal and chloride solutions
were approximatelyequal. The calculated rate constants during this period were 2.2 x 10-7 see-l for
the metal and 1.8 x 10-7 see-l for the chloride.

chloride capsules reached essentially the same cesium concentrationsin the vapor region after the
first 24 h, and, from that point to the end of the
experiments,that the rate constants for both capsules were about equal, it was concluded that the
initial valence state of the cesium has little
Charcoal

Of the materials
ite

and activated

gettering

materials

charcoal

in this
appeared

for cesium

graph-

to be useful
Tests

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has shown that

about impurity saturation temperatures,impurity nucleation

characteristics,

phenomena.6

more than one impurity
tion

temperatures

simultaneously

and impurity

mass transfer

This work has given indications that
could be detected

determined

and satura-

when impurities

exist

in a given sodium system. Also, it

orifice. In the following, the methods of calculating mass transfer coefficientswill be presented,

at

500”C showed that activated charcoal adsorbed
greater than 99% of the cesium within 100 h.

.

and their utility in determining species, concentrations and nucleation characteristicswill be dis-

Under

the same conditions, graphite was capable of adsor-
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con-

the growing precipitate on the plugging indicator
program,

in sodium.

bing only about 50% of the cesium.

of impurity

in sodium systems. Recently, work at

and their concentrationsby the kinetic behavior of

vs Graphite
tested

have been utilized

indications

may be possible to determine the types of impurities

effect on its behavior in these sodium systems.
Activated

centrations

indicators

to give

plugging indicators can be used to give information”

Based on the fact that both the metal and the

c.

Sodium plugging
for many years

cussed.

.

2.

Results in FY 1969

ver or by turning the blower on and off at some

a.

Description of Plugging Meters and Modes of
Operation

desired frequency. After some period of time the

The plugging meter orifice assembly used in
the Los Alamos studies is a regenerative type in
which the sodium flows down the center tube and

impurity nucleates, and the plug grows at some rate
dependent upon the temperature difference between
the saturation temperature and the sodium-orifice
temperature.

loses heat to the sodium flowing up the outside ann-

(3) Operational Mode 3: Partially Plugged
Orifice, Oscillating Flow

Ulus. The plugging meter is cooled by blowing air
around the outside annulus and heated by electrical

Once the plug has begun to grow, the par-

units on the outside of the meter. Four orifices

tially plugged mode starts. in this case, a partial

O.O52 in. diam are situated at the bottom of the

plug of the impurity is maintained on the orifice,

inner tube. Sodium velocity through the orifice

and the temperatureof the sodium is adjusted either

can be varied from 50 to 500 cm/sec.

manually or automatically to add to or subtract from

During the year meters at four other research

the plug volume by dissolution or precipitation of

organizationswere also studied. The meters were

the impurity involved.

of two basic types: (1) either the regenerative

b.

type with orifice plate or (2) a valve with slotted

Summary of Previously Reported Nucleation and
Rate Phenomena

seat or a perforated disc with an air cooler up-

As a background for understanding rate proces-

stream. The characteristics of the various meters

ses in multiple impurity systems, the data and phe-

are summarizedbelow.

nomena previously reported will be reviewed.6 In

General Electric, San Jose, California: Regen-

this previous work, the nucleation characteristics

erative type, flow down outside, up center, 4 holes

of Na20 on a bare orifice were studied. The general

in orifice plate. Hole diameter: 0.036 in.

result was that temperature depressions below the

MSA Research Corporation,Evans City, Pennsyl-

saturation temperatureswere observed in all cases

vania: l/2-in. Hoke valve, 8 half circle slots cut

where Na20 was nucleated on a bare orifice. (The

in valve disc. Hole diameter: 1/16 in.

temperaturedepression is the difference between the

EBR-11, Meter on Secondary: l/2-in. Hoke valve,

saturation temperature and the “plugging tempera-

10 square slots cut in valve disc. Slot width:

ture” at which the first attenuation of flow is

0.040 in.

noted.) The amount of depression decreased with in-

Liquid Metal Engineering Center, Canoga Park,

creasing flow rate and increased with increased

California, SCTI Loop, Primary: l-in. valve, 10

cooling rate. When constant temperature runs were

square slots in valve disc. Slot width: 0.040 in.

made, the time to nucleation increased with decreas-

(1) OperationalMode 1: Initial Bare Orifice,
Constant Cooling Rate
This mode is the normal one usually followed. The cooling blower is turned on, and the

ing velocity and decreasing concentrationdriving
force. For Na20 precipitationon a bare smooth
stainless steel orifice, a minimum concentration of
Na20 or saturation temperaturewas found below which

sodium is allowed to cool until a decrease in sodium

no Na20 nucleation would occur. This temperature

flow is noted. The temperature at this “break” is

was 135°C or 0.45 ppm from the semi-log linear Rut-

called the “plugging temperature:” In a multiple

kauskas curve.z Because of the temperature depres-

impurity system a second or third change in flow

sion effect and the influence of operating variables

trace slope can be detected as the second and third

on the effect, a plugging meter must be calibrated

impurities start to nucleate and grow on the orifice

when the bare orifice mode is used, and the condi-

plug.

tions used must be standardized.

(2) Operational Mode 2: Initial Bare Orifice,
Constant Temperature
In this case, the blower is turned on and
the sodium cooled to some desired temperaturebelow
the saturation temperature. The temperature is then
held constant by properly adjusting the blower lou-

The temperaturedepression can be eliminated if
the meter is operated in the partially plugged mode.
In this case, a precipitate exists on the orifice,
and the precipitate increases or decreases in size
as the temperature of the sodium drops below or goes
above the saturation temperature. No nucleation
43

concentration
changes

driving

in flow.

operation

was developed

An on-off

switch

off

when the

is required

to exploit

was installed

to turn on the cooling
sed above a set

force

The “oscillating”

point

flow decreased

this

meter

Temperature-FlowInput for
Calculations:

when the flow

increa-

and to turn the blower
below the set

point.

An oscillating flow and temperaturepattern developed with this type of on-off control. The satura-

allow easy computations. The natural endpoints to

erature trace and intersectionsof the temperature
trace and the saturation temperature. For each

Flow rate at beginning and end of time segment.
Length of time segment.
Temperature at beginning and end of t~me segment.

mode of indicationwas achieved over the Na20 sat-

Number of increments within the time segment
that will be used by the program in the numerical integrationof the time-concentrationintegral.

uration temperaturerange from 220 to I08”C.
Calculation of Mass Transfer Coefficients from
Plugging Indicator Data
transfer coefficientscan be calculated

The calculationalprocedure contains two major

from the flow and temperature traces obtained from

steps. First, the plug fraction must be calculated

plugging indicator runs. These coefficientsmay be

from the change in measured flow. Second, from the

dependent upon the flow patterns in the orifice or

plug fraction and the sodium time-temperatureplot,

upon the impurity precipitationcharacteristics.

the mass transfer coefficients can be calculated.

Even in the case where the coefficient is determined

The double orifice effect produced by upstream

by the liquid flow patterns in the orifice, the ac-

throttlinghas been previously described7 and can

tual calculation depends upon a volubility curve

be representedmathematicallyby Eq. 2 presented in

for the precipitating impurity and is, as a result,

Reference 4, Page 24.

dependent upon the impurity. Therefore, by inves-

Once the plug fraction has been calculated, the

tigating the variations of mass transfer coeffi-

rate constant can be determined from Eq. 3 from

cients with flow, impurity, and orifice character-

Reference 4, for any segment of the plugging run.

istics, a method may be developed whereby the type

To calculate the mass transfer coefficient, a volu-

of impurity and its concentrationcan be determined

bility curve must be selected for determinationof

from its plugging meter traces.

both C and Ce in the integral of Eq. 3, Reference
4.

For all of the calculationsreported here for

meter traces must be analyzed to determine these

oxygen, the semi-log linear curve presented by

functionalvariations. To help expedite this job,

Rutkauskas2has been utilized.

a computer program has been written to process data
from the temperature and flow traces. The mathema-

The mass transfer coefficient calculated with
the above procedure is based upon a model that pos-

tics and processing characteristicsof the program

tulates the precipitate to grow in a smooth cylin-

are summarized below.

drical layer on the inside surface of the orifice.

Program Characteristics

This model is obviously over-simplified. Nucleation

General Input:

of discrete crystals on the orifice surface probably

Bare orifice flow with throttle valve open, gpm.

occurs as the plug forms initially. Also, as the

Initial plug fraction, i.e., fraction of orifice hole volume filled with precipitate.

plug size approaches 100% of the orifice volume,

Diameter of bare orifice, in.
Saturation temperature of impurity, “C.
Density of impurity in precipitate, gm/cm3.
Number of holes in orifice,plate.

crystals may bridge across the cylindricalhole.

.

These effects change the area available for precipitation and are not easily included in a mathematical
formulation. However, deviations from the expected
variation of the mass transfer coefficient with
changes in velocity may give some indication of the
actual crystal growth patterns in the orifice.
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.

time segment, the following data are required:

the temperaturesassociated with each maximum and

Large quantities of data from the plugging

.

the segments occur at changes in slope of the temp-

minimum in the flow. Successful operation of this

Mass

Transfer Coefficient

meter chart are divided up into time segments which

tion temperaturewas indicated as the average of

c.

Mass

The temperature-flowreadings from the plugging

condition.

on the flow recorder

blower
value

to produce

plugging

.

d.

Variation of Mass Transfer Coefficient with
Velocity
A series

of plugging runs made on the IASL cold

trap system plugging indicator was analyzed to determine the dependence of the mass transfer coefficient on the velocity of sodium through the orifice.
Three types of runs were analyzed. In each run the
orifice temperaturewas held constant at 209°C while
the saturation temperaturewas 218°C. The impurity

cylindrical
simultaneously
lations

In the three runs

the sodium throttlingwas incrementallyincreased,
left unchanged, and incrementallydecreased to give
a range of velocities through the orifice.
Because of possible deviations of the mass
transfer coefficient in the low and high percentage
plug portions of the above ranging velocity runs,
only the coefficients in the 23 to 80% plug range
were selected for correlationwith velocity. If
discrete crystals had nucleated, they probably
would have grown together in this plug range to
form a cylindrical surface similar to that postulated in the simplified mathematicalmodel. At higher percentage plugs, bridging might occur. The

crystals

were assumed to nucleate

on the orifice

surface.

The calcu-

with the model give the relative surface

area of the blocks as compared to the smooth cylindrical surface as a function of plug fraction and
number of crystals nucleated. The calculational
development is outlined in Reference 5, Page 23.
The results of the calculationsare shown in Fig.
462-11.

was assumed to be oxygen, and these temperatures
give a driving force of 3.3 ppm.

block

Since all of the mass transfer coefficient calculations are made with the assumption of the smooth
cylindrical layer of precipitate, any variation in
area caused by discrete crystal precipitationwill
show up in the mass transfer coefficient. The actual coefficientbeing calculated is a product (ka]
of the basic coefficient (k) and the area ratio (a),
where (a) equals the area ratio of the actual precipitate as compared to the smooth cylindrical precipitate. If the discrete precipitate model proposed above applies, (a) equals

of Fig. 462-11.

Ar/Ac

Since the calculated coefficient includes the area
ratio term, the variation of (ka) with velocity
can possibly give indications of the number of nuclei precipitatingon the orifice.

selected portions of the three runs are shown in
Fig. 462-10. The data appear to indicate a velocity dependence which on a log-log plot has a slope
of 0.8.

In turbulent liquid phase, eddy diffusion

controlled,mass transfer processes, the mass transfer coefficient has been found generally to vary in
proportion to the mass flow rate raised to the 0.8
SLOPE =0.8

power.8*
e.

A

Deviations in Mass Transfer Coefficient Resulting from Crystal Nucleation

#
8

The basic simplifiedmodel proposed for the
●

growth of the precipitate in the orifice assumes the
●

precipitate to form as a smooth cylindrical layer
●

and to grow uniformly inward. If discrete crystals

● DECREASING

/

“/. PLUG = 23

form, the area for precipitationcan be g-rester

area depending on the number of crystals nucleated.
A simple discrete crystal model has been proposed to serve as an example of this surface area
effect. In this case, a finite number (n) of square

RUN

m NORMAL
PLUGGING
RUN
“A PLUG =42
TO 80”k

than or less than the cylindricalsurface area (at
equivalentplug fractions)with the variation in

VELOCITY
TO 37 “/.

A INCREASING VELOCITY RUN
% PLUG = 48 TO 55”A

‘

wo-’~
3XI03

1.5
2
6 7 8 9 IxIO’
REYNOLDS NUMBER
(BASEO ON BARE ORIFICE DIAMETER)

4

5

2.5 3X104

Fig. 462-10. Variation of Mass Transfer Coefficient
with Velocity. Data Taken on LASL Meter.

*
The more accurate linear dependency of the mass transfer coefficient is on the function v008/D0.2 where v
is velocity through the orifice and D is the diameter of the actual flow channel in the orifice. The DO-2
term has not been included in the above relationshipbecause its effect is minor. As the plug grows from 30
to 60%, the diameter decreases 25%, and D0.2 decreases 5.s%. The change of D0.2 from O to 60% plug is 8.8%.
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dissolutions. Also, the velocity dependence obserI
10

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

F

SURFACE AREA OF PRiCIPITATEO CRYSTALS
COMPARED TO AREA OF UNIFORM CYLINDRICAL
PRECIPITATE ON INSIDE OF ORIFICE

ved at LASL seemed to be evident in the middle portions of the precipitationrun. The time and Rey-

1

nold!s number plots of the coefficientsare presen-

i’”w-:
/

ted in Reference 4, Page 25.
The two runs may be examples of two types of

cases, i.e., —few and =
initial nuclei. In Run 1,
the coefficient started a factor of 2 below the 0.8

slope line and came up to it at a plug fraction of
0.4. The previous analysis suggests that the num-

A:= SURFACE AREA OF CYLINDRICAL PLUG

VI

01
o

n= NUMBER OF NUCLEI PRECIPITATE
ON CYLINDRICAL SURFACE OF ORIFICE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
{
708090100
10 20 30405060
PERCENT OF ORIFICE AREA COVERED BY PLUG

Precipitate
462-11.
Function of Plug Fraction
Nucleated.
Fig.

f.

ber of nuclei initially precipitatedwas 3-5 per

1

I

Surface Area Ratio as a
and Number of Crystals

data

In Run 2 the initial coefficientsstarted

above the 0.8 slope line by a factor of 1.3 and
approached the line at a plug fraction of 0.3s to
0.45.

In this case 20-25 nuclei per hole are indi-

cated.

Nucleation Characteristicsin IASL Varying Velocity Runs
The total

hole.

from the two increasing

veloc-

If the nucleation characteristicswere in fact
different, then the initial precipitationAC driving force should have been greater in Run 2 than in

ity runs seem to indicate that from 6 to 16 nuclei

Run 1. This condition appears to have existed. In

were nucleated per orifice. In the two cases the

Run 2 the AC driving force at the first noticeable

mass transfer coefficient started a factor of 2.5
to

4.0 below the 0.8

slope

line

and increased

up to

it and formed a maximum near 0.48 to 0.52 plug fraction. From Fig. 462-11, this performance appears
to correlate fairly well with the calculated data
for n between 6 and 16. The driving force for the

The decreasing velocity run had a maximum at
plug fraction

after

increasing

by a factor

of

2.5 between plug factors 0.10 and 0.27. This behavior secms to indicate that 28 nuclei were formed

Plugging Meter on General Electric Loop 8 (San
Jose, California) Mass Transfer Coefficients
and Nucleation Characteristics

Oata from the General

Electric

plugging indi-

cator runs were processed as described above. The
data from Loop 8 were divided into two runs. In
both runs a plug was precipitated on a bare orifice;
was partially dissolved off; and then repeatedly
precipitated on and partially dissolved off in the
oscillatingmode. This type of run allowed changes
in mass transfer coefficient to be determined as a
function of Reynold!s number and time. The results
from both runs indicated that time had an effect on
the mass transfer coefficient in that the plug
appeared to approach the cylindrical shape of the
postulated model with repeated precipitationsand
46

Oetection of Multiple Species on a Plugging
Meter
By operating plugging meters in the partially

plugged “oscillating”mode, more than one species

ging runs, the multi-impuritydetection has been
or changes in slOPe
described as multiple IIbreaks!!
in the flow curve. When operated in the “oscillatingIVrode, as manY as three impuritieshave been
detected. This may be done either by preferentially

per hole initially.
g.

h.

can possibly be detected. In nonoscillatingplug-

initial nucleation was 3.3 ppm of oxygen.

0.27

flow change was 1.1 ppm while in Run 1 the driving
force was 0.6 ppm.

nucleating a lower saturation temperature impurity
and then allowing the high temperature impurity
slowly to precipitate on the plug with the attendant
shift to higher saturation temperatures;or it may
be accomplishedby successivelyprecipitating lower
temperature impuritiesupon a high temperature plug.
These two.types of behavior have been demonstrated
on meters at Los Alamos and at

MSA

Research at Evans

City, Pennsylvania.
(1) Multiple Impurities in LASL Cold Trap Loop

.

The cold trap loop and its cold trap were
run at higher than normal temperaturesand some interesting phenomena were recorded with the use of
the plugging indicator. Previously, operation of
the meter in the oscillating mode indicated that two

.

impurity

species

saturation

temperature

indicated

temperature

an equilibrium

near 220”C initially

after an hour of operation
equilibrium

slowly

of 240”C

shifted

the upper

The frequency

impurity.

curve could be repeated

the plug and then reprecipitating
perature

precipitate.

erentially

because

temperature
nucleation

(2) Multiple Impurities Detected on MSA Research Corporation Loop No. 1 (High Carbon) Plugging Meter

to an

for

impurity were much slower than

for the lower temperature
perature

The lower tem-

by dissolving

off

the lowered tem-

This precipitate

the concentration

formed pref-

of the higher

species was not large enough

detailed possible explanation of this

behavior was presented in Reference 9, Page 23.

but

and the rates of mass transfer

temperature

A

(which was approx-

imately the cold trap temperature).
of oscillation

This condition

were in the system.

was shown when the meter

to produce

of crystals in the period allowed. Thus,

the more soluble species precipitated first when the
temperaturewas sufficientlyreduced.
This same type of phenomenon was not observed as the cold trap temperaturewas increased.
With the cold trap at 280”C, the double saturation
temperaturewas not observed. The nucleation of

Operation

Pennsylvania,

low temperaturespecie could nucleate and precipitate. In this case the saturation temperature of
the upper temperature species was 280”C. At this
cold trap temperature there was a sufficient quantity of the specie to saturate the sodium. However,
there was an insufficientsupply of the lower temperature species to saturate at the high cold trap
temperature,and its saturation temperatureremained
at 220”C.

indicator

indicated

on

Evans City,

that three impurities

exis-

ted with saturation temperaturesof 7L5-765”F, 545SS5”F, and 320-328”F. The impurities were not identified; however, they possibly were in order of decreasing saturation temperature, carbon containing,
hydrogen containing (NaOH or NaH), and oxygen (Na20).
The high temperature impurity exhibited a decreasing
saturation temperatureduring the day-long test and
the carbon flux in a United Nuclear Corporation carbon meter on the loop also decreased commensurately.
Thus, this upper specie was suspected to be a carbon
containing compound. The other two species exhibited plugging curves with kinetics that appeared
similar to those produced on the LASL meters when
these impurities were suspected of being present.

the upper temperature specie occurred before the
temperaturecould be lowered to the level where the

of the plugging

Loop No. 1 at MSA Research Corporation,

The concentrationsof the upper temperature impuritieswere sufficient to promote nucleation before the lower temperatures could be reached
in the cooling run. However, the rate of plug
buildup was slow in each case, and the lower temperature impurities could be precipitated and dissolved
off almost as though the upper temperature impurity
were not there. TIIus,an “oscillating”run was made
on each of the three impurities and saturation temperatures were thereby obtained. The best estimation of the saturation temperature in each oscilla-

A further increase of cold trap temperature was made to 350°C and the plugging indicator
showed that a third specie may be present. In this
case a lower temperature specie precipitated first
and the meter oscillated about a temperature in the
290-300”C range. After about 30 rein,the temperature slowly changed toward a saturation temperature
in the 320-330°C range. After a day this temperature increased to 350”C. The lower temperature
species had a kinetic behavior similar to that of
the high temperaturespecie of the previous lower
temperaturepair. The kinetics of precipitationof
the high temperaturespecie of the high temperature
pair were very slow and very little oscillation of

tion cycle appeared to be obtained at the minimum of
the oscillation. The reason for this effect probably
was that at the start of the dissolution cycle only
the one impurity was present on the surface of the
plug. However, on the precipitation cycle, a portion of the higher temperature precipitate was probably exposed during the previous dissolution and the
high temperature impurity would start to precipitate
before the saturation temperature of the lower temperature impurity was reached. The flow traces also
indicated that when a lower temperature impurity
started
higher

to precipitate,
temperature

or possibly

the precipitation

impurity

completely

appeared

of the

to be”suppressed

stopped.

the flow curve resulted.
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i.

Use of Mass Transfer Coefficient
for Specie Identification

Calculations

j.

The mass transfer calculations seem to indicate

On April 14, 1969, the plugging meter on FFTF,

that the process of deposition and dissolution is
liquid phase controlled. If this condition is the

Plugging Meter on FFI’F- Small Sodium Chemistry
Loop. Mass Transfer Coefficients and Nucleation Characteristics

the small sodium chemistry loop at Richland, Wash-

case, then the mass transfer coefficients for vari-

ington, was tested by LASL personnel to determine

ous species might be expected to be similar in size

mass transfer and nucleation characteristics. The

under similar flow conditions in the orifice.

meter had the following features:

Therefore, if a specie is suspected of precipitation

l/2-in. Hoke valve - No. 4334

on the orifice, the correctnessof the supposition

Four l/32-in. square slots cut into valve disc.

can be tested by calculating the mass transfer co-

Valve positioned 10 in. downstream from end of
air cooler.

efficients from the observed kinetic behavior and

The loop operating conditions were as follows:

from the density and volubility curves for the
specie. Thus far, very little data has been obtain-

Cold trap: 230-240”F (on less than 1 day before test).

ed to verify the above proposition. However, the

Main loop temperature: 640”F

following data from the LASL cold trap system tend

Main

to support the idea.

Flow split between bypass and PI loop:
..0.2gpm through PI when closed and clean.
.4.4 gpm total main loop flow with PI
closed.

(1) Mass Transfer Calculationswith Unknown
Impurity in LASL Cold Trap Loop
Two unknown impuritieshave been detected
in the Cold Trap Loop after a recent startup with a
new “removable core” cold trap. The oscillating
plugging indicator tended to operate initially
around the impurity with a saturation temperature
near 195°C but at later time indicated a saturation
temperaturein the 260-270”C range for the second
impurity. Dissolution and precipitationruns for
the 19S°C impurity were analyzed kinetically by calculating mass transfer coefficients. The impurity
was assumed to be NsH, and the Addison10

volubility

curve was used. The oxygen level in the loop appeared to be low with a saturation temperaturebe-

loop flow: .4.5 gpmwith PI open.

During the short (1 h) test, a plug

was

formed

and five maxima and minima in the flow curve were
produced by oscillating the temperature of the sodium. The precipitate nucleated easily with a temperature depression of only 12°F and a nucleation
time of 2.7 min.
was 4.4°F/min.

The cooling

rate at nucleation

The five maxima

and minima

ted that the saturation

temperature

range of the estimates

of saturation

indica-

was 347”F.
temperature

The

in

these determinationswas 340-360”F. The 347°F temperature was equivalent to an oxygen concentration
of 2.8 ppm as determined from the Rutkauskas semilog linear volubility curve.2

low 150”C.

The flow and temperature data were analyzed to
The mass transfer coefficients on the pre-

cipitation cycle were in the range of 1.1 x 10-2 to
1.S 10-2 g H/[ppm(H) cm2 h].

time. The results are summarized in Fig. 462-12.

These numbers are al-

most identical with similar coefficients calculated
for Na20 precipitationon the same meter at earlier
times. The inference from the agreement is that
the assumed species is NsH and that the volubility
curve is correct. fie quantity of data does not
prove the inference. However, this process of.
guessing at an impurity and its volubility curve to
produce a reasonable mass transfer coefficient may
be valuable in identifying impurities and estimating their volubility curves.

generate mass transfer coefficient as a function of

The data are very interestingbecause they give
changes of mass transfer coefficient with changes
in plug fraction at constant velocity through the
orifice. The velocity was 425 cm/sec and the bare
orifice Reynold~s nunber was 6.4 x 10+3.
cated

above,

As

indi-

the mass transfer coefficient iS ex-

pected to increase with plug fraction until the individual crystals grow together to form a cylindrical hole. The data in Fig. 462-12 show an inflection point near the 20% plug growth point and then
another at 55% plug. The implicationsof this
shape of curve are that the initial nucleation deposited between SO and 100 nuclei per hole and that
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sodium through
PLUGGING INDICATOR DATA FROM FFTF
ShfALL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LOOP
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circuit.

An attempt was made to operate the plugging in,

[00.01

●

t

the plugging

Ii

dicator during the afternoon of June 10, 1969. The
plugging indicator temperature was lowered to 225°F
and maintained at that temperature for approximately
1 h.

No detectable decrease in flow occurred during

that time.

RE NO..6.38X 103
NO.HOLES.4
OIA.
Of HOLES.0.03S
in

On June 11, 1969, a second attempt was made to

SATN.
TEMP..
115°
C

form an impurity plug on the orifice. The temperature was lowered to approximately 220”F and maintained at that temperature for 3 h and 15 min.

No

detectable decrease in flow occurred for the first
hour and 20 min.

After that time, the flow decreas-

ed slowly to approximatelyone third of its original
I

I

I

I

1
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1

1

1
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TIME, MINUTES
Fig. 462-12. Mass Transfer Coefficientsas a Function of Time for the Plugging Meter on the FFTF
Small Sodium Chemistry Loop.

value in 1 h and 55 min. The temperaturewas then
raised and lowered several times to determine the
impurity saturation temperature. The saturation
temperaturewas approximately310”F; however, the
kinetic behavior of the impurity was not typical of

a second nucleation of crystals occurred after 14
min of operation with the mass rate increased because of the increased precipitation area. The num-

the behavior of oxygen in sodium. The very slow
precipitation and dissolution rates indicated a low
impurity concentration.

ber of additional nuclei in the second precipitation
is estimated to be between 25 and 35 from the data
in Fig. 462-11. The AC driving force for the first
nucleation was 1.1 ppm of oxygen. At the second
nucleation,the driving force was 2.0 ppm.
The size of the mass transfer coefficientswas
between 5 and 12 x 10-3 g O/(cm* h-ppm) from the

suitable for calculating mass transfer coefficients.
These calculationswill be done at a later time.
1.

Plugging Indicator Test Facility - Future Plugging Indicator Program
The experimentalprogram for Analytical Loop

first part of the run. These numbers are consist-

No. 2 has been redirected totally toward testing

ent with 11 x 10-3 coefficient obtained at similar

plugging indicators. The loop at present contains

Reynold’s numbers from the data obtained on the

a plugging indicator of the LASL regenerative design

General Electric loops at San Jose and 8 to 10 x

which has been tested extensively on Cold Trap Loop

10-3 obtained on the LASL meter in the Cold Trap

No. 1.

Loop
k.

I’/o.

1.

Plugging Meter on EBR-11 Secondary Saturation
Temperature and Nucleation Characteristics
LASL personnel visited the EBR-11 facility on

June 10 and 11, 1969, to obtain cold trap data and
to determine operating characteristicsof their
plugging indicators. The plugging indicator on the
secondary loop was a l/2-in. Hoke valve with ten
0.040-in. square slots in its disc. The valve was
located approximately 12 in. downstream from a regenerative heat exchanger. Heat was removed by a

.

Constant temperature runs were made both above
and below the saturation temperature to obtain data

manually controlled fan directed on the valve and
nearby piping. The plugging indicator circuit was
not throttled. The pressure drop across a throttle

Initially this meter will be tested with

controlled amounts of oxygen added to the loop.
Particularly,the kinetics of precipitation and
dissolution will be further studied as a function of
velocity and oxygen concentration. Other impurities
will be added and systematicallystudied.

A

remova-

ble orifice plugging indicator has been designed and
will be installed on one of the side loops to investigate the type of the impurity precipitated and to
compare the form of the plug to that postulated
mathematically.
The loop was filled with approximately 45 gal
of reactor grade sodium on June 18, 1969. The system was operated at 160”F for several days. However,
at this low temperature excessive pump power was

valve in parallel with the plugging valve forced
49

required; also, some difficulty was observed in
starting flow in the smaller side loops. The tem-

VI.

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS - Laboratory Methods

A.

Vacuum DistillationStudies
(G. E. Meadows, D. N. Rodgers)

perature was then raised to 225°C with improved
wetting and reduced pump power resulting.

1.

The saturation temperatureof the system is
175-180”C. The relatively rapid kinetics, as observed on the plugging indicator, indicate that the
species observed is probably Na20.
In order to observe any other impurity in the

greater than 180”C, the bare orifice was held at
No sign of precipitationwas

observed. Normally, if a higher temperature impurity is present, some evidence of precipitationwill
be noticed with this operation procedure.
m.

shown to be a valuable method for analyses of oxygen in sodium,z As a result, the method is routine-

.

The determinationof oxygen using this technique is
an indirect method. The assumption is made that
the sodium in the residue is Na20 and the O concentration is computed from the residual sodium concentration. lle presence of other compounds of sodium and materials capable of reducing Na20 can influence oxygen values obtained by this technique.

Sunnnaryand Conclusions

Distillationstudies are directed toward under-

The data collected to date from the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory (LASL), Mine Safety Appliance
Research (MSAR), General Electric, SanJose

.

ly used on nianyof the experimental loops at LASL.

system which might have a saturation temperature

200”C for over 2 h.

General
The vacuum distillation technique has been

(GE),

FFTF, EBR-11, and LMEC indicate that the plugging
indicator can detect up to three impurities in a
sodium system and can determine the saturation temperatures for these impurities. Also, the rates of
flow change, along with the correspondingtemperature data can be used to calculate mass transfer
coefficientsand to study the general mass transfer
and nucleation phenomena that occur on the plugging
meter orifice. These observationsmay help one to
understand and design better plugging indicators
and cold traps since the phenomena occurring in
these two devices are similar.
The mass transfer calculationsmay also heIp
in the identificationof the type of impurity precipitating from a multi-impuritysystem. The mass
transfer appears to be liquid phase controlled.
Therefore, the correct selection of the specie and
its volubility curve can be checked by the mass

standing these interactions.
2.
a.

Results in FY 1969
Effects of Calcium on Distillation Results
Using the vacuum distillationsampler which

has been installed on the sodium chemistry inert
glove box, some of the effects of metallic calcium
on sodium residues have been studied. A Sllpply Of
solid sodium was used as the source of sodium; the
concentrationof oxygen in it was determined by
vacuum distillation to be 18 i 8 ppm oxygen. Known
amounts of calcium metal were added to the individual sodium samples, and the distillationswere
carried out in the usual manner with an initial
distillation temperature of-300°C, end of cycle
temperatureof 400”C. It was found that the oxygen
concentrationsas determined from sodium in the
residues were lowered to <2 ppm oxygen when the calcium was present at a level 5-30 times the amount
needed for stoichiometricreduction of the Na20.
The following reaction perhaps explains the reduction of Na20 in the residues:

transfer coefficient calculation. This procedure
has been used on curves obtained from species
thought to be Na20 and NsH with each producing coefficients of the same size under similar flow conditions. With further development work, the plugging meter may be capable of identifying a spectrum
of impurities from their kinetic behavior and indicating their concentrationsfrom the saturation temperatures produced during the partially plugged
mode of operation.
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Na20 + Ca = 2Na ++ CaO.
It was also found that 17-30 wt6 of the calcium
added to the sodium samples was carried over with
the distillate. Ninety-five percent material bal-

.

ances for calcium were obtained when the calcium in
the distillate and in the residues were recovered.
Calcium metal, when heated alone in a similar manner, was not found to distill nor to exhibit a detectable weight change during the distillation cycle.

.

b,

Off-Gas from Distillation

connected to the vacuum systcm.

Observations conducted on sodium samples used

.

It was observed that with a high calcium level

in vacuum distillation analysis for dissolved oxy-

(S ppm) the pressure peak was diminished in size

gen have indicated that there is a small quantity

and was not as reproducible. Therefore, further

(10-5-10-G liters) of gas evolved from the 5 g

analysis was postponed until the calcium additions

sodium metal sample during the final stages of dis-

were terminated and the calcium level returned to

tillation. The evolution occurs while the sample

its former low level (<0.5 ppm).

is being distilled at constant temperature (-360”C)

c.

and is associated with the removal of the final
portion of the metallic sodium from the nonvolatile
residue. Gas chromatographicanalysis has shown
the evolved gas to be composed primarily of hydrogen with traces of methane. The quantity of the
gas released has been observed to be a function of
the cold trap temperature in the loop from which
the sodium sample was drawn; the lower the cold
trap temperature,the smaller the gas release.
Based on these observations it was postulated
that the gas evolved might be a decompositionproduct of sodium hydride. Therefore, hydrogen was
added from the gas phase to the liquid sodium sample before distillation to determine whether the
amount of gas evolved would increase.

Determinationof Oxygen in Sodium by Vacuum
Distillation Followed by Inert-Gas-Fusion
(M. E. Smith, W. B. Hutchinson)
Measurement of 02 in sodium by inert-gas-fusion

methods required quantitative separation of the
volatile metal prior to reaction of the oxide with
carbon at 1800 to 2000”C to form carbon monoxide.
An inert-gas-fusionapparatus was modified by insertion of a nickel conduit into the carbon crucible
to permit distillation of the sodium at 400”C. The
sodium vapor, under partial pressure, was swept by
argon into a trap cooled with liquid N2.

Upon

completion of the distillation, the conduit and
trap were removed from the apparatus without stopping the flow of argon, and the distillationresidue
was heated to 1800°C in the carbon crucible. The
carbon monoxide evolved was oxidized and measured

A residual gas analyzer was connected to the
vacuum system to continuouslyanalyze the distillation off-gas. The analyzer can be set to monitor a
single component of the off-gas.

manometricallyas C02.

Successful distillation of

the sodium was demonstrated,and an investigation
was started to determine optimum conditions for
measuring the 02 in the distillationresidues.

Preliminaryresults indicated that the hydrogen addition did increase the amount of gas evolved.

B.

However, analysis showed that these results were
due to sample contamination. More careful work
eliminated the contaminationand showed that, in
fact, the amount of gas evolved at the end of the

General
Many analytical techniques for the analysis of

distillationdid not increase with the addition of

oxygen, such as vacuum distillation and amalgamation

hydrogen.

methods, are not specific for a given compound and

The pressure peak previously observed at the

.

1.

Study of Gamma Ray Activation Analysis for
Carbon and Oxygen
(D. M. Helm, D. N. Rodgers, G. E. Meadows,
B. K. Barnes, J. L. Parker)

give oxygen concentrationsby assuming the form of

end of the distillationdid not change noticeably

the final residue being extracted or analyzed by

in tests performed after the new cold trap was in-

flame photometry. Thus, analytical techniques are

stalled in Analytical Loop No. 1. However, the

required which can give concentrationsof oxygen

shape of the peak has been observed to vary with

and other impurities such as carbon directly without

the total vacuum system pressure. With the cold

making assumptions about the chemical form of the

trap at 125°C and a system pressure of -1 P (meas-

impurity.

ured at the distillation chamber), the peak duration
is one minute and the height is 2.S P.

At a system

pressure of .--5.5
u, the peak duration is 30 sec and

Photon activation of oxygen and carbon may be
used to determine total impurity concentrationregardless of its chemical nature. The sodium sample

the height is 1.5 I.I.The narrower peak seems more

is irradiatedby high energy photons (-20 MeV); the

reproducible. In order to run future distillations

sodium is extruded from its container and then is

at the lower pressure, a diffusion pump was

transportedpneumatically to the counter, where
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positron annihilationradiation is detected in a
very large segmented NaI crystal. me

resulting

count rate vs time curve is decomposed by computer

20.4-min activity (from llC) was observed along with
substantiallymore 22Na and a large amount Of 24Na.
The 24Na is from neutron capture in 2%a.

The abso-

analysis into oxygen, carbon, sodium, and potassium

lute amount of 12C in the sample could not be deter-

decay curves. Thus, oxygen and carbon can be deter-

mined because of the variable energy of the electron

mined from one sample if the potassium and sodium

beam during the radiation. Also, the source of the

interferencesare kept at low levels.

neutrons which produced the 29Na was not known at

2.

Results in FY 1969

that time, but was subsequentlydiscovered and re-

a.

Radiation Detection Equipment and Techniques

moved.

A new, large NaI crystal assembly was tested

reactor grade sodium was irradiatedat the EPA and

shows the type of data obtained with this assembly

analyzed for carbon content. The results indicated

when counting positron emitting sources with a gam-

that there was not sufficient photon energy to acti-

ma ray in coincidence. Because it is a large and

vate carbon.

highly efficient detector, most of the counts are

In order to be sure that there would be suffi-

recorded in the total energy peak and only a few

cient photon energy (requiring 18-20 MeV of electron

percent in the 1.02 MeV peak. This is particularly

beam energy) for subsequent samples, work was done

useful in photon activations of sodium samples

to determine the electron beam energy of the accel-

where one is determining the amount of oxygen and

erator as a function of the normal operating param-

carbon impurities. The oxygen and carbon are both

eters. mere

pure positron emitters and their signals appear in

for monitoring electron energy during operation of

a peak at 1.02 MeV, whereas 22Na and 38K are inter-

the accelerator;however, a bending magnet is being

ference reaction products and their dominant signals

designed for this purpose.

appear at 2.3 MeV and 3.2 MeV, respectively. With

is no provision at the present time

The beam energy can be determined to -5% by

smaller detectors, operated in the same manner,

using simple techniques and readily available instru-

most of the counts from the impuritiesbeing meas-

ments. From data published by a French physicist,ll

ured and the interferencereactions appear in the

a curve was constructed relating the ratio of oxygen

same peak at 1.02 MeV, so discriminationbetween

to carbon 150/llC activation in Lucite (polymethyl

them is much more difficult.

methacrylate) to the electron beam energy for a 300sec irradiation time.

(The procedure is described

in Reference 3, Page 29.]
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The Lucite irradiationsshowed that the beam
energy was considerably lower than expected. When

1.02MeV

z

operating at full power, the actual energy was about

$
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17.1 MeV as compared to an expected 24-25 MeV.
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c.

Sodium Handling Equipment
The sodium handling equipment (shear, extruder,

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 IOQO
CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 462-13. Spectrum with More Than One Gamma Ray
in Coincidence.
b.

and rabbit) which is used in the evaluation of the
gamma ray activation analytical technique for the
determinationof oxygen and carbon in sodium has
been completed and has undergone operational check-

Sodium Irradiations

out. Modifications to improve its performance were

A sodium sample was irradiated in the Los

subsequentlymade. A thief-tube sampler system for

Alamos Electron Prototype Accelerator (EPA) in an

removing characterizedsodium samples needed to

attempt to detect carbon by photon activation. The

evaluate this technique has been installed on Analy-

sample was irradiatedat about 18 MeV for about

tical Loop No. 1.

5 min (1 MA average current). After a 30-min decay,
the sample was counted in the gated 4r mode.
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.

A second sodium sample drawn from a barrel of

and found to perform as expected. Figure 462-13
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.
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.

.

J.

Future Plans

50, 100, and 180 ppm of cesium, gave recoveries of

Because of funding restrictions,the gamma ray

25 ~ 1, 52 * 1, 104 * 1, and 184 * 2 ppm, respec-

activation program will be very limited in scope.
One or two more samples probably will be processed

tively.
D.

Total Carbon Analysis Development
(K. S. Bergstresser)

1.

General

early in FY 1970, and the work will then be discon-

tinued.
c.

Absorption SpectrophotometryDevelopment for
Metal Impurity Analyses
(G. E. Meadows, R. D. Gardner, R. L. Carpenter)

The low temperature combustion technique for
total carbon analysis is being refined. By using a
high sensitivity gas chromatographyfor quantitative

1.

General
Soluble getter and corrosion studies require

that various metal impurity concentrationsbe known
as a function of operating conditions. One techni-

measurement of the C02 produced, it is hoped that
carbon concentrationsin the 1 ppm range can be
determined.
2.

que for determining these concentrationsis absorption spectrophotometry. Refinement of this technique is being made to detect low level concentration
(-1 ppm) both in vacuum distillation residues and
in bulk sodium samples. The impurities to be
studied are calcium, magnesium, potassium, iron,
nickel, and chromium.
2.

Results in FY 1969

a.

Calcium in Sodium
Procedureshave been developed for the deter-

mination of calcium in vacuum distillation residues
and also bulk sodium samples. Precision for calcium
in the residue samples is * 0.05 ppm in the 0.1 to
10 ppm range, and for bulk sodium samples * 0.5 ppm
in the 1 to 10 ppm range. Some data obtained indicates that part of the calcium in sodium can be
carried over with the sodium in the distillate.
b.

Cesium in Sodium
A procedure has been developed for the deter-

mination of cesium in sodium metal in the 20-200
ppm range using atomic absorption spectrophotometry.
The sample is dissolved in ethanol and diluted with
water. The maximum sensitivity is achieved at a pH
of 5 in HN03 solution. Nitric acid was chosen for
the neutralizationafter testing the effects of
chloride, nitrate, acetate, sulfate, and phosphate
on the absorbance of cesium. The light source is
an Osram lamp, and the absorbance of cesium is meas0
ured at 8S21 A with a red-sensitivephotomultiplier
tube.

ments of carbon at the 1 ppm level in sodium were
investigated. These carbon measurementswere based
on the Kallmann and Liu12 principle of low-temperature sodium ignition and its subsequent wet-method
operations to avoid the problems of high-temperature
(lIOO”C] ignition. The developmentalwork included
(a) redesign of a nickel vessel, heated to 300-500”C,
for oxidation of sodium and contained carbon traces,
(b) preparation and handling of C02-free aqueous
reagents, (c) quantitative release of carbon dioxide
from acid solutions, (d) reduction of moisture
level to below 50 ppm in the carrier gas used in
transferringtrace amounts of carbon dioxide to the
detection instrument, and (e) gas chromatographic
detection of carbon dioxide at the 10-2 microgram
level for small aliquots of dissolved 5-g sodium
samples. Numerous variations of equipment and
operating conditions were tentatively proposed and
tested. This method for carbon traces appears to
be feasible, but at present the level for blank
determinationsis disproportionatelyhigh. Major
improvementsalso were made in the circulating
supply of liquid sodium and the attached inertatmosphere drybox system, both of which were used
during investigationof the proposed low-temperature
ignition method for carbon.
E.

At a sample concentrationof 1 g/25 ml the

sodium has no absorbance, but it does reduce the
sensitivity for the cesium. The absorbance-concentration curve for 0-200 ppm cesium in the presence

Results in FY 1969
Operating parameters for quantitativemeasurer

1.

Development of Remotely Operated Distillation
%l!lQSZ
(W. R. Wykoff, D. N. Dunning, E. O. Swickard,
H. M. Ruess, J. R. Phillips, J. E. Swansen)
General
The original objective of the project was to

of sodium was found to be a straight line. The pro-

produce three remotely-operateddistillation sam-

cedure, applied to prepared samples containing 24,

plers: one as a prototype, one for installationon
53

the EBR-11 primary loop, and one for installation

b.

Vacuum-InertGas System
Three vacuum-inert gas systems were completed

on the EBR-11 secondary. Because of program funding
reductions, the objective has been curtailed to the

before the program reduction. Each system includes

production of the prototype unit only.

a vacuum pump and cold trap, vacuum and gas mani-

The sampler is an engineering loop version of

fold, and associated gauges, valves, and pressure

a laboratorymodel in use on Sodium Analytical Loop

switches.

No. 1 and Cold Trap Loop No. 1 at LASL. Samples

c.

Control and Instrumentation
There are three control modes for the sampler:

are taken from a continuously flowing bypass stream.
The sampler is fabricated from Type 304 stainless

(1) a.circuit-enforcedsequence of operations that

steel, and energy for sodium evaporation is supplied

requires the operator to perform the steps in a

by inductionheating. Figure 462-14 is a schematic

defined sequence, (2) a less restrictive mode in

of the system. h

which any step may be performed, in or out of

empty sample cup is loaded at

S-1, moved by the transfer mechanism to S-4 for vac-

sequence, provided all interlocks are satisfied,

uum outgassing, to S-S where a sodium sample is

and (3) any step may be performed at any time re-

picked up, to S-4 for sodium evaporation,then back

gardless of interlocks. Figure 462-15 is a photo-

to S-1 for removal from the system. Residue analy-

graph of the sequence circuit and the graphic panels.
Design of sequence and graphic panel circuits

sis is performed at another location.

is complete and fabrication is 90% complete.
d.
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Fig. 462-14. Schematic of Remotely Operated Distillation Sampler.
2.
a.

Results in FY 1969
Transfer Mechanism
The transfer mechanism for the prototype was

built and given an initial test which indicated
that the Model 50 Slo-Syn motors were marginal in
torque output. The Model 50’s were replaced by
Model 2S0’s and the unit again placed in test. It
appears that the mechanism will meet the requirement
of 1000 cycles in a vacuum.
Design of the solid state circuitry for control
of both horizontal and vertical motor drives has
been completed. Fabrication of the circuits has
started.
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Stainless Steel Envelope
Design and fabricationof the stainless steel

e.

Induction Heating
Three induction heating power supplies have

been received, tested, and accepted (after considerable modificationby the vendor to bring them up
to specifications). The power supplies are rated
at 2.5 kW at 45o wz.

They have an integral coil

cooling system employing silicone heat transfer
coolant.
Plans have been formulated for a test of sodium evaporation in a mockup of Station S-4 which will
employ the internal induction coil.

VII. CQVER GAS AND MAINTENANCE ATNOSPHERSS
A.

Development of a High Temperature Quadrupole
Mass Spectrometer for Cover Gas Analysis
(J. P. Brainard, D. C. Kirkpatrick,C. R.
Winkelman)

.

General

1.

The purpose of this research is to develop a
method for continuous on-line analysis of high temperature (up to 6SO”C) cover gas in an LMFBR. The
analyzer must be capable of detecting impurities
such as N, 0, H, C02, CH4, and fission products in
the cover gas with a sensitivityvarying from the
part-per-millionrange to the percent range. A response time of about 1 min is necessary if the analytical data are to serve as an error signal for
activating devices for continuous control of cover
gas composition.
A quadruple mass spectrometerwas obtained in
order to meet the above requirements. It is believed

.

that reasonable representativesampling can be accomplished by transportingthe sample gas in sodium loop
containmentmaterials and at sodium loop temperatures
until it has passed through the spectrometer for analysis.

Fig. 462-16. The apparatus used to measure the gas
beam flux distribution.

2.

Results in FY 1969

%-in. o.d. tube is connected to the ionization gauge.

Many problems can be eliminated or minimized

The open end of the tube directly under the gas

by collimating the high temperature gas into a mo-

source is the point of measurement. The pressure

lecular beam and introducing this beam in a one pass

builds up in the gauge until the flux leaving the

sweep through the ionization region of the mass spec-

tube equals the flux entering the tube. There are

trometer. This developmentwill enable the mass

two advantages to this method; (1) the signal is

spectrometer to be operated at normal operating tem-

amplified six times since the flux in-all directions

peratures and will minimize elution. Two additional

in the gauge must equal that of the impinging gas

supporting vacuum systems are required; one is used

current and (2) the bulky gauge is removed from the

to collimate the gas beam before the introduction,

beam. The open end of the tube moves in a plane

and the other is used to absorb the beam after it

through the beam axis and on a circle having the

is analyzed. The cover gas sample will be brought

gas source as the center. The motion is accomplish-

to the analyzer by means of a capillary tube made

ed by the rotable feed-through at the left (Fig. 462-

out of the sodium loop containmentmaterial and

14). The gas source is aimed down the throat of the

heated to the temperature of the cover gas.

diffusion pump in order to increase the pumping speed.

Before the analyzer could be completely de-

Problems of beam reflection from the bell jar enve-

signed, study of molecular beams had to be made to

lope are minimized by rotating the point of measure-

determine appropriatemeans of efficiently forming

ment rather than the gas source. Data on the gas

the beam in the analyzer. The system used to neas-

sources used are found in Table 462-XII.

ure

gas source distributionsis shown in Fig. 462-

The results are shown in Fig. 462-17 for heli-

16. The gas is led to the source by a 7-roilid.

um gas. A paper was presented at the American Vac-

capillary on the right. It fixes the total flow

uum Symposium, New Mexico Section, in April, 1969,

through the source to 0.19 Torr-~/sec when one atm

on these gas beam studies.

of helium is applied at the high pressure end.
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chamber than does the 7-roilid.

Table462-xI
I

Tubeor hole
Manufacturer Oicuneter @!CA
s.4nil id.
7.2 mil o.d.

ORTEC

For this

reason the 7-roiltube can place a given molecular

DataOn Gas Sources
Type
Glass
(37smil o.d.)
TuhcBundle

tube.

beam in the ion source with less than half the to-

Number
of Tubes
_

tal gas flow of the multi-hole structure source even

2s00

though the multi-hole structures have more resolved

1S0mil

flux distribution. Another consideration is the
StainlessSteel
(2S0mil 0.$. )

Brunswick
CoI-p

c.

Il.

2.3 mil

120mil

Ssoo

least the diameter of the gas source for efficient

Steel
(80mil o.d:)

St3Lnlc5s
c.

.

s.

N.

diameter of the aperture, The aperture must be at

Brunswick
Coql

.

gas beam formation. Too large an aperture will al0.6Smil

70 mi1

Ssoo

s.

low effusion of random gas from the collimation region of the gas analyzer system into the ionization

StainlessSteel
(7 mil id.)
Tube

Superior
Tube

40 in.

1

7 mil

w.

chamber. (The small aperture of the 7-roiltube will
relieve this problem.) A gas beam flux distribution

●Collimatedholestructure.

was obtained from the 7-roili,d. tube and 7-roilaperture to give an 8° divergence from the beam axis.

cU-J0.40,

This divergence is approximatelythe
amount neces.1

1

0

w
a

375 MIL O.D.
—GLASS
BUNDLE
—~~o
M,L oo. c,H,s,

$
1% 0.30

~
+

i

I

1

COMPARISONOF MOLECULAR
BEAM SOURCESFORA GIVEN
TOTAL FLOW OF 1.9X 10-1
TORR LITER/ SEC

1

I

o
1=
D
Q

In other words the shape of the gas flux

80 MIL O.D.C.H.S.

square of the pressure drop, and varied with temperature as.

7 MIL 1.0.TUBE

1(0] =
0.10

-

5
x
3
-1
k

~-

[

COSINE DISTRIBUTION

1

0.023 Torr-.L/sec-Steridian

with the pressure drop of one atmosphere across the
tube. The diffusion pumps and the high-quality

O.OO
w

flow.

across the tube. The peak intensity varied as the

E
~ 0.20 –

z

tube

changed slightly with temperature and pressure drop

RESOLUTION

u

a
~

sary for the gas analyzer beam. The 7-roilid.

beam intensity was found to vary directly with total

!
20

I
40

stainless steel for the high temperature gas analy-

I
80

100

OFF AXIS ANGLE &GREE)

zer have been received. Cold traps are being adapt-

ed to the diffusion pumps. The fabrication drawings

Fig. 462-17. The results of the gas beam flux distributions.

of the gas analyzer are nearly completed. Some de-

The desired beam is extracted from the gas

sign modificationswere added to help the critical

source by using an aperture. The gas that strikes

alignment of gas beam with the ion source of the

the aperture plate is pumped away and the gas that

mass spectrometer.

goes through the aperture forms the beam.
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Person in Charge: R.D. Baker
PrincipalInvestigator:J.A. Leary

I.

INTRODUCTION
The principal
goalsof thisprojectare toprepare

pure, wellcharacterized
plutoniumfuelmatertals,and

detrimental

with additions of 0.5 w/o resulting

formation of sesquicarbide

in the

as a second phase.

Pellets

todeterminetheirhightemperatureproperties.Pro-

in which paraffin was added as a binder were single

perties

phase and exhibited

of interest

expansion,

are (1) thermal stability,

(3) thermal conductivity,

ships by differential

ness and ita temperature

microprobe

and hfgh-

(6) density,

dependence,

and

high tempera-

neutron diffraction

neutron diffraction,

including electron

(5) structure

by x-ray diffraction,

ture x- ray diffraction,
temperature

(4) phase relation-

thermaf analysis,

phase relationships

(2) thermal

(7) hard-

(8) compatibili~,

analysis,

specific

thermodynamic

properties

energy of formation by vaporization
1000-2000°C

temperature

identification

of vapor species,

by electromotive
temperature

and general proper-

equilibria

in the

range with mass spectrometer
free energy of formation

force measurement

range,

such as free

in the 450-1200°C

and heat capacity and heat of tran-

II. SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION
(R. Honnell, M. W. Shupe, G. Moore,
S. McClanahan)
1.

of carbowax 400, napthalene,

and paraffin as binder additions to (U, Pu) C indicated
that paraffin had less
the other 2 materials.

The effects

effect on the microstructure
Carbowax 400 was the most

than

in the next para-

of changes in particle

for good

istics

of sintered pellets

monocarbide
The pellets

pressure

prepared

prepared

microcracke

on the character-

from two similar

mill were free of

at pressures

up to 20 tsi.

from the finer powder (ball milled

16 hr, lot 7-87-1)

pressures

are shown in Figures
It is concluded

an

were found to be free of

up to pressing

is satisfactory

size.

from the powder ground to a size

when pressed

prepared

of 10 tsi.

463-2 and 463-3,

that a pressing

for preparing pellets

from powder ground to a particle
oscillating

way by investi-

powders which differed in particle

range of ~ 64# in an oscillating

Pellets

size and pressing

were evaluated in a qualitative

gating the effect of presstng

tively.

Cursory evaluation

As indicated

However,

with increasing

pellet integrity.

effects

Carbides

in porosity

graph, binders do not appear to be necessary

microcracks
R. Walker,

was

paraffin concentration.

paraffin concentration.

additional

si tion are being determined.

As shown

of microcracldng

there was a definite increase

pressure

In addition to phase equilibria

no lessening

found with increasing

(9) compres-

sive creep (deformation).

ties,

in Figure 463-1,

the fewest microcracks.

pressure

These
respecof 10 tsi

of good integrity

size of

c

64P in an

mill.

The effect of pressing

pressure

on densification

and
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diarnetral control was alao determined

for the powders

La

described

:!bove.

The experimental

results

cum

Cmmncmcu

are shown

MO

?-97-1

km.u

c.ac ,mcec 4

91NTOW0

l.EGtWO

in Figures463-4 and 463-5. Itcan be seen thatthe
sintered

density has very little dependence

pressure.

PeUet densities

theoretical

are attainable at a pressing

%

!30

on pressing

of 93 and 94 percent

of
120

10 tsi with both the coarse
respectively.

pressure

h’
1-

A

.

,10
:

to 95’%of theoretical

30

[W)

~N.RE.

~

m

0260

can
______

be obtained by pressing

Omslli
[0.)
S.lITmLo
Ocn=.lw [c.,)
SMCWO
DIAMcTFA

o

of

and the fine powder,

Densification

0 W5CN

h),.]

the ball milled powder at 20

&-._—.—---*

02?0

&—-*-

#o

0260

tsi.

II 0250

Compatibility

experiments

,

I

at other laboratories

1

10203040

0

,

4

J

506070
1s1

have indicated
thatthecompatibility
of UCi+ ~ with

Figure 463-5.

The Effect of Pressing Pressure
Densiftcation of ( U, Pu) C Pellets
pared from Ball Milled Powder

stainless
steelmay depend on theform of thehigher
carbide present,

i. e. , U2~ or U&.

In order to
typical of pellets

evaluate thts for (U, Pu) Ci+ ~, efforts were directed

completelyconverttheplatelet-like
phase observedin

platelet-like

If it is assumed

of this composition

after sintering,

Annealing at 1600°C for 24 hours or 1400°C for 24

towardsdeterminingtheconditions
necessaryto

( UO.~PUO.J Ci+x into M2~.

on the
Pre-

hours does notsignificantly
change theamount of the
platelet-like

that the

phase indicated by Figure 463-6.

same Is true for pellets

phase is a compound stable only at high

The

at 1250°C for 36 hours (Figure

temperature(MC2), a reasonableapproach toits

463-8 ) . If the pIatelet-like

elimination
would be a heattreatmentbelow the

must be concludedthatthekineticsof thetransforma-

decomposition

tion are extremely

reaction,

temperature.

The decomposition

2 M% + M2~ + C, occurs

having the compositions

at 1650°C.

e.g.

after

for 2 hours,

as shown in Figures

surface layer of M2Q-like
photomicrograph

463-6 and 463-7.

material

The

shown in the

0
o

A
(3.0

w

7-93-1
IWO-C

temperature,

ss shown in Figure 463-9.

Densification

y 93 percent

was obtained

of theoretical

by sintering
at 1500°C for 24 hours.

are now being fabricated

A slight trace of

Pellets

for evaluation by sintering

blended powders of MC and M2~ below the transforma-

4 MRS. u

-cum

tion temperature.

GREEN Omsm
w,\
SWrEnlo
Dmsl?l q)
SINIWEO
DIMKTIR

A typical single phase ( UO.~PuO.~) C, . ~ carbide

L-

e

%

pellet was examined

for homogeneity

using three

1’?/.4

L

: :~

Ymmw

-

-

‘0

—-A
0270

---------

-

8.0

0260
,j,
10203040

electronmicroprobe analyais.Alpha radiographs
showed complete

0280
__r__

techniques-- alphaautoradiography,metallographyand

90

DIA. {!IIJ

0

1525°C,

below the transformation

after an additional soak at 1400°C for 36 hours.

OCNSIFICATWM CUIWZ
ml

MC has

the platelet-like
phase was detectedin thepelleteven

in the upper left of Figure 463-6 is

S!NTERW+3 C?CU

,

pellets

to approximate

at 1800°C for 4 hours and soaking at 1400°C

Hyperstoichiometric

slow.

been prepared essentially
freeofplatelets
by sintering
pressed

(lJO.~PuO.z) Cl. ~ and

( UO.~PuO.~) Ci. ~ contained some platelets
sintering

Pellets

phase is indeed MC2, it

Metallographic
homogeneous

homogeneity
examination

monocarbide.

to the limit of detection.
indicated

single phase

Electron microprobe

traces

0250

S06070

of a typical region showed a variation

of only a few

1s1.

Figure 463-4.

The Effect of Pressing Pressure on the
Densification of ( U, Pu) C PeHets Prepared
from Oscillating Milled Powder

percentin the U and Pu X-ray intensities
Figure 463-10.

It is concluded

as shown in

that although alpha
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The Effect of Sint.ering Conditions
on Platelet Formation in
u~.~puo.zocl+x
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autoradiography

is not a particularly

sensitive

it probably is adequate for verifying
pellets

prior to irradiation

mixture

of uranium-plutonium

carbide,

homogeneity

of

testing.

It can be shown theoretically

.

method,

the sesquicarbide

that in an equilibrium

monocarbide

and sesqui-

phase will be preferentially

enriched in plutonium at the expense of the monocarbide.
Experimentally,
microprobe

this was evalusted

analysis

of a high purity pellet of

( UO.O@%. 198)C1. l.g composition
chemistry

by an electron

and comparing

of the 2 phases present

the

after subjecting

the

pellet to a 1500°C dtffusion anneal for 24 hours.
count analysis
presence

of the annealed pellet indicated

of 28 v/o of M2~.

having the composition

A monocarbide

X-ray intensities
(a)

analysis.

The relative

greater

(c)

than that in the standard.

(d)

Photomicrographs

respectively.

calculations

was

and ( Uo. 85PuV ~s) C.

based on thermodynamic

In view of

properties

.—

in

these
were

produced by carbo-

of high temperature

2.

having various

U, Pu,

for use in the

physical

and chemical

_380x

.

._:

Photomicrographs
of Samples Used in
Demonstrating Partition in
Uo. ,9@0. ~@~+~ (M2G + MC top; Single
Phase MC Bottom)

Oxides
A.

Mixed Dioxides
(M. W. Shupe, C. Gilley,

Reference

were also prepared

_

properties.

contained

0.3 w/o oxygen.

A variety of carbide samples

463-11.

of some of the

reduction of oxides; these samples

and C compositions

Ngure

Uo. ~6Puo.S4)z~

Similar results

68-UZXi

Wch ._ -

argu-

used in the cslcuation,

obtained on mtxed carbide pellets

nt No.

1 S) C.

of the phases

estimates

are in good agreement.

determination

was

From the above

at 1500°C are spproximately(

approximately

-:

of the two phases may be

ments indicated that the compositions

tbermic

--?

—.

Mount No.

to be ( UO.7oPu&9.) z~ and ( Uo. 85pu@

thermodynamic

- -—
-.. . ————.~_n=
-.-=.
.—
—--T
—.
—
.—.-. —. -—..——–
—
-.

9
%

greater than in the standard.

the compositions

equilibrium

5

,. ——.—
-..—=.... . .
~
>.———

of the two phase and of the standard

68-0369 and 68-0225,

calculated

—
-.—.
—
—
.,.
-..
—
–—
k “~

380X

than in the standard.

are shown in Figure 463-11,

results,

—..—Etch
..—
—. ... ..-.
—

was

In the MC phase the uranium intensity
10 percent

i

e.
=.1:1

than in the standard.

In the MC phase the plutonium intensity
27 percent less

results

was

IU the M2& phase the uranium intensity
16 percent less

Mount No. 68-0369

L

In the M2~ phase the plutonium intensi~

(b)

Parallel

standard

were as follows:

42 percent

pellets

the

UO.~&u. ~OCO.
S9was used as the

standard for the microprobe

.
‘——.

Point

pellets

exchange with the UX.
sintenng
determined

conditions

J. Dunn)

of ( U, Pu) 02 are needed for an
The development

to synthesize

of satisfactory

single phase oxide,

by X-ray powder diffraction

analysis,

as

has

69

been completed, Pure U%

and PuQ powders were ball

sources

such as the oxalate or the peroxide.

The goal of further development

milledfor24 hrs and classified
by sieving;
the-325
mesh ($44&) fractions
were thencombined and blended

large scale preparation

foran additional
24 hrs. This powder mixturewas

produce sfnterable,
Analytical

pressed and thensinteredin an alumina tubefurnaceat
1600°C forvariouscombfnattonsof sintering
time and
furnaceatmosphere compositions.The effectofgas
compositionon solidsolution
formationis shown in
Table 463-I. Singlephase (Uo.,6Pu0.
25)~ was prepared
inlots1, 2, 3, and 6, which were allsinteredinan
oxidizing
atmosphere. Stnglephase M~

was decom-

posed by heatingfor8 hr in a reducingatmosphere.
Using thedioxideblend,sintering
under a cover gas of
6% H2-Ar or Ar followedwith H2-Ar willnotproduce
singlephase dioxide.Moreover, wet Ar-H2 mixtures
dtdnotproduce single phase oxides.
B.

PU02 of good purity.

and completely

oxidize several

shapes,

compared

that air

The large particles

densities

Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nh
Mo
Cd
Sn

produced

.

are as follows:
Cs
Ba
La
Hf
Ta
W
Re
Pt
Pb
Bi
u
Pu
Am

2
c 0.5
2
2
15
< 0.5
< 0.1
c 0.1
2
<50
c 0.5
< 0.5
< 0.5

Nitrides
(M. W. Shupe, R. L. Nance,
Specimens

can controllably

tn thts product apparently have a low surface
which leads to lowered sintered

Li
Be
B
Na
Mg
Al
Si
K
Ca
‘n
v
Cr
Mn

3.

hundred grams of Pu to

PU02 in a conveo.tently short time.

by the first large scale experiment,

Pu yields

It has been demonstrated

saturated with H20 at room temperature

for PU02 lot P-20-23,

<
<
<
<
<

2
0.1
0.5
0.5
25
50
<
0.5
< 100
<
0.5
0.5
22
88.07%
38

.

(Allresultsexpressedas ppm by wt. in respectto Pu
except for percent Pu)

Preparation of Pu~ for FFTF QualiW ASSUP
ante Standards
(R. L. Nance and D. W. Kelley)

Direct air oxidation of electroreflned

of l?u~ by atr oxidation to

pure powder.

results

0.07
< 0.001
< 0.3
5
10
3
4
< 0.5
10
0.2
< 0.5
2
< 0.1

work will be the

of PuN have been prepared

lot PuN-16 for low temperature

The properties

from powder

calorimetry

Harwell and for blgh temperature
Laboratory.

shown in Table 463-II.

energy

D. Kelley)

at AERE

calorimet~

at this

of the PuN pellets

are

The Harwell specimens

were

0.37 in. dia x 0.33 in. tall wfth a O. 13 in. dia axial

of compacted

hole.

to those obtained from some other

The density was 12.2 g/cc

after sintering

1900°C for 2 hr in N2. The high temperature

at

calorimetry

Table 463-I
Effect of Sintering
First Sintering
Conditions

-Lot No
1

a.

X-ray Diffraction
Analvsis

1600°C - 12 hr
6%H2-Ar -O. 4mmH20

Multiphase
Multipbase

Resintering
Conditions

X-ray Diffraction
Results

::

1600 °C - 4hr - C02
4 hr - 6% H2-Ar

Single Phase
a=5.4529*
0.0004A

a.
b.

1600°C -4 hr - C~
4hr - 6’%H2-Ar

Single Phase
a=5.4544*
0.0002~

2

a.

1600°C -15
6% H2-Ar

3

a.
b.

1600°C- 4hr- C02
4hr- 6%H2-Ar

Single Phase
a=5. 4531* O.0004A

1650 °C- 4hr- C~
4hr -6% H2-Ar

Single Phase

a.

1650°C -8 hr
6% H2-Ar (dried)

Multiphase

::

1625°C -3.5 hr-Ar
4. 5hr - 6%H2-Ar
-0.4 mm H20

Mdtiphase

a.

1625°C -8 hr
6%H2-Ar (dried)

Multiphase

1625°C -4 hr - C%
4hr- 6% I&Ar

Single Phase
a= 5. 4562* O.0004~

4
5
::
6
;:

70

Conditions on UO.,6Pu0. @2 Solid Solution Formation

hr

None

None

...

.

.

pellets

were 5/8 in. dia x O. 4 in. tall after sintering

temperature

in

‘l’he sesquicarbide-dicarbide

the sxrne manner.

X-ray powder diffraction

‘analysis:

Observations

O.0004~

temperatures

composition:

Pu (Theor = 94.5 w/o)
N (Theor = 5.55 w/o)
0, ppm by wt.
U, ppm by wt.
Th, ppm by wt.
Spectrochemical
Element

present

of structures

diffraction

Element

analysis

< 0.5
10
~ 50
<2
< 0.5
<5
<5
1
<5

in samples

Zr
Nb
Mo
Cd
Sn
Ta
w
Pb
Bi

of samples

Descriptions

of PuC2 always contained some

(or 1785°C,

depending on composition)
and that PuC2
(2)
is cubic above 1700°C.
UC2 was observed to trans-

Differential Thermal Analysis
(J. G. Reavis, L. Reese)

(U, Pu) Cz system

containing

bcc M2~.
High temperature X-ray diffraction measure0 (1)
ments have shown that UC2 is cubic above 1765 C

decompose

thermal analysis

MC2 is observed

although quenched samples

a high concentration

PROPERTIES

Differential

of these samples

Tetragonal

form from cubic to tetragonal
III.

quenched from the

quenched from the “M% (+ C)” region of

Figure 463-12,

< 300
c 300
<
30
<
3
<
1
< 1000
<
30
1
<
0.5

tenta-

has been made from X-ray powder

various phase fields.

Yp m by wt.

are

in the various phase

using quenching techniques,

are given in Table 463-III.

Pp m by wt.

B
Si
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn

Although unequivocal

identification

tive identification

Analvsis:

The results

plotted on Figure 463-12.

fields is impossible

94.5
5.49
330
26
< 75

.

in the

C) have now been made over

the entire range from UC2 to PuG.
12.2 g/cc

1.

of the C/Pu atomic

of transformation

(U, Pu) C2 system (excess
~

Chemical

tempera-

ratio over the range 1.6 to 8.

Single phase PuN, a = 4. 9046*

.

was 2232 * 10°C.

transformation

ture was found to be independent

Table 463-II

.

of liquid phase formation

extremely

at 1765°C and to

slowly to U2C3 + C at 1515°C.

(2)

““”~
observations

have been completed.

of the

Samples have

2400 –

been quenched from the various phase fields and
analyzed by X-ray powder diffraction
information

about the crystallographic

Observations
behavior of

species

were made to determine
phase U@@uO.2C.

Single

methods to obtain
2200 –

present.

the melting

The resdta were

ingood agreement withpreviousobservationsofmelting

v

MC2 (+C)

0

!j-2000
w
+

of samples which containedtracesof metal or traces
I

of M2~.
.

Observations
Pu- C compositions

currently

which disagree

with the

1600

DTA observations

of a high purity

sample of PuC2 (containing a slight excess

of carbon) have

led to establishment

temperature

for the reaction

of the transformation

Pu2~ + C -$ PuC2 as 1660+ 10°C,

The

,,”

= COCUNG ARREST

t ,/
P“

accepted Pu- C phase diagram.

The (U, Pu) ~ System:
.

M2C3(+C)

having C/Pu atomic ratios from 0.86

to 1.6 have produced results
.

●

of the melting behavior of various

1

1400

o

1

20

I

A

HEATING ARREST

●

liEATING

I

[

40.

-!%
lI+PU
Figure 463-12.
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e COOLING
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1
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I

100

20

x 100

Major Phas; Fields in the High Carbon
Region of the U- PU- C System by DTA
71

Table 463-HI
Identity of Phases in ( U, Pu) ~ Samples Quenched from
Seleoted Temperatures
Annealing Time
at Quench Temp.

Annealing or
Quench Temp. , ‘c

(a) Graphite reflections

Tetragonal
appears,

< 1 min.
63 hr.

tet. U~
tet. U%

1800
1690
1460

< 1 min.
c 1 min.
16 hr.

tet. MC2
tet. M%
major bcc ~~,
minor tet. M(+

1730
1650

-

tet. M~
major tet. MQ,
trace bcc M2~
major tet. M%,
minor bcc Mz~

1 hr.

1725
1675
1550

20 min.
1 hr.
1 hr.

1800

3 min.

16’75

4 min.

1710

-

1 min.

1625

-

2 min.

1700

-

3 min.

1625

-- 1 min.

were also observed

tration range of O-13 m/o,
indicate

rate of decomposition

there is no

of tetragonal MC2 to M2~ + C is

slow in the case of pure UC2 but is acceler-

temperatures

It appears

that tie decom-

of this phase are reasonably

defined by the dashed line of Ftgure 463-12.
triangular

well

The

area above this dashed line is probably the

only region in which tetrsgonal

M~ is stable.

Melttng Behavior of Single Phase Uo. ~PuO.~C:
It was
—_

72

equal tet. M~
and bcc M2~
bcc hf2~
equal tet. PuC2
and bcc pU2~
bcc P~~

patterns.

reported from obsenations

of samples

taining traces of metal or of M2~ that solidus
Iiquldus temperatures

The

.

major tet. MC2,
trace bcc M2~
bcc M2%

and 2485 * 20°C,
experiments

MC2 is stable.

.

tet. MC2
tet. MC2
equal tet. MC2
and bcc M2~

previously

the data of Table 463-III

ated by the addition of PuC2.
position

It

Over the PuC2 concen-

a range in which tetra~nal

extremely

(3)

in the diffraction

that the !’MC2(+ C)” field is cubic

MC2 region.

1 min.
10 min.

1550

M~ and that at high PuC2 concentrations
stable tetragonsl

~o~d( a)

1900
1460

PuC2 appears to be metastsble.
therefore,

phases

Another series

DTA tecbntques

and by metallographic

quenched from temperatures

temperature.

Results

currently

Temperatures
accepted

by use of

examination

of

near the solidus

of the experiments

change from the previously
Transition

20°C
of

has been run, using single phase

Uo. 8Pu0. 2C. Melting behavior was determined

samples

and

of UO.~PuO.~C were 2285*

respectively.

con-

indicate no

reported values.
in the Pu- C System:

Pu-C phnse diagram indicates

The
no

liquid phase formation below 1650°C in the C/Pu atomic
ratio range of 0.86 to 1.5.

NO

tr~sforma~ons

of any

sort arc indicated
below 1650°C in thisrange exceptfor

increased

a shiftin themonocarbids-sesquicarbide
equilibrium.

this composition

Recent observations
have indicated
slow transfor-

1600* 10°C in samples
dus temperatures

B.

X-ray powder diffraction

above 1650°C. Other compositionsin therange PuC1. o

in the 1550- 1650°C region.

ass

Lnn ed

in the past,

applied to two general

thermal arrests

plutonium ceramics,

It appears that the phase

diagram in this area is more complicated

than has been

but additional measurements

are

needed to define adequately the phase boundaries.
2.

Room Temperature
A.

of compositions

summarized

in Table 463-IV,

clearly

indicate

PuC and Pu2~ have a range of composition.
the lattice dimension

of Pu2~ in the presence

of this report,

have reached the stage where X-ray

need only be made at approximately

The lattice
normal isotopic
following

that both

since the lattice dimensions

Pu~:

expansion

at-

composition

composition

have

25°C of compounds
can be expressed

of

by the

equations:

$=3.04(*

0.004)xl~3

l-e-1”3q*0”06)x1~3’
[L

PUN: ~=2.23(+0.05)xl(r3
‘a

l-e

-1.77 (*o. ol)xlr3t

[

constant at an average value of 8.1287 ~ from a C/Pu
ratio of O.992 to 1.343.

sixof all but

values.

h addition,
of PuC is

and studies

The latter studies

expanded to their saturation

which are

of

of which are incor-

the compounds of normal isotopic

in the plutonium-carbon

The results,

characterization

damage in plutonium compounds.

month intervals

and analyzed by conventional

X-ray powder techniques.

areas:

have been

of self-irradiation

system were prepared (mainly by powder metallurgy
methods ), heat treated,

techniques

the resulte

porated in other sections

exposures

X-ray Diffraction

Lattice Parameters of Plutonium Carbides
(M. W. Shupe, C. W. Bjorklund, R. M. Douglass)

A series

region.

Self-irradiation
Damage
(C. W. Bjorklund, R. M. Douglass)

were found to be

to PuCi. ~ exhibited non-reproducible

is in the single phase “Pu2~”

that

The upper limit of the “Pu2C3” region apparently lies

of PuCO.S8and PuCO.99. Liqui-

for these samples

at PuC1. 485which indicates

between PuCi. 58 and PuC1. 68.

mationsinvolving
liquidphase formationbeginningat

.

significantly

Pu2~ :$=

The lattice dimension

1.54(*0.

l)xl~3

l-e

-1.27 (*o.2)xlr3t

[

1

(1)

2

1
1
(2)

(3)

Table 463-IV
Effect of Changes in Composition

on Lattice Dimensions

of Plutonium

Carbides
Lattice Dimension

Composition

Specimen

●

Heat Treatment

‘7-371

PuC0.3810P ~OiNO.~Oo

as melted

7-37-2

PuCO.,& OP ~oONo.~oo

as melted

6-123-1
6-123-2

PuC& ~4T00.omNo.004
PuCO.~nOo. ~mNO.004

1300°C - 2hr - Ar
1300°C-2hr-Ar

6-123-3

PuC1 . ~280p ~MN&004

1300°C - 2hr - Ar

6-123-4

PuC1.3BOP ~03Np ~03

1300°C-2hr-Ar

7-5-1

PuC1 .4819

7-18-2

PuCi. SOOO@
~oiNO.~u

7-19-1

PuCi . WOO.~01No. 000

7-21-1

‘uc2.

1600°C - 6hr
1400°C - 2hr
1700°c-3hr+
1600°C - 2 hr
1700 °c-3hr+
1600°C -2 hr
1700°C - 3 hr
1600°C - 2 hr
1700°C - 3 hr
1600 °C-2hr

7-11-1

t300.

~OiNp Om

001 No.

001

PUCI .678°0. 001No. O(L?

+
- Ar

i+

Phase
a Pu
Puc
CYPu
Puc
Puc
Puc
Pu#3
Puc
Pu~c3
Puc
Pu2c’
Pu2q

minor
4.9501+

0.0007

minor

4.
4.
4.
8.
4.
8.
4.
8.
8.

953* 0.002
953* 0.002
9776+ 0.0005
L283+ 0.0003
9785+ 0.0004
1289+ 0.0003
9804+ 0.0009
1280+ b. 0002
I.306* 0.0006

8.1313+

0.0002

PU3C+

8.X317+

0.0003

PIQrq

8. 1324* 0.0002
8. 1324+ 0.0004

.
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where t is time in days and “a” is the lattice
in A.

At the time of the most recent measurement,

samples

of PuQ,

PuN, and Pu2~ were 5.7,

3.6 years old, respectively,

factor,

and

and the lattice dimensions

expansion of Pu~

at. %Uepu at temperatures

&

25°C:

~
a

material.

0.03) x 10_s l-e
[

. 3.06(+

0.03) x 10_g l-e

= 2.88 (+ 0.04)

~

200°c:

x l~g

l-e

2.38 (A 0.04) x l~g

*=
o

1.77(*

l-e

0.03) x 10_S l-e

of an equation to express the lattice

this equation may be written

~ - e-(P2 + P3 e-p4/T)

t

(9)

1

[

where Aa is the lattice

expansioti (at-ao)

temperature

A non-ltnear

T in ‘K.

0.04) X 1~2 t

-1.30(+

0.03)

values for the parameters

as well as a. (the lattice dimension
enriched with 3.75 at. % a8Pu,
3.65(+

Aa
—=
a

o

1.13 (* 0.02)

The uncertainties

isotopic

9 for this material

-1.70

(* 0.09)

on the experimental

least squares

of Pu~
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at saturation

(6)

(7)

t

(8)

[

P1, P2, P8 and P4,
For PU02

1~6

1.15 x l~s

+ 6.41x

x
10_s e-~

1

~ e-(1.15x
l~S +6.41x
10_s e-~)
t
(11)
[1
The calculated curve obtained from this equation for a
of 25°C fell just below the corresponding
data points in what was considered

quite reasonable

com-

expansion

to be

agreement.

As the time,

t, approaches

approaches

infinity,

saturation

the latttce

and, in the limit,

Eq.

9 reduces to equation (12).

~ e-(1.13

0.6) x 10_2 e-134~50

only at room temperathe parameters

These calculations

is independent

in Eq.

were based

that the lattice

expansion

of the dose rate.

x l~z+

The

6,34x

1~2 e-~)

t

(lo)

J-

Aa5at,n
—=
a
o

expansion of PU02 of normal

observation

x lrz

3.69x

Aa
—=
a
o

0.08) X l~s

to calculate
also.

(5)

Eq. 9 becomes:

was measured

ture, it was possible

t

1

experimental

listed are + 1 cr.

composition

(4)

-1.45 (* 0.06) X 10_2 t

temperature

at time t and

at t = O).

x 10_2+ 6.34(*

Although the lattice

x Irz

1
1
1

-1.23 (* 0.05) x Irz t

puter program was used to fit the data to the equation by
calculating

equation is given by equation

[

as a function of both ttme and temperature
(4)
l.n a modified
was described in a previous report.

P2+P3e

-1.29(+

[

dimension

o

.

.

[

+=
o

400°C:

‘p4/77

The resultant

[

o

o

pi 3?9

it was

(11).

= 3.14(*

ha

loo”c:

k=
a

Therefore,

new valuea of P2 and P3 for

normal PU02 from the values obtained for the enrtchcd

of the

enriched with 3.75

o

form,

Pi and P4 do not.
to calculate

aa a

equations:

198°C:

The derivation

whereas

of the PU ~ the s=Ple

up to 400°C may be expressed

by the following least squares
At

constant, ~,

only necessary

values p redic ted by the above equations.

The lattice

P2 and P3 can be shown to contain the average

disintegration

the

5.3,

were within 94%, 97%, and 81%, respectively,
saturation

parameters

dimension

Pi P2
P2+P3e

-P4,T

(12)

“

.
Values of Aa5at,~ao

as a function of temperature

Pu~

by means of Eq. 12 and compared

were calculated

with annealing data in the literature.
noted that the same value of ‘asattn
a

o

‘5)

for

(It should be

is obtained, Wit,hin

.

cn.-.-erimental
error, from either
PLIQ of Eq. 11 for normal

Pu~. ) 8stisfactory

ment was obtained over the range -198°

.

tic calculated

curve leveled

temperatures.

Unsuccessful

extend the temperature
fact that lattice
is eliminated
proportional

of these data is shown in Fig.

Eq. 10 for enriched
agree-

to - 500°C,

but

using the additional experimental

expansion due to self- irradiation

at 1000°C.

damage

The constant Pi in Eq. 12 is

to an average annealing activation

temperature

range.

the temperature

increases,

than one activation

activation energies

possibly

requiring

as

more

energy term in Eq. 12 to fit experi-

mental data above 500°C.
The samples

old.

No further deterioration

patterns has been observed.
still somewhat erratic

Pu carbides

PuC-Pu2&)

(single

variation

of experimental

techniques

error.

is within the estimated
This is considered

of the overall

used for lattice parameter

high temperatures

to be

accuracy

of the

determinations

and also for temperature

The investigation
of thecarbon richU-PU- C

of PuG. z.

Initial difficulty was experienced

preparation

of heater strip samples

The results

of a large number of trial sample prepara-

tions indicated

phase

are now over 3 years

in the quality of the X-ray
The lattice dimensions

are

although they now seem to be

that Pu2~ has a relatively

coefficient.

in the

of this material.

The samples

large thermal

tended to shatter

during the sintering

operation and did not adhere properly

to the heater strip.

These difficulties

eliminated

by using somewhat

smaller

supporting

the sample with small,

tabs along the edges of the strip.

have been
samples

undercut,

and by

graphite

These tabs mechanic-

cons tantwithin rather large limits of experimental

ally retain the sample on the heater strip even though

error.

considerable

3.

High Temperature
(J. L. Green)

X-ray Diffraction

furnace,

perienced

in maintaining

sufficient

puri~

shrinkage

Using samples
for carbon-rich

During the initial stages of testing of the X-ray
diffractometer

considerable

difficulty

an inert atmosphere

at

measure-

ment.

expansion

of enriched

PuCO.86 and two-phase

is 1%. fiis

systernwas begun with a materialhaving a composition

Annealing probably occurs by

process es with different

deviation

energy,

and apparently can not be adjusted to cover a higher

several

from Houska’s data is 2% and the average

an adequate demonstration

attempts were made to

The maximum

deviation

limits

off too soon at higher

463-13.

was exof

to avoid sample oxidation at high

temperature
squares

occurs

on cooling.

of PuG. ~, thermal expansion data

Pu2~ have been obtained in the

interval from 800°C to 1600°C.

A least

fit of this set of data yields

Aa
—=
a
o

1.2x 10_5T+2xl~S&

temperatures. Extensiverevisionswere made in the
where T is the temperature

tn ‘C.

This corresponds

to

coolingsystem in thefurnacetoeliminatethediffusion
ofwater vapor throughtheflexible
coolingwater ltnes
in thesample chamber. In addition,
a uranium chip
furnacewas installed
in theHe cover gas system. These
changesappear tohave eliminatedtheoxidation
problem. Experiments usingNbC samples have demonstratedthatno observableoxidation
occurs on thesample

/

surfaceat temperaturesup to 1800°C. As a testof the
overallsystem, a thermalexpansioncoefficient
determinationwas made on a sample of highpurityNbC for the
temperatureinterval
from 800°C to 1800°C. The

0

1
o

200

I
Wo

I

Suo

I
I
1ooo Imc

TEMPERATURE,

resultsof thisexperimentare incloseagreement with
theexpansiondatapublishedforNbC.’6) A comparison

1

400

Figure 463-13.

Thermal

I
I
1400 IWO

I
i
1s00 2000

‘C

Expansion Data for NbC
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a thermal expansion coefficient
‘g.,

15.6x

0!0.1600°C=

that is relatively

obtained for PuC2 (cubic) ; however,

large,

the expansion

High temperature

l~60C1.

data for carbon rich Pu2~ has recently been reported by
Only a very limited

Dalton, ~.(’)
temperature

lattice parameter

temperature

was reported

may be calculated,

small number of observations
The average expansion

amount of high

information

coefficient

only an estimate

due to the

and to scatter

coefficient

of

in the data.

estimated

for the

range 1750°C to 2000°C is 21X 1~ 8 ‘~

.

i.

I

(lo)
for Pu2~ in that work; however,
expansion

coefficient

No comparable

the mean thermal

1.

TWOmetastable

Pu2~ for
(8)
reported
Rand and Street

rangea.

quenched samples

an average expansion coefficient of 16.22 x 10_ E‘(T i
(9)
reported a value of 14.8 x
and Psllmer

expansion coefficient

Pu~

. The average low temperature

i (20°-7800C)

range for data from the present

study is 14 x 10_ 6 ‘cT 1

( 0°-8000C),

smaller

which is somewhat

Attempts
temperature

than those

relatively

an independent value for the

1750°C the transformation

The ktnetics
For instance,

rate; however,

intensity

Reaction rates below the reported

transformation

temperature

UK.(7)
bea

No indication

trapped metastable

to

observed

at or near the transformation

However,

it is possible

structure

exists

at

of

reported in the

of the tetragonal modification

has

temperature.

that a region of stability

the mechanism

for this

necessary

that the unknown species
intermediate

of the decomposition

is a

involved in

of PuC2 to Pu2~.

is being continued using various

carbon rich (U, Pu) C2 compositions.
Thermodynamic Properties of Pu Cotnpounda by High
Temperature Electrochemistry
(G. M. Campbell)
Microelectrode

techniques

are being developed

for

thedetermination
of thermodynamic propertiesof Pu
alloys In equilibrium

with high temperature

fused salts,

It has been found that alloys containing Pu at a partial
molar free energy more negative than about -10 kcal/mole

and is being obscured by kinetically
equilibrate

sluggish

‘

kinetically

above the temperature

with results

containing PuC2

to postulate

have not been investigated

TMs is in agreement

of samples

always contain extra lines which

TM investigation

is the cubic modification

patterns

reasonable

4.

PuC2.

diffraction

me

at

changes in the cliffraction pattern

observed

samples

correspondto this“unknownphase. Itwould seem

date.
The only structure

has been

Under these circumstances,

of

takes place at an observable

occur slowly.

only

the unknown phase are easily prepared.

( tet.) virtually

this reaction appear to be very slow.

which the reaction occurs

slow cooling (- 500- 600 °C/min)

rqorted

to date.

from rapid quencbtng rates

Although the furnace being used in the

out to date.

containing

C-PUG

occurs have been unsuccessful

results

study is capable of very rapid quenching,

carried

at which the reaction

Puci.5+o.5

( tet.) typically

present

works.

to determine

in

of PuC2.

(- Id OC/min).

computed for this temperature

reported in the earlier

phases have been observed

The first of these is the
( 11, 12) and fie second is
tetragonal modification of PuG
(13)
a material of unknown composition and structure.

(20 °-9350C)
la E‘~

.

for UC2

(cubic) .

NO determina-

tions have been reported for carbon deftclent
lower temperature

but Bowman

has reported 25.2 x MT6 ‘C i (1765 °-23000C)

implied by the data was estimated

to be 0!O-16000C = - 14.5 x lIT 6 ‘~

data on PuC2 are available,

transformations.

Further work will be

with the electrolyte

3 Pu(IV)

+ Pu(alloy)

by the reaction
= 4 Pu(III)

(1)

to clarify this point.
Ifpure Pu metal ispresent,thisreactionresultsin

Obtaining accurate lattice parameter

data for PuC2

steady enrichment

of the alloy in Pu.

A microclcctrode

(cubic)is somewhat difficult.
To date,allreflections
technique has been developed( 14) which permits

.

mea-

observed for thisstructurehave been limitedtothefront
surement
reflection
region.

of the equilibrium

without other Pu species
intensity

and resolution

effec te.

Preliminary

losses

arising

of such an alloy

being present.

An electrude

from thermal
consisting

76

potential

This problem is probably due to

thermal expansion data have been

of Pu2~ + excess

C equilibrated

with

.

LiC1-KCl containing 0.00279 mole percent
measured

PuC13 and

against the Pu/Pu (In) couple resulted

in a

QUADRUPLE
ANALYZER

potential of
E = 0.53493-0.000196
in the temperature

.

range of 917.3 to 1015. 7°K.

CC1lcan be represented

schematically

This

C(S)

(3)

the cell reaction is
1.5 c + 2 Pu+ 3 Puc1444Puc13

—
&

as

PU (1) I PuC13(xi) PUC11(X2), LiC1-KCll Pu2~+

.

SHUTTER

ELECTRON
MULTIPLIER

(2)

T, ‘K (volts)

ROTARY
MOTION
FEEOTNROUGH

—

g;;m;.

(4)

+Puci.5

+===$”

“’’’’’’’”

the Gibbs free energy for this reaction is
-AG = 6 FE = 74.01-0.0244

T,

kcal

.

(5)

The cell
Pu(l)\

PuC13(xi),

incorporating
to measure

PuCld(x2),

(6)

LiC1-KCll W (s)

microel ectrode technique is being used
the free ener~

of the reaction

3 PUC14(X1) + Pu(l) + 4 PUC13(X2)

.

(7)

The free energy change for this reaction

subtracted

from (5) will result in the free energy of formation

OUARTZ
SPACERS

of

PuC1. ~. No final data for this reaction are yet avail-

w“
Figure 463-14.

able.
Preliminary
solution system
properties

indicates

combined,

solid

using

Cell

the heat and entropy of vaporization

AS~298 = 29.1 * 0.5 eu.

are cal-

and

The boiling point is calculated

to be 3466°K.

techniques.

Mass 8Pectrometric
Pu Compounds
(R. A. Kent)

Mass Spectrometer-Knudsen
Assembly

culated to be AH~238 = 83.0 k O.5 kcal/mole

that the thermodynamic

of these compounds may be measured

microelectrode
5.

work done on the (U, Pu) &

ELECTRICAL
LEADS

&l

Studies of the Vaporization

PuN:

of

A mass spectrometric

was heated in W Knudsen cells

The mass spectrometer-Knudsen

cell assembly
(15)
previously

shown in Figure 463-14 and described

has been employed to study the vaporization

behavior of

Pu metal and of various plutonium containing com-

study in which PuN(s)

over the range 1658-

197 6°K, bas shown that plutonium mononitride
congruently

to the elements

according

vaporizes

to the reaction

PuN0.98 (S) = Pu(g) + 0.49 N2(g)
5.5,

T

\

I

I

r

T

I

I

(2)
I

I

LOG Patm=(4.9242 0.12) - 174?;

I

I

184

pounds.
Pu:
—

Plutonium metal was effused from both W

Knudsen cells

and Th02 cups contained in W Knudsen

cells over the range 1426- 1658°K.
that Pu(.t ) vaporizes
pressure

The data indicate

.
A

\

to the monomer with the Pu

given by

loglo Ppu(atm)

= (4. 924+0. 120)-(17420*

The Pu vapor pressure

184)/T,

data are presented

463-15.

The results

of this investigation

excellent

agreement

with those of previous

When the data from all the vaporization

‘K.(l)

in Figure
are in

●
●

TUNGSTEN CRUCIBLE
THORIA CUP

,2

studies. (16,17)

studies are

2\
\

7.5~o-.L612

_ L

IJ_.&.JJ

6.4

\

__uJU

.
6.8
.
104 / T“K
Figure 463-15.Vapor Pressure Data for Plutonium
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with the Pu partial pressure
10glOPpu(ati)

=(6.44%0. 005)-(21958*

The Pu partial pressure

stoichiometries

given by the equation
98)/T,

data are presented

‘K

(3)

The resultsindicatethatthevaporization
process is

in Figure

invarient,

463-16.
As no high temperature
for PuN (s) Cp values

thermodynamic

were

estimated

data exist

These estimated

employed

to calculate

PuN(s).

These functions,

pressure

date, yield for PuN(s)

71.2+

2.5 kcal/mole

These results
~,(22)

functions

temperatures,

for

for PuN(s),

calorimeter

the Pu-C bt.nary system

the value AH~2g8 = -71.5+

the vaporization

To date, a series

ments have been performed

with samples

from Pu to PuC2 + C.

vapor pressure

dat~

and

pu

pU2~(S)

.

vaporizes

A series

.
.
il\

to Pu(g)

and

Studies in which samples

transforms
consisting

of

plus graphite were heated in both W and

predominately

of Pu(g)

of Pu(g)

Values for the

above various carbide compositions

are listed in Table 463-V.

to

Table 463-V
Plutonium

to yield gaseous

of samples
#

invariently

graphite Knudsen cells over the range 1934-2140°K

pressure

ranging in

the Pu-C phase diagram has been obtained.
Plutonium monocsrbide

over the range 1745-

with a small amount of PuC2(g).

of experi-

pertaining

PuC1. 41

having initial stoichiometries

vaporizes

with initial
1

Pressures

Above Various Pu-C Compositions

Condensed Phases

Pu Pressure

(atm)

1.0 x 10_” at l’700°K
2.4x 10_8 at 1700°K
1.4 x 1~6 at 2000°K

Puc + Pu&
Pu2q + c
PUC2 + c
When the Pu(g)

pressure

data above PuC + Pu3~

s

and above Pu2~ + C are combined with thermodynamic
(23)
functions published for PuC(S)
and those estimated

Fi
:

S5

for Pw~

\

.

(s) we obtain for PuCO.s, (s) the values

AH~2g8 = -10.3
“

kcal/mole

and AS~298 = + 2.8 eu.

For

Pu2~ (s) the values obtained are AH~298 = -25.4

.
.

kcal/mole

\

‘“N

I

and AS~298 = + 9.8 eu.

Miscellaneous:
spectrometer-Knudsen

The new Hitachi RM6-K mass
cell assembly

has been received

and is being installed.

The mass spectrometer

an8 tn.,

sector

90° magnetic

employs

and has a theoretical

I
30

$1

Figure 463-16.

52

53

$.4

35

56

10”/T-K

57

,,

,,

60

6,

Partial Px%&ure for Pu( g) above PuN(s)

resolution

of (M/M + AM) = 6000 with a 50% valley

between peaks.

III tests conducted to date,

proved capable of resolving
78

.

.

at high

through the stoicbiometry

indicate that the vapor consists

as a

In addition to the

some information

composition

At 1662+ 10°C, the sesquicarbide

the dicarbide

behavior in

is being investigated

function of composition.

composition

sesquicarbide
graphite.

As a first step in the study of the

ternaqy system,

of both

The low carbon seswi-

of experiments,

to the dicarbide.

Pu-C System:

consists

ranging from PuCi. Soto PuG. ~ Sndicates &at the

0.6 kcal/mole.

Pu-U-C

passing

1928°K, with samples

2.0 eu.

are in accord with those of Hubbard,

to determine

of

at about 1550°C.
A series

the values AH~2~8 =

who employed an oxygen-bomb

so long as the condensate

curves toward the monocarbide

when combined with vapor

and AS~298 = -19.9+

composition,

is independent

carbide phase boundary in the Pu-C phase diagram

Cp values were then

thermodynamic

the Pu pressure

i. e.,

the mono- and sesquicarbides.

from

known valuea for UIY(S), (18$ 19) U (s), (20) and
Pale

ranging from PuCO. 85 ta PuCi. S4 were

heated in W Knudsen cellsover therange 1533-1799°K.

to baseline

the unit has

the mass 29 peak

consisting of “N ‘5N+ and &H5+.

The Knudsen cell has

been heated to 2100°C using less

&an half of the avafl-

able power from the heater suPPly.
that the installation

.

the atmosphere
permanently

It is anticipated

will be completed

can be made reproducible

surrounding

a clear acrylic

this calendar year.

copper block after installation

6.

High Temperature Calorimetry
(A. E. Ogard, f). G. Clifton, and G. Melton)

Although it has not been tested,

In a continuing effort to determine

resistance

and chemical

containing materials
of these materials

properties

of plutonium-

tbe high temperature
is being determined.

calorimeter,

( 2 ) an intermediate

calorimeter,

and (3) an adiabatic calorimeter.

A. High Temperature
reporting period,

Drop Calorimeter:

several

features

eters have been investigated
experimental

temperature

should not be peculiar

greater

drop

drop calorimetry

important features
weighing -28

but

used for

are a 6“ dia gold plated copper block

surface at 2.5 cm from all surfaces

cm from all surfaces

The cylindrical
for placement
resistance

( 25. O°C)

of the copper block

and an aluminum radiation and convection

thermometer

without any adhesive

shield

thermometer.

If the

constant of the

was found to be dependent on the gas

surrounding

the copper block.

The difference

+ 1%. This difference

atmosphere

in calibration

in cali-

for

is better than
constant is also

dependent on the total amount of heat supplied to the
calorimeter

during calibration.

The calibration

(AT)

in the AT

constant increases

surrounded

by Ar.

In vacuum,

the calibration

constint

at

is

constant

is independent of this AT.

normally

is needed in high tempera-

since only a single sample

is

used over a large range of drop temperatures.

The crucibles

are difficult and expensive

so a minimum

of samples

is used.

to fabricate

Ideally,

a separate

sample

should be used at each drop temperature.

sample

should be of a size that would give the same

This

at each drop tempera-

ture.
The calibration

eter.

constant of the calorimeter

with vacuum surrounding

A AT covering

factor of 2582.6

in argon and vacuum although the precision
in a particular

them.

cal/min

integrating

system

and chart paper.

system

the calorim-

presently

The
is the

An all electronic

with an accuracy

is being built to replace

The calibration

+ O.3% was obtained.

least accurate part of the calibration
recording

has

the range 1 to 9. 2°C and a heating

rate over a factor of 2 have been studied.

bration constant can be as large as 1-2% between cali-

calibration

only if vacuum separates

been redetermined

is wound on the copper block

the calibration

in temperature

amount of heat to the calorimeter

of the copper block.

calorimeter

brations

surface

surface of the copper block is grooved
of a resistance

must be

constant of the calorimeter

The large AT capabili~

was described
Meeting. (24) The

kg, a constant temperature

positioned -1

The calibration

ture drop calorimetry

at the 1967 Vienna Thermodynamics

device is

between the copper block and constant temperature

( temperatures

calorimeter

sensing

the rate of- O. 1%per ‘C of AT if the calorimeter

calorimeter

than 1400°C).

The high temperature

as with the

operated in vacuum if an accuracy of better than k 1% is

range of 1 to 10°C the calibration

These features

could

bond between

calorimeter

is independent of the difference

that greatly affect the

to this particular

this problem

block and temperature

desired.

During this

should apply to all copper block calorimeters
high temperature

drop

of aneroid calorim-

accuracy obtainable.

wire and

of the thermometer.

A permanent

The high temperature

(1) a high temperature

t.o

needed.

Three

are in use:

coating on the thermometer

thermometer.

calorimeter

heat content

calorimeters

thermometer

equally exist with the use of thermocouples

the high tempera-

of

This was done by spraying 3 coats of

boxed for studies of plutonium compounds by the end of

ture physical

independent

the copper block by

attaching the resistance

the copper block.

and the unit

but not entirely

the recording

of better than O. 1%
system.

The apparent heat content of four tungsten crucibles
has been determined
1500 to 2835°C.

as a function of temperature

The results

from

are listed in Table 463-VI

79

crucible

Table463-VI
Apparent

Heat content

of Tusgsten

content measurements

Vacuum Drop Calorimeter

‘c
1510

Temp.,

M@ua

1510
1532
1557
1627
1632
1742
1840
i840
1843
1943
2160
2163
2163
2210

Temp.,“c A!!A?!A Crucible

Q!!s!M

S1.6
51.s
61.1
53.2

A
A
B
D

2250
2280
2265
2345

81.0
61.9
62.2
84.9

54.7
S4.2

c

2345
2358
2447

66.3
86.4
69.3

B
D
B
A
B
D
B
c

61.0
64.6
65.0
64.7
69.2
77.6
76.6
76.0
78.5

2453
2462
2460
2545
2S45
2555
2650
2635

A

D

c

B

*O.

The accuracy

of

bas been assembled

vacuum system,
mechanism

.

and tested,

surrounding

and furnace assembly.

bath,

The dropping

.

is now betng fabricated.

Adiabatic

calorimeter

Calorimehy:

similar

An evacuable

adiabatic
(26)
by Dench

to the one described

is being tested.
The calorimeter

should be operative

up to about

14000C and will permit energy measurements
cylindrical

samples

of condensed phases

upon

that are about

for any heat loss durtng drop.
1.6 cm high and 1.2 cm O.D.

In this set of results

The system

wtll allow

there is no apparent systematic
the measurements

relationship

that accuracies

be obtained.

1% can

C.

of these heat

should be -O. 1%. It has been

in other laboratories

including the constant temperature

B
B
A
c
B
A
B
D
D
D

90.4
92.6
91.4
94.2
95.7
96.6
100.4
108.1

demonstrated

The calorimeter

A
A
c

● rea
A . 103g,-17.1 cmz surface
area
B. 54.Sg, -17.1 cnlzsurface
96.0 g, -36.1
CIU1surface
area
c
D - 93.6g,-36.1 cma surface
area

and are not corrected

before dropping.

of heat capacities

and heats of

of heat content with sample size or weight.
reaction and transformations

These results

for processes

which

when plotted on a graph show an experiprogress

mental precision

of-+

1% at all temperatures.

at a reasonable

rate in this temperature

Inrange.

cluded as causes of this error are the+ O.3% calibration accuracy

and *O. 5% calibration

The calorimeter

of the optical

as well as a system
pyrometer
Pellets

used for temperature
of P@

The crucible

welded shut under a partial atmosphere
heat content of Pu~

will be determined

The heat of fusion will also be measured.
increment

Ctdcdation

of tie Pu~

was obtained.

results

from the drop was corrected
plutonium.

was then

of argon.

The

up to - 2650°C.

The glove-box

in which the system

However,

installation

will be tnstalled

is being deferred

until

for the self-heating

Several

series

of experiments

and tests have been

of the

Calibration

of the integrating

used to give a digital read-out

circuitry,

drop calorimetercoveringthetemperaturerange of300

of the tntcgral of the

integrator

to be accurate

adequate.

1%.ts integrator

showed the

to about O. 07%, which is
in conjunction with a constant
of the

to

hightemperaturedrop calorimeterbutwith a smaller
This wfll permit the use of

range accurate thermocouples
of the

.

energy supplied to the sample.
The power settings
necessary

the samo samplo in both calorimeters.

of the temperature

has been

The power ranges covered were from

voltage power supply allows the measurement
similar

which is

current through the sample heater times time,
accomplished.

B. Medium Temperature Drop Calorimeter:A

to 1100°C isbeingassembled. The designiS

the calorimeter

and its ins trumentation.

the data curve ob~ined

calculated.

can be used for determination

has

are completed.

0.03 watts to 5.6 watts; the calibration

copper calorimeter block.

are

work bench in the Laboratory,

conducted in order to fully characterize

Prior to

A valueof2.09 x 1~3 watts/g(i4%) ofplutoniumwas

80

on a temporary

furnace,

The enthalpy

The self-heating
of theplutoniumwas

In this temperature

installed

in an uranium-chip

further tests of the calorimeter

determinedby directmeasurement in thecalorimeter.

the

which has been purified

arrived.

between 25° and 1460°C has been determined.

A value of 28.2 kcsl/mole

vacuum system,

mcatmrements.

weighing 56 g have been loaded into

a crack free tungsten crucible.

and its associated

to provide a cold gas flush of He

of the main heater power supply

to attain various steady state operating

temperatures

of the calorimeter

sample in place)

(with a rcprcsentativc

have been determined.

StmdtiCOUSly

.

across

the “adiabatic”

conditions.
evident.

.

shields

From tiese

bilities

at various steady state

studies

sample

of the calorimeter

the AT gradients
response

in the “adiabatic”
were intolerably

shteld assembly,

large and the

time of the heater and sensing

The latter IWOdifficulties

by modification

systems

was too

shield assembly

ttme of the

element

range only when the temperature

calorimeter

is high enough (600°C)

mode of enerw
A series

transfer

the following procedures,
rimeter
synthetic

consisting

has been done.

of

mirror

at an

of the AT signal while the energy was being supplied to

the energy addition.

rating period after

During the above manipulations

the temperature,

T, of the sample was recorded

function of time.

(Since AT is only weakly dependent

upon T, the above procedure

as a

is justified. )

From this data a total Theat capacity”

compared

2.

sample crucible

X-ray intensities

to intensities

distributions

to contain O. 1
end the

of U, Pu, and C were

measured

for a reference

method was developed

02 following liberation

from a pellet prepared

desorbd

to

as CO and C02 by

oxide and 0.2 g of C.

chromatogram

from 1 g of the

These gases were

and mixed with an

Electronic

peak areas improved

the measurements.

known quantities
biased.

The relative

Tests of

this nature have been done from about 470°C to 7000C.

of special

1.

lots

to contain

etandard deviation ( lu)

The method was applied successfully
oxide samples,

for a mor~precise

of

of 02, showed that the method was not

method for a single determination

several

of the

the precision

Repeated analyses

of the

was 0.58 percent.
to analysis

and now serves

determination

fusion and a gravimetric
supports,

integration

of Th02, U308, and (U, Pu) Q, prepared

representative

and associated

plus steady state heat leak can be obtained.

Determination of 02 in Refracto ry Oxides
(D. E. Vance and M. E. Smith)

inert-gae-fusion

v.

of the sample,

of ( U, Pu) C prepared

chromatographically.
A

Manual control of the main heater

and for a reasonable

were

internal standard such as Ne, and then measured

using a

power supply was then used to maintain the null balance

the sample,

Two samples

trapped on Si02 gel,

amount of energy was then added to

the sample heater.

experiments

of U and Pu.

refractory

and

and light galvanometers as a null indicator.

pr-programmed

of ( U, Pu) C

and to determine

A gas chromatographic

and

AT, was recorded
system

examinations

from various preparatory

measure

dT/dt history WSAthen recorded while the adiabatic

balanced out with a potentiometer

Electron microprobe

The cslo-

The temperature-time

gradient,

Electron Microprobe Examinations
(E. A. Hskkila, H.L. Barker)

(U, PU)C.

sapphire and brought to “equilibrium”

shield temperature

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

characteristic

of the

for the predominant

experiments,

of this

percent Ni were examined for Ni distribution,

was loaded with a sample of single crystal

elevated temperature.

Iv.

to adjust-

to be radiative.

of calibration

Further experiments

samples

ments in the main heater power supply is in an
acceptable

without the sample.

made to identify phases

sensing

Subtraction

constant for the calorimeter

with

limit to about 1400°C.

It has also been found that the response

value.

calcuagree

provide a calibration

to

A second power supply in series

AT and sample temperature

favorably with the experimental

1.

the main heater power supply should extend the high
temperature

Furthermore,

of the tntsl ‘heat capacities”

nature are underway.

have been overcome

of the “adiabatic”

a single shield.

span, reproduci-

of the known heat capacity of the A12~ sample will then

and

is about 1150° C. (2) With the original design

3 radiation shields

of about* 4% are found.

lated estimates

two facts became

(1) With the present main heater power supply

the maximum temperature

long.

At the upper end of this temperature

of the corresponding ~ T gradients

a study wa8 made

of

as a back-up

that uses inert-gas-

finish.
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PROJECT 464

.

STUDIES OF Na-BONDED (U,PU)CAND (U,PU)N IMFBR FUELS

.
D. B. Hall
Person in Charge:
Principal Investigators:R. H. Perkins
G. H. Best

I.

cladding material being studied, though vanadium

INTRODUCTION
(U,PU)C and (U,PU)N are regarded as attractive

alloys are also being tested.
As prerequisites for this compatibilitypro-

alternates to mixed oxides as fuels for commercial
LMFBR application. The high heavy-atom densities
and thezmal conductivitiesof the mixed carbide and
nitride make it possible for these fuels to outperform mixed oxides. Full exploitationof carbides
and nitrides dictates the use of a gap between fuel
and clad

to accommodate fuel swelling (with minimal

fuel-claddingmechanical interactions)and a high
thermal conductivitypath across the gap to limit
fuel temperature. The conditions can be met by

gram, a number of developmentalefforts have been
undertaken. These include establishmentof (1)
techniques for the production of single-phasemonocarbide pellets of known composition and dimensions,
(2) techniques and equipment for fuel pin loading,
bonding, and inspection, and (3) techniques and
equipment for determining the distributionof fission products in irradiated fuel pins.
II.

SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATIONOF (U,PU)C PELLETS
(M. W. Shupe, S. McClanaham, G. Moore, R. W.
Walker, R. Honnell)

A.

General

filling en annulus between fuel and clad with sodium.
Before a satisfactorysodium-bondedfuel element can be developed, however, information is re-

Standardizedprocedures for producing single-

quired that will identify the number and severity of

phase monocarbide pellets of known composition and

problems associatedwith sodium bonding and will

dimensions have been developed. These pellets will

suggest solutions to these problems. Problem areas

be utilized in EBR-11 irradiation experiments and

that

compatibilitytesting. Basic process steps are:

are being

studied

in this

experimental

program

are:
1. The mechanisms and kinetics of carbon
transfer to claddings through the sodium

1. Multiple arc melting of a 60-g mixture of
235
U, Pu, and C using a graphite electrode.
2,

bond.
2. The significant fuel and sodium variables

3.

that affeet compatibility.

of the resulting powder to a particle

ant sodium.
The behavior of sodium-bondedfuel ele-

5.

The performance limitationsof the sodium

size range of 562
4.

ments under irradiation.
5.

Cold compaction at 20 tsi into pellets
without the use of binders or sintering

Efforts are now concentratedon the mixed car-

B4

p.

Elimination of higher carbides by reaction
with H2 at B50”C.

bond under high-heat-fluxconditions.

bide fuel. Type 316 stainless steel is the base

Crushing and grinding of the ingot in a
WC vibratory mill, followed by screening

3. The consequencesof exposing fuel to cool-

4.

Solution treatment of the arc melted ingot for 24 h at 1600aC.

aids.
6.

Sintering the pellets in Ar at 1800”C for

.

4 h followed by heat treatment for 2 h at

7.

prepared. Further information on these pellets will

Characterizationof the pellets by linear

be reported on completion of all the characteriza-

dimensioning,weighing, metallography,

tion analyses. Of the 200 pellets prepared, im-

x-ray diffraction analysis, chemical a-

mersion densities were > 12.7 g/cm3 or > 94.4% of

nalysis for U, Pu, C, N, O, and trace im-

theoretical. Procedures used in the preparation of

purities, radiography for determination

this denser material are similar to those given

of possible internal cracks, and isotopic

previously. However, the powder was ball-milled for

analysis of uranium and plutonium.
B.

tion tests. To date 200 of these pellets have been

1400”C.

Results During FY 1969

an additional 12 h, and sintering time at 1800”C
was increased by 4 h.

Metallographic evaluation of

both electrolyticallyetched and stained pellets
A total of 464 (U,PU)Cpellets were prepared
during this period using the above process. Characterizationresults were for the most part identical to those reported previously for the 1012

have indicated single-phase structures with intergranular porosity. A typical photomicrographof an
electrolyticallyetched pellet is shown in Fig. 4643.

pellets previously prepared.l A typical pellet
microstructure is shown in Fig. 464-1.
For irradiation studies in EBR-11, 330 singlephase pellets of (U,PU)Cwere transferred to the
fuel pin loading facility. Averaged characteristics of samples taken from this group of pellets
are as follows:

200 r

—

1. All pellets were found to be free of de-

2.

tectable cracks and chips.

180

The average chemical composition is

160 -

‘U0.797PU0.203
‘(c0.9700.006N0.005H0.001)
“
The average density obtained using an
immersion technique was 90.0 f 1.6% of
theoretical (13.52 g/cm3).
3.

The average x-ray lattice dimension was
found to be 4.956 f 0.001 ~.

-

~ 140
1Y [20
d
n 100
&
. 00 ~

—
—
—
—

4. The average concentrationsof impurities
is shown in Table 464-I. Only singlephase monocarbide microstructure were
found; essentiallyno free metal or
higher carbide phases were present. Some
specimens were found to contain a few inclusions of 3 u or less and in total amounts less than 0.5 v/o. Examination of
pellets with an electron microprobe analyzer showed the plutonium and uranium to
be homogeneouslydistributed.
5. The distribution of the pellet diameters
is shown in Fig. 464-2.

.

Approximately900 single-phasepellets with a
235U
239
nominal composition of (
o ~
PU002)C and a
sintered density of 95% of theoretical also are required for a series of compatibilityand irradia-

PELLET

DIA.,IN.

Fig. 464-2. Histogram of (U008Pu0,2)C pellet
diameters (fully enriched uranium-ulutoniumcarbides
for EBR-11 irradiation fabrication’campaign No. 1).
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Table

manner, the alpha contamination is contained in one

464-I

section of the fuel box and the sodium and welding

Average Spectrochemical
Analysis
of (UO ~PUO *)C pellets
.
.

boxes are maintained in a noncontaminatedcondition.

Concentration
(ppmbywt)

The quality of the helium gas during normal

Element

Concentration
(ppmbywt)

Element

Li

<1

Ni

20

spectrometer analyses of gas samples. Typical re-

Be

<1

Cu

40

sults are shown in Table 464-II. This gas is suf-

loading operations is monitored by periodic mass

B

<1

Zn

<

10

Table 464-II

Na

<2

Sr

<

5

Analyses of Gas from Loading Facility Gloveboxes

Mg

<5

Zr

< 100

Al

< 10

Nb

<

50

Si

100

Mo

<

10

P

< so

Cd

c

10

Ca

<5

Sn

<

2

Ti

< so

Ba

<

10

Impurity
H20

<5

Ta

Cr

< 10

w

Mn

<2

Pb

<

2

Fe

< 60

Bi

<

2

co

<5

Not detectable
3-6

‘2

Not detectable to 2
Not detectable

1-3

‘2

<1000

v

Sodium and Welding
Gloveboxes
(ppm)

Fuel Glovebox
(ppm)

1

02

6-7
Not detectable

20

ficiently pure that very little contaminationof
fuel and bonding sodium occurs during the loading
and welding operations.
Results of analyses of the sodium used for the
thermal bond between fuel and clad, after extrusion

III. LOADING FACILITY FOR TEST CAPSULES
(D. N. Dunning, J. O. Barrier,J. A. Bridge)

and exposure to the box atmosphere, are shown in

A.

Table 464-III.

General
A prerequisite to a compatibilityprogram in-

Table 464-III
Impurities in Bonding Sodium

volving (U,PU)C and sodium is a satisfactorycapsule
loading and bonding facility. There is little point
to obtaining well-characterized
ing if these materials
are placed
ficiently

in test.
reactive

materials

are contaminated

Sodium

for test-

before

must be per-

formed either in vacuum or in a high quality inert

atmosphere. The loading facility for handling
these materials has been constructed and has been
operationalmost of the past fiscal year. The facility consists of inert-atmospheregloveboxes
equipped with inert-gas cleanup systems to provide
an environment for handling fuel pellets and bonding sodium with a minimum of contamination.
B.

.

Results

During FY 1969

A two-section
stalled,

tested,

fuel loading box has been in-

02
‘2
c

<

7-16

Cr

<1

Mn

<3
1
1

< 10

Fe

Li

<3

co

<3

Be

<

Ni

<3

B

c 15

Zn

<300

1

Sr

~

0,8

Ag

~

0.8

< 30

O.B

Mg
Al

<3

Si

12

Cd

K

300

Sn

<3

Ca

12

Ba

<

Pb

<5

8i

<5

Ti

<5

v

<

0.8

0.8

and put into routine operation.

The box consists of an alpha-contaminatedsection

.

Element

Impurity
Concentration
(ppm)

they

and (U,PU)C are suf-

that all operations

Element

Impurity
Concentration
(ppm)

used for fuel pellet storage and inspection and a
noncontaminatedsection for capsule loadings. The
pellets are passed through the wall into the capsules using disposable aluminum funnels. In this

A device for measuring the dimensions of fuel
pellets has been designed and built (Fig. 464-4).
This machine measures and records the outside profile of the pellet and determines if the ends are
perpendicular to the axis of the pellet. The
87
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Fig. 464-4.

Apparatus

for measuring

dimensions

of

-.

– —

.Ly

(U, PU)C fuel

pellets.

dimensions of all pellets that are now being loaded

through the bonding operation are now normally re-

are measured on this machine.

quired to achieve a bond free of detectable defects;

After test capsules are loaded and the clo-

however, it is anticipated that adjustment of the

sure weld is made, a multi-step process is used to

parameters in the bonding operation will ultimately

effect the sodium bond between the fuel pellets and

yield a procedure that will produce satisfactory

the cladding. No difficultieshave been encoun-

bonds on a routine basis.

tered during the bonding of short (3-in.-long)cap-

Approximately90 capsules containing (U,PU)C

sules. These are heated to 600°C for 1 h to pro-

fuel and sodium were loaded during the past fiscal

mote wetting, followed by a 300”C treatment with a

year.

magnetostrictivedevice operating against the bot-

of these have been rejected because of bond defects

toms of the capsules. These capsules are centri-

and suspected oxygen contamination. One of the two

fuged during cooling.

satisfactorypins has been loaded into its secondary

Attempts were made to eliminate the centrifugation step during the bonding of capsules for
testing in EBR-11, because no centrifugewas avail-

container and is ready for shipment to EBR-11 for
irradiation testing.
IV.

CARBIDE FUEL COMPATIBILITYSTUDIES
(F. B. Litton, H. A. O’Brien, Jr., L. A.
Geoffri.on,
J. H. Bender, A. E. Morris)

A.

General

able to handle these long capsules. However, only
limited success was achieved; after several heat
treatments most capsules still exhibited defects
in the bonds. A centrifuge capable of handling
EBR-11 capsules was designed and constructed. This
centrifugenot only eliminates bubbles from the
sodium bonds, but also it provides directional
cooling to prevent shrinkage voids from forming
during freezing of the sodium. Several passes
88

Eight of these were EBR-11 test pins. Six

.

The objectives
the interactions
a sodium bond,

and potential

i.e., to investigate
sodium-bonded
proaches

of this

program are to study

among single-phase

fuel

cladding

the technology
elements.

to the experimental

mixed

(U,PU)C,

materials,
related

to

There are two apwork.

One approach

.

is to determine the reactions occurring between

sules at 650”C and three capsules at 750”C in hot-

(UO ~PuO ~)C and potential cladding materials, using
.
.
Type 316 stainless steel and a high strength vana-

trapped, forced convection sodium loops for 1000-h
periods. Metallographicexamination of the test

dium-base alloy as the first and second choices of

capsules showed that a reaction had occurred be-

cladding material,

respectively.

rent set of experiments

A second

is designed

concur-

to study the

tween the fuel and clad in one of the capsules heated
at 750”C. No reaction product was observed at the

mechanism of carbon transport through sodium, the

areas of contact between fuel and clad in any of the

effect of impurities such as oxygen, and the car-

other test capsules. A diffusion zone was observed

burizing potential of sodium in mutual contact with

on the outer surfaces of all the capsules in contact

carbides and the preferred cladding materials.

with loop sodium.
Post-test chemical analysis of the fuel pellet

Fuels of known composition and thoroughlycharacterizedsodium are used in all tests. Most

adjacent to the reaction zone indicated that this

of the testing is performed on single-phase (U,PU)C

fuel pellet was hypostoichiometric. Its free metal

fuel in which the Pu/U ratio is maintained at 0.2S,

content appeared responsible for the observed reac-

but some experimentsare being carried out on mate-

tion product. The pellet contained 77.1% U, 18.4%

rial containing a second phase (eithermetallic or

Pu, 4.61% C, 0,08% O, and 180 ppm N, corresponding

carbon-rich). Other experiments are being carried

to an interstitial-to-metalratio of 0,963. The de-

out on stoichiometricand hyperstoichiometricUC to

sired composition for single-phase carbide fuel is

determine the effect of plutonium addition on the

an interstitial-to-metalatom ratio of 0.97 with

behavior of the carbide fuel.

maximum oxygen and nitrogen contents of 250 and 350
ppm, respectively.

B.

Results During FY 1969

1.

Compatibi1ity of Mixed Fuel Carbides with
Type 316 Stainless Steel

Electron microprobe analyses confirmed the
presence of uranium and plutonium throughout the attack area and to an appreciable depth (--0.007 in.)
The compatibilityof essentially single-phase
‘“0.804pu0e196)
(co.~500el)~6)
fUel pellets sodiumbonded to Type 316 stainless steel capsules was determined by testing at 750°C for 4000 h.

Three

capsules (0.3-in. o.d. x O.010-in. wall x 3-in.
long) containing three fuel pellets and 1 g of sodi~ were heated in a forced-convectionsodium loop.
Prior to examination,the bond sodium was removed

in the capsule wall. There was more plutonium than
uranium in the reaction product and along the grain
boundaries. The uniform zone on the outside of the
capsule wall was attributed to the pickup of interstitial, particularly carbon, from the sodium in
the loop. The depth of carbon diffusion was about
10 pm.

from the capsules by vacuum distillation.
The metallographicstructures of the capsules
and pellets were not changed during the compatibility test. The evidence indicates that sodium-bonded,
single-phasemixed carbide fuel is compatiblewith
Type 316 stainless steel under these test conditions.
2.

Compatibilityof Carbide Fuel with V-15Ti7.5Cr Alloy

Testing of vanadium alloys has shown that
V-15Cr-5Ti is preferred to V-15Ti-7.5Cr alloy for
fuel cladding application. However, the compatibility tests described above indicate that the latter alloy is compatible with sodium-bonded,single*mixed

.

7.5Cr alloy capsules containing three sodiun-bonded
(U,Pu)Cpellets. The pellets were selected from

carbide fuel under the subject test

conditions,
3.

Compatibilitytests were perfozmed on V-15Ti-

Precipitatesof titanium carbide wer~-de-

tected in this layer.

Effect of Oxygen in Bond Sodium on Compatibility of Mixed Carbide Fuel with Type 316
Stainless Steel
In experiments with “defective” capsules con-

two fuel compositions: (U0.799PU0.20;:C:;;:;::.
::)

taining (U,Pu)C, it was shown that carbon was trans-

ad ‘U0.814PU0.186‘(c0.9S000.008)“
mensions were 0.3-in. o.d. x O.010-in. wall x 3-in.

ferred by the circulating sodium in the test loop

long, and they contained 1 g of bonding sodium. The

316 stainless steel container. Oxygen in the sodium

compatibilitytests consisted of heating two cap-

was suspected as the cause for this. This was

from essentially single-phasepellets to the Type

confirmed by additional experimentswhich were carried out with carefully sealed capsules. It was
shown conclusively that oxygen addition to the bond
sodium results in carbon transfer. The technique

.

used in these experiments is described below.
Essentially single-phasemixed monocarbide
pellets were loaded in Type 316 stainless steel cap-

.

sules, and - S g of bond sodium containing- 1.25%
oxygen was added to each capsule.
along with

controls

sodium),

were tested

750”C.

Metallographic

that

These capsules,

(no oxygen addition
for

1000 h at 550,

examination

after

to the bond
650,

and

test

showed

carbon was moved from single-phasemixed mono-

carbide pellets to the Type 316 stainless steel in
capsules containing excess oxygen in the sodium
bond. No carbon transfer was observed in the capsules containing low-oxygensodium (cold-trappedat
130”C). The extent of carburizationat 5SO”C is
shown in Fig. 464-5. A Widmanst~tten-typeprecipi-

Fig. 464-6. Surface of fuel pellet that reacted
with oxygen in the sodium bond. Heated at 750~C
for 1000 h. Etched, 300X.

tate was observed near the surfaces of the fuel
pellets that reacted with oxygen. This is shown

consisted of a mixture of (U,PU)02 and (U,PU)C. ‘l%e
surface material from the fuel pellets consisted
largely of dioxide and some monocarbide. In contrast to this, examination of the surface material
from a pellet in a control capsule showed only the
presence of (U,PU)C. Chemical analysis of a pellet
from a control capsule tested at 650”C for 1000 h
showed that it contained 4.60% C, 0.12% O, and 230
ppm N.

A pellet heated in oxygen-contaminatedso-

dium contained 4.53% C, 0.68% O, and 270 ppm N.
The carbon transfer may result from precipitation of either free carbon or a higher carbide in
the fuel during the reaction of oxygen from the sodium with the fuel. The most probable thermodynamically stable phases are carbon and sesquicarbide,
but the data do not indicate the presence of sesquicarbide. Further study is planned to determine
the reaction mechanism and the concentrationof oxygen in the bond sodium required to produce detectable
Fig. 464-5. Carburizationof Type 316 stainless
steel containing oxygen-contaminatedsodium and
(U,Pu)C pellets. Heated at 550”C for 1000 h.
Etched, 300X.
in Fig. 464-6. The surfaces were cracked and the
outer portions of the pellets disintegrated. X-ray
analyses showed that the products from the disintegration of the pellets (residue remaining in the
capsules
90

after

distilling

off

the bond sodium)

carbon transfer.
4.

Studies of Carbon Transfer in Sodium
Carburizationof candidate cladding alloys in

.

sodium is thought to be a diffusion-controlledprocess in which the difference between the thermodynamic stability of carbides in the carbon source and
carbides produced in the clad is the primary driving
force. It is apparent that relatively long periods

.

of time may be required to establish equilibrium in

.

.

creased along the concentrationgradient to 140 VHN.

a given system, and that the activities of the car-

Surface films persisted up to 24 h at 550°C, and to

bon and metals in the source and the cladding alloy

.-500 h at 450”c. No solid solution surface film

change during the carburizingprocess. This, of

was observed on the 650°C carburized specimens.

course, implies that the rate-controllingstep also

After 52 h carburization at S50”C, grain boundary

may change, but carbon transfer is primarily de-

precipitation of carbides preceded general (bulk)

pendent on the rate of diffusion of carbon in the

precipitation in the grains of the stainless steel.

carbide source, Carbon is assumed to be soluble in

A typical structure

sodium to some small but finite amount. While the

is shown in Fig. 464-8.

of carburized

stainless

steel

transfer mechanism may be contingent on the formation of a particular species in the sodium, the end
products of the reaction are independent of the
transferringspecies. Carburizationof cladding
alloys using carbon sources of different thermodynamic stabilities are being studied in an attempt
to determine the rate-limitingstep in the reaction.
These studies are described below.
Transfer of Carbon from Fe-O.85C Alloy to
Type 316L Stainless Steel
Type 316L stainless steel was carburized in
zirconium-getteredsodium at 650, 550, and 450”C
for periods from 2 to~500

h using eutectoid (0.85

w/o C) iron-carbon alloy as the carbon source. The
sodium (.-200 g) was held in a magnesia crucible
under a purified helium atmosphere; four l/2-in.square Type 316L stainless steel tabs were suspended in the sodium by nickel wires with the carburizing source at the center of the assembly. The
depth of carburizationof the tabs and decarburiza-

Fig. 464-7. View of the surface of Type 316 stainless steel showing the first stage of carbon diffusion. Specimen carburized in sodium for 24 h at
Sso”c. Etched, 600x.

tion of the source was measured metallographically.
The metallographicmeasurementswere confirmed by
microhardnessdeterminations. Chemical analyses of
the tabs were made to determine
The carburizing/decarburizing
Tables

464-IV,

V, and VI.

the carbon flux.
data are recorded

in

The carbon flux, based

on chemical analyses of the stainless steel tabs
for carburizationat 650 and 550”C, is shown in
Table 464-VII. lhe chemical analyses of the tabs
for the 450”C experimentshave not been completed.
The initial phase of carbon penetration into

.

Type 316L stainless steel is the formation of a
surface film which has been tentatively identified
as a solid solution of carbon in stainless steel.

.

~is

film is shown in Fig. 464-7. No carbide pre-

cipitation during this film formation was metallographically detected. Tlaemicrohardness 0.0005 in.
from the surface was 190 VI-IN
(25-g load), which de-

Fig. 464-8. Bulk and grain boundary penetration of
carbon at the surface of Type 316L stainless steel
after immersion in sodium with iron-carbon alloy
source for .52 h at 550”C. Etched, 800X.
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Table 464-IV
Diffusion of Carbon frcm Fe-O.85C Source to Type 316L Stainless Steel
in Sodium at 650”C
Fe-Fe3C Source

Time
(103 see)

Weight Loss
(mg)

7.2
22.2

Area

(cn12)

Depth of
Decarburization
(microns)

Stainless Steel
Deuth of
Carb;rization
Area
(microns)
Weight Gain
Bulk Total*
(mg)
(cm2)

1.90

2.415

70

1.34

14.796

18

40

3.67

4.031

125

3.19

14.783

25

58

76.2

7.29

3.612

260

7.25

14.782

66

150

163.8

9.36

2.967

500

8.72

14.764

133

216

418.2

18.87

4.979

67S

15.93

14.783

150

230

*Bulk plus grain boundary carburization.

Table 464-V
Diffusion of Carbon from Fe-O.85C Source to Type 316L Stainless Steel
in Sodium at 550”C
Fe-Fe3C Source

Time
(103 see)

Weight Loss
(mg)
0.26

Area
(cm2)

Stainless Steel
Depth of
Depth of
Decarburization
(microns)

Weight Gain
(mg)

s]

=

2.212

15.0

0.21

14.815

6.0

6.0

21.6

0.59

2.122

36.2

0.42

14.770

17.0

17.0

86.4

1.59

1.720

72.7

1.43

14.783

39.2

39.2

187.5

3.39

1.862

140.0

3.31

14.783

20.0

48.0

417.6

4.79

1.686

300.0

4.64

14.796

50.0

100.0

7.2

*Bulk plus grain boundazy carburization;grain boundary diffusion not observed for times less than
86.4 x 103 sec.

Table 464-VI
Diffusion of Carbon from Fe-O.85C Source to Type 316L Stainless Steel
in Sodium at 450”C
Fe-Fe3C Source

Time
(103 see)

Weight Loss
(w)

Stainless Steel
Depth of

(cm2)

Depth of
Decarburization
(microns)

Weight Gain
(mg)

Area

=

0.44

2.407

18.0

0.51

14.783

21.0

21.0

579.9

0.65

2.039

39.0

0.80

14.763

29.0

29.0

1786.5

1.87

2.689

77.0

1.73

14.789

45.0

45.0

*Very slight grain boundary diffusion observed after 1786.S x 103 sec.
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H,

180.0

.

.

Table 464-VII
Carbon Flux to Type 316L Stainless Steel from Fe-O.85C Source in Sodium

Time
(103 see)

Temv

(“cj

Total Carbon
Transferred

Corrected*
Carbon Content

(%)

(mg)

Carbon Flux

(mg/cmz)

(10-9 g/cm2-see)

1.63

0.11

1s.31

7.2

650

0.0345

22.2

650

0.0725

3.40

0.23

10.36

76.2

650

0.1025

4.80

0.33

4.29

163.8

650

0.1625

7.67

0.52

3.17

418.2

650

0.2825

13.23

0.89

2.14

7.2

550

0.0090

0.43

0.03

3.98

21.6

550

0.01s5

0.73

0.0s

2.28
1.46

86.4

550

0.0395

1.87

0.13

187.5

550

0.0735

3.47

0.23

1.25

417.6

550

0.1225

5.76

0.39

0.93

*Original carbon content in stainless steel 175 ppm.

A view of the surface of Type 316L stainless
steel after more prolonged carburizationis shown

carbon.

This

and grain

in Fig. 464-9. A film containing a higher carbon

area overlaid

boundary

regions

diffusion

The transfer

of carbon appears

following

sequence

1.

Diffusion
Transfer

3.

Diffusion

to occur

in the

of steps:
of carbon from the interior

the source
2.

in which bulk

occurred.

of

to the surface.
of carbon across the iron-sodium

interface.
and convection

of carbon

through

sodium.
4.
5.

Transfer

the sodium-

stainless

steel

Diffusion

of carbon from the stainless

steel
Step

of carbon across

surface

(1) involves

tion

of cementite

rite,

and Step

tion

of carbon

interface.
to the interior.
the simultaneous

and diffusion

(5) involves

decomposi-

of carbon in fer-

the formation

of a solu-

in austenite, followed by the precip-

itation of one or more carbides along the grain
boundaries and in the austenitic matrix. Depending
on the experimental conditions, any one of the above
Fig. 464-9. Surface of Type 316L stainless steel
carburized in sodium for 116 h at 650”C. Etched,
300X.

steps could be rate-controlling. Since extensive
information exists on the rate of diffusion of carbon in ferrite, however, it was decided to examine

concentrationwas observed at the surface; this was
probably a fine carbide dispersion. Immediately
underneath, a carbide network was observed in the
grain boundaries. The carbide precipitate was
identified as a complex Cr23C6 type, containing
molybdenum and iron in addition to chromium and
/

the data in terms of a mechanism involving Step (1)
as the rate-controllingstep.
Jost2 gives a rigorous equation treating the
case where diffusion is accompanied by a phase
change. Smith3 used a simplified version of this
equation to analyze his experimental data on the
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rate of decarburizationof iron-carbonalloys, as

*

follows:

650.

c

Ss.o.
c

c

4W

r

(Ci - 2/3~) (x2)
= D(%

2(t)

- Cs)
C,

FROM RU. 3

-‘0 (*‘),*

where
Ci = the initial
(0.85

concentration

w/o)

of carbon

C,FROM
REE
?.

●

7

in the steel.
✎

%=

the volubility
rite,

limit

saturated

with

Cs = the concentration

for carbon in fercementite

of carbon at the sur-

face of the source.
x.

c

LO

1.1

12

the thickness of the ferrite layer, in
cm.

t=

the time at temperature,in sec.

D=

the coefficient of diffusion, in cm2/s<c.

The results are expressed in Table 464-VIII

1.3

lo>

T

14

LB

.

Fig. 464-10. Plot of -log(x’/t~) against reciprocal of absolute temperature for the transfer of
carbon in sodium from Fe-C alloy source to ~pe 316L
stainless steel.
kcal/mole. These calculated activation energies are

in terms of x2/t (which is related to the diffusion

close to those calculatedwith Smith’s data3 for the

coefficient in the above expression) for all the ex-

diffusion of carbon in ferrite, i.e., -22 and -24

perimental data except those in which graphitiza-

kcal/mole for temperaturesof 450 and 750”C, respec-

tion of cementite occurred. The average values

tively. Homan5 summarized data for the diffusion of

from our data are compared in the table to the

carbon in ferrite and concluded that the activation

smoothed data from Ref. Z.

energy of diffusion was temperaturedependent. For

If Cs is assumed to be negligible in comparison to the saturation of carbon in ferrite in quasi-

the temperature range of 400 to 800”C, he calculated
an activation energy of -24 kcal/mole.

equilibriumwith cementite, the activation energy

The data obtained in these experiments, ex-

for the carbon transfer process may be calculated

pressed either as x2/t, or as an activation energy,

from the slope of the plot of log(x2/t~) against

are in good agreement with data from the literature

the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. such

on the diffusion of carbon in ferrite. This strongly

a plot is shown in Fig. 464-10, using the most re-

indicates that the rate of carburizationof Type 316L

cent set of values3’4 for Cb and the average values

stainless steel in sodiun is controlled by the rate

of x2/t from Table 464-VIII. The ~

of diffusion of carbon in the source.

values from

Ref. 3 in Fig. 464-10 give an activation energy of
-23 kcal/mole,while those from Ref. 2 give -19
Table 464-VIII
Transfer of Carbon in Sodium from Fe-O.85C Alloy to Type 316L Stainless Steel
650”C
Time

(see)
7.2

X

550”C

.

xL/t

103

22.2

x 103

76.2

X

103

(cm2/see)
6.8

x 10-9

450”C

.

xL/t

Time
(see)

(cm2/see)

7.2 X 103

7.0 x 10-9

21.6

X 103

8.8 x 10-9

86.4

X

103

Time
(see)

.

x’/t
(cm2/see)

3.1 x 10-10

180 X 103

1.8 X 10-”

6.0 X 10-10

S80 X 103

2.6 x 10-11

1787 X 103

3.3 x 10-1’

6.2

X

10-10

.

(This work) = 7.5 x 10-9

187.5 X 103
10.5 x 10-10
Av cm2/sec
(This work) = 6.3 x 10-10

Av cm2/sec
(This work) = 2.6 x 10-11

Av cm2/sec
(Ref. 2)
= 1.0 x 10-8

Av cm2/sec
(Ref. 2)
= 6.3X

Av cm2/sec
(Ref. 2)
= 1.6

Av cm2/sec
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10-10

.
X

10-11

Transfer

●

of Carbon from UC104

to Type 31fjI,

material

(4.6

intact

the

the surfaces of the particles, resulting in the
transfer of 1.8 x 10-5 g/cm2 of carbon to the stain-

less steel. Further capsule tests are in process to
determine the rate of transfer as a function of temperature. The structure of as-received, cast UC1 ~4
consisted of UC2 needles distributed in a UC matrix.
When this material was heat-treated for-

of the dicarbide

during

Capsule tests were conducted to indicate the
mechanism of carbon transfer from UC~.04 (heat-

and was depleted

g) remained

test

treated, and also as-received)to Type 316L stain-

.

granular

Stainless Steel

phase only at

less steel. After test, the structure at the surface consisted of U2C3 distributed in the UC matrix.
The cores of the particles were not depleted in the
UC2 phase in the heat-treated material. The surface
structure is shown in Fig. 464-12.

100 h at

13SO”C, the metastable UC2 was partly converted to
The structure of heat-treated UC1 04 con‘2C3“
.
sisted of U2C3 agglomeratesin combinationwith a
minor amount of UC distributed in the UC matrix.
2
Each of the two types of UC1 04 samples was
crushed to granular form (-10 to +14 mesh) and encapsulatedwith sodium and a Type 316L stainless
steel tab in a Type 316 stainless steel capsule.
The capsules were then heated for 1000 h at 750”C.
During the test, the as-received granular material
(4.4 g) was depleted of the dicarbide phase, resuiting in the transfer of 4.4 x 10-5 g/cm2 of carbon to the stainless steel. This as-receivedmaterial tended to disintegrateduring test due to attack on the dicarbide phase. The metallographic
structure is shown in Fig. 464-11. The heat-treated
Fig. 464-12. Structure at the surface of heattreated UC1 04 after heating in sodium for 1000 h at
750”C in a ~ype 316 stainless steel capsule. The
UC1 04 granules remained intact. The structure consis~ed of u2C3 distributed in the UC matrix, depleted of the UC phase. The UC phase was present
in the core of t e granule. Etcied, 300X.

2

These data indicate that the carbon transfer
is diffusion-controlledand is dependent
‘rem “1.04
on the amount of the dicarbide phase and the integrity of the specimen. This experiment did not indicate whether carbon was transferred by sodium from
the sesquicarbidephase in the absence of the dicarbide phase.
5.

Thermodynamic Considerations
Stabilities of Metal Carbides
A

Fig. 464-11. Structure of as-receivedUC1 ~4 after
heating in sodium for 1000 h at 750”C. Et~hed,
300X.

literature search on the stabilities of

metal carbides of interest to the carbide compatibility program has been completed. The data on fuel
carbides are shown in Table 464-IX. Information
from several sources were compared and evaluated,
95

Table 464-IX
Free Energy of Fozmationvs Temperature of Fuel Carbides
-AG;, kcal/mole Carbon

Temp

(“c)

‘U0.8W0.Z)Z

450

~ (6)
3

18.4

(8)

“C(7)

‘UCO.87

24.5

15.5

PU2C3(8)

U2C3(7)
16.2

(7)
“C1.9

13.9

11.8

550

18.0

24.9

15.3

16.5

13.4

12.1

650

17.6

25.1

15.1

16.7

12.9

12.4

750

17.2

25.3

14.9

16.8

12.5

12.6

.

.

Table 464-X
Free Energy of Formation vs Temperature for Potential Clad Carbides
-AG~, kcal/mole Carbon
Temp
(“c)

Fe C(lO)
3

Ni3C(9)

(9)
cr23c6

~2c(ll)

~3c(9)

“C(91

TiC(9]

ZrC(9)

“C(9)

450

-2.1

-6.9

17.5

4.0

3.5

11.3

42.5

36.5

550

-1.3

-6.7

17.6

7.0

3.5

11.2

41.8

--

8.4
--

650

-0.7

-6.5

17.8

10.0

3.6

11.0

41.5

--

--

750

-0.2

-6.4

17.9

11.5

3.6

10.9

41.3

--

--

and it is thought that the cited values are the

tions, which are applicable over the temperature

most accurate available. The standard free energies

range of interest. The results of the calculations

of formation of possible reaction product carbides

indicate, in all cases, a strong thermodynamicpo-

from elements present in candidate clad materials

tential for the carbide fuel to react with sodium

are recorded in Table 464-X.

oxide in solution in sodium, followed by the trans-

On the basis of the standard free energies of

fer of carbon to the cladding alloy. However, these

formation for the pure compounds, chromium and mo-

calculationsgive no information about the kinetics

lybdenum carbides appear to be the most stable car-

of these reactions, or about their dependence on

bides that can be formed by the constituentsof

oxygen concentrationsin sodium.

Type 316 stainless steel. Though a high strength
vanadium alloy for LMF8R applicationhas not been
selected, its probable constituentswould include
iron, chromium, titanium, zirconium, and tungsten.
In such an alloy, titanium, zirconium, and chromium
carbides should fozm in preference to vanadium carbide.

Behavior of Vanadium Alloys in Hot-Trapped
Sodium
Vanadium alloys have been proposed as a backup

cladding material for Type 316 stainless steel for
the liquid-metalfast breeder reactor. The information being developed in this experimentalwork, which
generally confirms data reported from other labora-

Reaction of Fuel Carbides with Sodium Oxide
In conjunctionwith the program to determine
the compatibilityof various fuel carbides and
cladding materials, calculationswere made of the
thermodynamicequilibrium constants for the reactions of fuel carbides with sodium oxide, and the
subsequent transfer of one mole of carbon from the
fuel to chromium in the cladding, The calculations
were based on reported standard free-energy equa96

6.

tories, indicates that care will be necessary in the
selection of alloying elements in order to obtain an
alloy that is stable for long periods of time while
in contact with high purity sodium.

●

Free energy calculationswere made to indicate
the most suitable alloying elements for vanadium to
✎

form stable cladding alloys in sodium contaminated
with oxygen. ~ese
Fig. 464-13.

calculations are summarized in
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Fig. 464-14. Oxygen content of corrosion
immersed

in hot-trapped

sodium

test tabs
from S00 to 4000 h.

V-15Cr-5Ti remained relatively constant, and V-20Ti
and V-15Ti-7.5Cr picked up substantial amounts of

130
t
1401
0

oxygen from hot-trapped sodium. In general, the
600

400

200

TEMPERATURE,

800

“G

observations confirm the thermodynamiccalculations
shown in the preceding figure. As shown in Table

Fig. 464-13. Comparison of free energy of formation
of Na, V, Cr, Nb, Ta, Ti, Zr, Pu, and U oxides as
functions of temperature.
The oxygen contents of specimens of V, V-20Ti,

464-XI, all of the materials increased in carbon
content during test, indicating that the pickup of
carbon from sodium by these alloys may be their
primary problem.

V-15Ti-7.SCr,and V-15Cr-5Ti, after corrosion tests
in hot-trapped sodium from 500 to 4000 h, are shown
in Fig. 464-14. Ouring these tests the oxygen content of vanadium decreased, the oxygen content of

Table 464-XI
Carbon Content of Vanadium Alloy Materials Before
and After Corrosion Tests at 450 and 550”C

V-10Ti

V-20Ti

203

197

171

233

253

450

360

370

lBOO

370

930

850

550

45s

365

1700

370

890

825

Original content

V-40Ti

V-lSTi-7.5Cr

V-lSCr-5Ti

v
420

Material

Test Temp (“C)

.

.
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v.
A.

pellets that would inhibit fuel expansion.

IRRADIATIONTESTING IN EBR-11
(J. O. Barrier)

5.

Based upon the average axial linear expansion rate of the fuel and the assumption

General

of isotropic expansion, the fuel would be

The purpose of the EBR-11 irradiationsis to

restrained by the clad at about 18 a/o

evaluate candidate fuel/sodium/cladfuel element

burnup. Based upon observed axial expan-

systems for the LMFBR program. In the reference de-

sion in the center of the fuel stack of

sign, fuel pellets of single-phase (U,PU)C are sep-

about 2 roilsper pellet, the fuel would be

arated by a sodium bond from a cladding of Type 316

restrained at about 10 a/o burnup.

stainless steel. Three series of experiments are

The probable presence of sodium in the space

planned, and approval-in-principlehas been re-

between split pellets will lower the fuel tempera-

ceived from the AEC.
The capsules (each of which holds a single
fuel pin containing the carbide pellets) are to be

tures, and fuel swelling should be reduced to a lower rate during the balance of the scheduled irradiation.

irradiatedunder the following conditions:

LASL-42B is at EBR-11 awaiting reinsertion and
Condition
1. Lineal power,
2.

Fue 1 c08pos

.%rics1

.%rics2

- 30

-.42

kW/ft

Seri
.2s
3

it ion

;3s”

3. Fueluranium

“

sintercd

233U

235U

4. Fuel density

90\

95%

95t

s. Sacar density

80$

80$

80%

O.SOO-in. id. F O.010-in.
wall

6. Clad size
7. Clad type
8.

#hX

clad ttap,

“F

9. Max fuel centerline temp. “F

316 SS

S16 SS

1250

1275

1250

2130

2S50

2100

3

8/0

Six additional EBR-11 fuel pins were loaded
with sodium and fuel. These pins are suspected of
having an abnormally high oxygen content in the sodium and cover gas due to an air leak into the loading box.

They will be retained for possible testing

at a later date.

316 SS

10. Bumup

irradiation to a total burnup of 4.5 a/o.

-J30

[u.8PU0~]c, sinsle-phase,

A second capsule for the Series 1 tests, designated LASL-36C, has been loaded and is available
for irradiation. Another pin (#21) is currently
being bonded. Fuel for three more Series 1 experi-

to 8 ●/0

ments is available; these capsules will be loaded
During FY 1970, the EBR-11 irradiation tests
will

be be reported

radiation

under Project

Experiments.

467,

“Fuel

Ir-

when the bonding procedure has been completely developed.
Fuel for the Series 3 experiments is being

”

manufactured by Group CMB-11. Fuel manufacture for
B.

Results

During IV 1969

A capsule

from Series

the Series 2 experimentsmay start during the first
LASL-42B,

1, designated

has operated in EBR-11 to a maximum burnup of 1.4

quarter of FY 1970.
VI.

GAMMA SCANNING AND RELATED STUDIES
(D. M. Helm, W. M. Sanders, B. M. Moore,
B. K. Barnes)

A.

General

a/o. The capsule was then nondestructivelytested
utilizing visual techniques,neutron and x-ray
radiography, and gamma scanning. It was found that:
1. ‘I?ze
outer Type 304 stainless steel and
the inner Type 316 stainless steel clads
appear to be intact.
2.

inner sodium fuel annulus that would appear to inhibit fuel expansion.
3.

were intact. Thirty-four were split,

4.

98

for obtaining informationon the distribution of

stresses.

It could

not be determined

any fuel

chips

in the spaces

if

there
between

elements. A new advanced semiconductordetector
system has been constructed for this purpose. Computer codes are being developed and adapted to ex-

TMenty of the fifty-four fuel pellets

probably due to thermal

Gamma scanning is a nondestructivetechnique

fission products and activation products in fuel

There are no fuel chips present in the

tend the utility of gaoma scanning.
Informationon the gamma-ray spectra of fission products from fast fission of plutonium is

were
split

.

limited when compared to the data available on

.

.

.

uranium fission. To extend the basic data, a pro-

were tested to determine the optimum conditions for

gram for studying fission product gamma-ray spectra

counting.

following the fast neutron-inducedfission of plu-

the sample formed a collimator that shielded the

tonium is underway. An unshielded uranium metal
12
critical assembly (Hydro) serves as a source of

large (13-1/2-in.-diamby 6-in.-long)NaI anti-

neutrons for irradiating the plutonium.

the sample. This configuration,with a 2S-cm3

A

hollow tantalum cylinder placed around

coincidence detectors against direct radiation from

Ge(Li) detector, gave the best results.

B.

Results During FY 1969

1.

SemiconductorDetector System

3.

The intrinsic full-energypeak efficiency for
the 2S-cm3 Ge(Li) detector was measured, and corrections were applied for gamma-ray leakage through
the sides of the lead collimators and for absorption

Computer Code Development
Many of the fuel elements being examined have

had a large number of spectra for detailed analysis.
However, for well-behaved fuel elements, it is not
necessary to perform a sophisticatedanalysis to
determine whether gross mass transfer of fission

in the rabbit and end station.
The first model of a conical gold collimator
was fabricated. This collimator increases the
counting rate of the detector 1000 times over that
obtained with a cylindrical collimator,without any

products or activation products has occurred.
In order to minimize the time required for
data analysis, a new code was written that simulates
multiscaler analysis (from the spectral data recorded on magnetic tape). Energy windows are set by

loss in spatial resolution on the sample.
One of the important problems in the maintenance of Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectrometersis keeping
the detector at dry ice temperatureor below. Since
the vacuum is maintained in the Dewars by cryogenic
pumping with a molecular sieve, even slight warming
will cause the insulatingvacuum to be lost. A
loss of this vacuum causes a rapid and generally
catastrophicwazmup of the detector. Although it is
sometimes possible to revive the detector, there is
no guarantee that this can be accomplished. Tests
were conducted to determine the usefulness of a
vapor pressure thermometer as a disaster alarm on
the Ge(Li) detector Dewars. In the temperature
range of interest (75 to 85”K), the vapor pressure
thermometercan be used to measure temperaturesto
a fraction of a degree without the problems of

the computer instead of using a single-channelpulse
height analyzer. Since isotopic effects are being
studied, only the counts in certain peaks are of
real interest. Therefore, the operator selects the
peaks of interest and specifies the channels occupied by these peaks. A working magnetic tape is
written by the IBM 7094 in which only the channels
with peaks of interest are listed. The new code
enables the operator to integrate the counts in the
peaks and to plot their area (includingbackground)
as a function of position.
This code is not as accurate as multispectral
analysis by unfolding complex spectra, but it is
faster, and can therefore be used to determine when
more complex analysis is needed.
Codes were developed for plotting gamma-scanning data in two dimensions. Contour plots, iso-

electromechanicaldevices.
A vapor pressure thermometerwas constructed
with liquid oxygen as the vapor source. The rapid
change in pressure during vaporizationof the oxygen introduces a signal that is easily detected.

metric maps, and density plots have been obtained.
The results are shown in Figs. 464-1S, -16 and -17
for ’06Rh in a fuel element section frmn Battelle
Northwest Laboratory. The plots made by the computer
were slightly modified in these figures. Figures

2.

Developmentof Techniques
Experiments

were performed

464-18 and -19 show a photomacrograph,a beta-gamma
in support

of some

autoradiograph,and linear gamma scans across the

flux monitoring measurements to determine the ratio
of 10IM to 102
Rh in a low activity sample. The

sample for comparison.

low activity coupled with complex decay schemes of

channel gamma-ray spectra at 0.020-in. intervals

the isotopes presented new problems in counting.

across the face of the sample. A conical collimator

Various combinationsof detectors and geometries

with a 0.030-in.-diamentrance hole was used.

The data were taken in the form of 4096-
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32 x 32 square matrix (1024 spectra) covered the

A’

A
/

.

face of the sample. The spectra were analyzed for
the intensity of several isotopes by adding the
channels over the gamma-ray peaks to be studied.
me

.

intensities were then interpolatedwith spline

functions to obtain smoothed plots.
A technique has been developed for using
interpolator cubic splines and simple smoothing to
100

Fig. 464-18. Photomacrographand linear gamna scan
of Battelle
fuel element.
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Fig. 464-20. Simple spectrum analyzed in Table
464-XII.

POSITION (IN )

Table
Analysis

464-XII

of a Simple

Channel Energy
— (No. )

Baby peak

Fig. 464-19. Beta-gamma autoradiographand linear
gamma scan of Battelle fuel element section.

determine
peaks

analytically

the location

of full-energy

in a complex gamma-ray spectrum.

of analyzing

a simple

spectrum

The results

(Fig.

464-20)

the code are shown in Table 464-XII.

A plot

using

—(keV)

Spectrum

f.Y.L&d2y/dx2/y

Y

68.852

-20.55 -0.042967

385

47

73.074

-21.56 -0.041910

419

60
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Medium peak
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to be the largest problem. Depending on the number

Baby peak

374

303.184

-15.40 -0.056515

221

of counts in a given channel, the data may or may

Baby peak

376

304.591

-15.29 -0.0s7305

215

not be smoothed by simple techniques before smooth-

Baby peak

456

360.887

-7.52 -0.040246

140

ing with an interpolator cubic spline.

Baby peak

496

389.035

-5.60 -0.038535

100

Medium peak

513

400.998

-59.06 -0.130511

418

Baby peak

598

460.B13

-4.81 -0.036070

91

raw data with

its

shown ‘in Fig.

464-21.

Smoothing

corresponding
the data prior

smoothed
to analysis

of

curve

is

seems

-9.46 -0.029333

259

101

duction heat .sourcewith the heat flow direction

1000

reversed. These three methods are all receiving

800 -

considerationfor use in sodium-bond heat transfer
600 –

studies.
B.

400 –

Results During FY 1969
Design, construction,and testing of portions

of the apparatus for out-of-pile testing of sodium
(
200

bonds utilizing a central, high heat flux heater
are underway. A graphite rod heater with boron ni-

m~

I

tride insulationwas fabricated. It was placed in
an existing sodium loop and tested at a heat flux
of 1.5 x 106 Btu/h-ft2 at the cladding surface. A

CHANNEL
NUMBER
Fig. 464-21. Raw data and correspondingsmoothed
curve. The points are the raw data; the line is
the smoothed curve.
4.

Gansna-RaySpec~ra of Short-Lived Fission Products from Fast Fission of Plutonium
All equipment was installed and the experi-

mental data have been acquired for determining the
short-lived delayed gamna emission from fast fission
of plutonium. There remains now to reduce and analyze the data to determine half-lives and energies
235
U was also

for the individual photo peaks.

studied under similar conditions to be compared
with plutonium.

cylinder of UC (S-in.-longwith 0.030-in.-thick
walls) which fits over this heater and serves as
the fuel mockup was eloxed from a hot-pressed billet. Further testing will be done when the UC cylinder, sodium bond, and cladding tube are placed
around the heater. This will be a more stringent
test because heater temperatureswill increase
about 400°C.
An apparatus to inject inert gas bubbles into
the sodium bond was designed and fabricated. A
mockup was built to test and calibrate the bubble
apparatus and to detezmine how to make the sodium
bond. The mockup contained the heater, UC cylinder,
bubble injection apparatus, and a glass tube instead

VII. SODILM-BOND HEAT TRANSFER STUDIES
(K. L. Meier, J. O. Barrier)

of the stainless steel cladding. Tests showed that
the sodium bond annulus can be filled with clean so-

A.

General
The purpose of this project is to evaluate

dium at about 120”C if all parts are cleaned, the
annulus is evacuated, and atmospheric pressure he-

methods for determining the effects of fuel-pin de-

lium is applied to force the sodium into the voids.

fects on heat transfer properties of the sodium

Tests on the mockup showed that bubbles of pre-

bond. Such defects could arise in a number of ways.

selected size could be injected into the sodium bond

For example, a void in the sodium bond could: (1)

annulus.

be present before insertion in the reactor, (2) come

Cladding temperatures during test will be

from dewetting of the pellet due to change in com-

measured with 40 thermocouplesheld in a fixture

position as fission products are formed, (3) form

which can be rotated about the “fuel pintfso tem-

from a hot spot on the pellet and consequent local

peratures can be measured in O.IOO-in. intervals

vaporization of the sodium, and/or (4) be produced
from desorbed or fission-productgases. Of these,

horizontally and vertically on the cladding. This
!Ithermalsc~nerl! has been designed, ad all nec-

probably the most serious defect would be the pres-

essary hardware for its fabrication is on hand. The

ence of fission gas bubbles in the bond region.

thermal scanner is housed in an outer structure that

There appear to be three methods of obtaining

contains seals to prevent sodium leakage around the

the high heat fluxes necessary for “defect analy-

thermocouple rotor. This outer structure has been

sis!!:(1) in-pile experiments, (2) out-of-pile ex-

designed and fabrication has begun.

periments utilizing a central, high heat flux heater, (3) out-of-pile experiments utilizing an in102

.

A transition section, which will be mounted
at the top of the heater, will be used to contain

.

the sodium and accommodate thermal expansion. It
contains bellows and expansion joints for the heater

A carburized specimen of stainless steel had
a higher carbon content at the surface than in the

rod, heat sheath, and the cladding. This transition

interior. Two phases were identified as: (1) Cr-

section has been designed and fabricated.

Mo-C, which appeared as stringers, and (2) a Cr-

VIII. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

rich phase that contained less Mo than the surrounding areas.

A.

General
Specific analytical techniques have been de-

veloped and evaluated to cope with the problems encountered in the investigationof fueI/clad com-

Diffusion of carbon to a depth of 250 microns
was observed in one sample of !!as-receivedlt
Type
316 stainless steel, but not in another.
V and V-Base Alloys

patibility. The results of many of these special
analyses are given in several sections of the re-

The surface of a sample of vanadium metal con-

port in Project 464. A brief sumnary of some of the

tained chromium and nickel. The nickel had dif-

techniques, and the problems to which they were ap-

fused into the vanadium to a depth of approximately

plied, is given below.

20 microns.
Two reaction layers were identified at the

B.

Results During FY 1969

1.

Electron Microprobe Examination
(E. A. Hakkila, H. L. Barker)

proximately 10 microns thick, and (2) a V-Ti Iayer

The electron microprobe was used to examine

titanium and less vanadium than the matrix.

samples of fuel capsule container materials, (U,PU)C

surface of a V-20Ti alloy: (1) a V-Cr-C layer ap-

approximately25 microns thick that contained more
Precipitates containing titanium and carbon

samples, U-Fe diffusion couples, and UC samples.

were observed near the surfaces of two V-40Ti al-

The fuel capsule container materials included stain-

loys. Significant amounts of chromium from an un-

less steels, V, V-base alloys, and Nb-10W alloy.

known source had diffused into each alloy.

The results of these examinationsare summarized
very briefly below.
Stainless Steels

At the surface of a V-Ti-Cr alloy was a gray
layer that contained more V, Cr, and C, but less Ti
than the matrix. A white outer layer contained more
Ti and C, but less V and Cr than the gray phase.

Along the inner walls of Type 316 stainless
steel capsules that had been sodium-bondedto

Nb-W Alloy

(U,PU)C,variations in C, Cr, Fe, Ni, and Mo con-

A Nb-W alloy contained significant amounts of

centrationswere found. Diffusion of carbon into

carbon distributed throughout the matrix. Evidence

the stainless steel occurred at darkened areas of

for reaction of the alloy with its environmentwas

the walls of each sample. Significant variations

not found.

in Cr, Fe, Ni, and Mo x-ray intensity as a function

(u,Pu)c

of proximity to the sample surface were observed in
only one of the samples.
The following reaction products were identified in four samples of Type 316 stainless steel
that had been exposed to (U,PU)C and molten sodium:
[1) a white phase on the inner surface that contained more Fe, Ni, and C, but less Mo and Cr than
the matrix, (2) a brown phase containing less Fe,
Cr, Ni, and Mo, but more C than the matrix, and (3)

Impurity phases identified in several (U,PU)C
samples that had been tested in sodium-bondedstainless steel capsules included: (1) precipitates that
contained more Pu and less U than the matrix, and
were contaminatedwith Fe, W, and Si, (2) tungsten
precipitates, and (3) precipitates containing more
uranium and less plutonium than the matrix. The
plutonium contents at the surfaces of four of the

narrow bands containingmore Mo and C, but less Fe,

samples were greater, and the uranium contents less

Cr, and Ni than the matrix. Diffusion of C to

than in the interiors of the samples. Grain bound-

depths as great as 150 microns into the stainless

ary precipitates contained predominantly Si, W, and

steel had occurred.

Pu. One (U,PU)C sample which had been tested in a
sodium-bondedV-Ti-Cr capsule contained a V-Ti-Pu
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precipitate at the surface. Grain boundary precipi-

Limits of Detection for Impurity
Elements in Sodium

tates were,essentiallyfree of carbon and contained
more plutonium and less uranium than the matrix.

Li

Limit of
Detection
(PPI
0.8

iron concentrationsacross the diffusion interface

Be

0.8

of a U-Fe diffusion couple showed that iron had dif-

B

fused into the uranium to a depth of approximately

Mg

U-Fe Diffusion Couple
E1ement
Measurements of the variations in uranium and

30
0.8

Sr

3

Mo

3
0.8

3

repeated measurements at one location. These data
indicate that there was a uniform distribution of
uranium and carbon in the matrix.
2.

MiscellaneousAnalytical Support
(1{.M. Burnett, C. B. ColIier, D. C. Croley,
R. G. Hurley, N. L. Koski, J. A. Mariner,
C. J. Marten, J. F. Murphy, W. M. Myers,
R. T. Phelps, O. R. Simi, L. E. ‘IIIorn,
G. R.
Waterbury, W. W. WilSon)

0.8

3

K

matrix were smaller than the standard deviation for

Cu

3

Al
Si

either uranium or carbon from various grains in the

3
3

300

had not diffused into the iron.

Differences in the x-ray intensitiesfor

co
Ni

Zn

S50 microns aIong grain boundaries,but that uranium

Uc
—

Element

Limit of
Detection
(ppm)

Ca

3

4
Cd

Ti

3

Sn

3

v

0.8

Cs

30
3

30

“Cr

0.8

Ba

ml

0.8

Pb

3

Fe

3

Bi

8

The following materials were analyzed by quantitative, semiquantitative,and qualitative spectrochemical methods to determine trace impurities:Na,
(U0.8PU0.2)C,Pu, PU02, U, stainless steels, carbon
steels, V alloys, Nb-W alloys, and Nb-Zr alloys.

The semiquantitativespectrochemicalmethod

Controlled-potentialcoulometric and com-

used to analyze sodium for impurity elements was

bustion-gravimetricmethods were used without dif-

tested in a hot cell facility. Two portions of a

ficulties in measuring U, Pu, and C in pre-test

sodium sample were converted to NaCl by remote ma-

(U,PU)C samples and (U,Pu)C pellets. The coulo-

nipulation. The mechanics of handling the samples

metric methods for measuring have a relative stand-

in the hot cells were satisfactory,but the NaCl

ard deviation of 0.2 to 0.3 per cent, and the com-

was contaminatedwith impurities. Higher concen-

bustion-gravimetricmethod for determining carbon

trations of Mg, Al, Si, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, and

has a precision of (1 u) of 0.5 relative per cent.

MO were observed in the NaCl prepared in the hot

Spectrophotometricmethods were satisfactory

cell (which has been assigned for solution proc-

in measuring: (1) N in (U,Pu)C pellets, Pu metal,

essing) than were found in NaCl prepared outside

and pre-test (U,PU)C ssmpIes; (2] Ta in pre-test

the cell from the same lot of sodium. fiis cell is

(U,PU)C samples and Pu metal; and (3) W in Pumetal

also used to dissolve samples which require pro-

and (U,PU)C. The standard deviations are 2 to 3

longed heating with acids. As a result, the ap-

relative per cent in measuring N and W in the ppm

paratus and parts of the cell become corroded, and

concentrationrange, and 5 relative per cent for

the efforts made to clean the cell before analyzing

dete~ining the low ppm concentrationsof Ta found.

the sodium were apparently not adequate. Further

An inert-gas-fusion/manometric
method, having

analysis awaits the completion of other work being

a precision (1 u) of 10 relative per cent, was ap-

done in the cell.

plied without difficulty in measuring O in specimens

The limits of detectibn for impurity elements

of Zr metal, V-base alloys, Nb-base alloys, (U,PU)C,

in sodium determined in the hot cells are listed in

UC, U metal, Th metal, Pu metal, and stainless

Table 464-XIII.

steels.
A combustion-manometricmethod was used to &termine carbon in plutonium metal. The relative
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.

standard deviation of the method in measuring low
concentrationsof carbon is 10 per cent.
lMo sodium samples that had contacted (U,PU)02
powder were analyzed spectfophotometricallyfor
uranium. The precision (1 u) of the method is 3
relative per cent.
A potentiometrictitration method, having a
precision (1 U) of 0.05 per cent, was used to assay
a plutonium metal to be used in the preparation of
mixed carbides.
X-ray fluorescencespectrometrywas very
satisfactory in rapidly identifying a suspect alloy
as V-Ti.
Ix,
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PROJECT 465
REACTOR PHYSICS
Person in Charge: D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator: G. H. Best

I.

INTRODUCTION

B.

Basic to the evaluation of various fast breeder

Data TestinA
In June 1968, the Data Testing Subcommittee of

concepts and proposals are the analytical tech-

the Cross Section EvaluationWorking Group (CSEWG)

niques and physical data used in the analyses.

proposed two fast reactor benchmark problems (ZPR-3

Valid comparisonsbetween different concepts and

Assemblies 48 and 11) for calculation by members of

proposala depend on minimization of differences in

the subcommittee. At LASL, multigroup conatanta

this

for these problems were generated by the ETOE and

end, the Loa Alamos Scientific Laboratory is co-

MC2 codee using the ENDFfB data tapes received in

results due to the methods of analyeis.

‘l’o

operating with other AEC laboratoriesand contrac-

July 1968 from BNL. Calculations to determine keff

tors in the development of evaluated cross section

and neutron fluxes (real and adjoint) were perform1
ed with both the MACH1 (diffusion)
and DTF-IV

data and associated processing codes. In addition,
the Laboratory is working on the development and

(transport)2codes. Central reactivitywortha and

maintenance of digital computer programs pertinent

perturbation cross sections were alao computed.

to the nuclear analysis of faat breeder concepts.

Results were transmitted to the Data Testing Sub-

Finally, the Laboratory is evaluating the perform-

committee for comparisonwith results from other

ance characteristicsof various fast breeder

installations.

reactor concepts.

11. CROSS-SECTIONPROCUREMENT,EVALUATION,AND
TESTING (M. E. Battat, R. J. LaBauve, A. C.
Niethammer, R. E. Seamen)
A.

General
Accurate predictions of reactor design param-

In view of some current uncertaintiesabout the
235U 239PU and
present ENDFIB evaluation for
,
,
238
U, the Data Testing Subcommitteeof the CSEWG
recently specified eight additional benchmark problems to teat these data over a broader range of neu3
tron energies. For these problems, the use of a

eters, such as critical mssa, sodium worth, and

consistent PI fundamentalmode calculation (IOPT =

spectral response, require the development and main-

3 in MC2) was recommended;heretofore, only the PI

tenance of up-to-date basic microscopic nuclear

fundamentalmode option (IOPT = 1) had been used-in

data files. To meet this need, a national coopera-

the version of MC2 employed at LASL; therefore, this

tive program is in progress to prepare an evaluated

part of the code was debugged and made operational.

nuclear data file (ENDF/B). The large amount of

Furthermore,becauae various laboratoriesuse

experimental data which is becoming available,

slightly different versiona of the MC2 code, it waa

together with the theoreticaldata, makes the main-

decided to investigate results obtained using three

tenance of ENDF/B a continuing taak. In addition,

versions of this code which were available to us.

a large effort is needed in evaluating and testing

These investigationsare summarized in Sec. 11.C.1

the microscopic data prior to use in reactor

of this report. Data testing for the new benchmark

calculation.

problems will be initiated after an evaluation of
the different versiona of the MC2 code ia made.
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.

Transport calculations,using ENDF/B data, for

.

.

equations in ETOE gives a value of 1.5506 x 10-3

three unreflected fast critical assemblies were made

(eV)% for C.

The ENDF/B data have been corrected,

and compared with similar calculationsperformed at

and the cross-sectionvaluea recomputed.

LRL using Monte Carlo methods and their evaluated
4
library. The systems calculated were the plu233
tonium (JEZEBEL),oralloy (GODIVA),and
U assem-

C. Processing Codes

blies. These calculationsdiffer from those report-

important link in the process which translates

ed previously in that the isotopic contents of oral-

ENDF/B microscopic data into multigroup cross-

10Y and plutonium were carefully reconstructedby

section sets. At present, there exist at LASL

LRL. Because the ENDFIB library did not contain

three versions of this code:

gallium data (required for JEZEBEL), calculations

1.

BNLMC2--a version obtained from BNL. This
version bears the closest resemblance to
the original formulation of the code as
described in Ref. 7.

b.

WAPMC2--a vereion obtained from R. Dannels,
of Westinghouse,which contains several
modifications to the original code.

c.

BAWMC2--a veraion obtained from A. Livolsi
of Babcock and Wilcox. This version contains extensive changes (which were made
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) to
optimize the running time; specifically,
the changes are concerned with reducing the
peripheral proceseor time for a problem.

using LRL data5 were made to obtain the effect of

was changed from 1.965 MeV--a value which is defi–
6
nitely high--to 1.306 MeV.
The keff values ob233U
tained by LRL for the JEZEBEL, GODIVA, and
assemblieswere 1.003, 1.005, and 1.002, respectively; the correspondingvalues using the ENDF/B
data were 1.0072, 1.0128, and 1.0051.
The preparation of gallium for the ENDF/B file
ia in progress. The main source of data for this
5
material has been the Howerton evaluation.
The ETOE code has been used to prepare a new
MC2 data tape from ENDF/B. Altogether, 63

mate-

The Multigroup Constants Code7 ia an

a.

gallium addition on criticality. Also, the theta
value for the 233U fission spectrum quoted in ENDF/B

MC2.

At LASL, we have used the WAPMC2 code for the
ENDF/B benchmark problems and reactor design studies. Results obtained appear reasonable and compare favorably with reference calculationsat other
laboratoriesusing the ENDF/B data. However, in
order to understand the differences between the

rials are now on the MC2 tape.

three versions of MC2, a comparison of calculations
An error in the zirconium ENDF/B data was dis–
covered in file 2.

Very large elastic scattering

-,

cross sections, on the order of 10’ b, were being
computed. The error was in the value of C, a quantity used in calculating the penetration factor in
the resolved resonance region. The value of C received from the ENDF/B data was ~,

but a calcula-

tion using the formula
Kr
c

made with these versions has been undertaken. For
239PU
the initial comparisons, a system containing
and 12C was chosen, and PI fundamentalmode calculations (IOPT = 1) were made for both the all-fineand ultrafine-groupoptions. In the comparison
between WAPMC2 and BNLMC2, the BNL version, as received, did not yield correct cross sections
because of coding and systems difficulties; these

(465-1)

have been corrected and agreement between the two
versions haa been achieved. At the same time, a

where

minor discrepancywaa discovered in WAPMC2 and cor-

c=

.

r

rected. Several changes were alao required in

K=

neutron wave number in CM system

BAWMC2 to remove coding and systems problems.

M=

1.6474 x 10-24 g,

Hence, for the test problem specified, and for the

7.136 x 10-13 cm (the neutron channel
radius), and
-27
1.05444 x 10
erg-see

PI fundamentalmode calculation (IOPT = 1), the

.
c

h=

.

three versions of

MC2

yield cross–sectionsets

which agree and appear to be correct. Work is in

gives a value of C for zirconium equal to 1.57 x

progress to check out the other options--consistent

10-3 (eV)+ . Another calculation using the

PI and B1 for both isotropic and anisotropic neu–
tronica--in the different veraions. Preliminary
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tests indicate that much debugging will be neces-

Thermal spectra were generated for each case. At

sary before these optiona can be used with

296”K, the curve for the ENDF/B-FLANGE2spectrum
lies between the curves for the TOR and SUMMIT

confidence.
To compare running times, a test problem (35
broad groups, 2 materials, ultrafine-groupoption,
IOP’C= 1) waa run with both the WAPMC2 and BAWMC2
codes. For WAPMC2, the central processor and peripheral processor execution times were 180 and
1800 see, respectively; the correspondingfigures
for BAWMC2 were 160 and 600 aec, which repreaenta a

spectra, the maximum difference between the spectra
amounting to 1.3% at 0.04 eV.

At 500”K, the SUMMIT

curve lies below the other two by less than 1.0% at
0.05 eV.

Theee valuea indicate that insofar aa

the graphite data ia concerned, there ia little

.

difference in the results obtained with the three
codes.

significant reduction in peripheral proceaaor time.
4.
2.

SINTAB. A code has been written for gener-

ating multigroup cross sections from the ENDF/B
thermal data. In the firat veraion of this code,
SINTAB, only ~le

—table cross aectf.onsare generated, using a transport correction for an anisotropic approximation. SINTAB consists mainly of
the codes FLANGE2, used for the generation of the
inelastic kernel, and THEKM2, used for collapsing
the thermal cross sections to a broad-group structure, in an overlay arrangement. Cross‘sections

GLEN. The GLEN code,’” originallywritten

as a thermal-groupcollapsing code, haa been modified to accept the output of F1.ANGE2,a thermal
code used for processing ENDF/B moderator data.
Alao, MC2 has been modified to supply the absorber
data needed by GLEN. Thus, in principle, codes are
now linked so that multigroup cross sections can be
obtained from ENDF/B data for energies from thermal
(about 0.001 eV) to 10 MeV.

Thermal data in the

ENDF/B format are presently available for H20, D20,
beryllium, graphite, polyethylene,and ZrH.

for nonscattering isotopes needed for input to
THERM2 are obtained from MC2, as are all nonthermal
cross sections for all materials. A schematic
representationof SINTAB is shown in Fig. 465-1.

D.

Shielding

1. Translation Codea. The tranalationaof
11
Drake’a evaluations of sodium and calcium data
from the UK to ENDF/B format using the codes LUTE

3.

FLANGE2. ENDF/B thermal inelastic data

(file 7) for graphite aa processed by the FLANGE2
code waa compared with that from the TOR8 and
SUMMI~9 codes at temperaturesof 296 and 5013”K.

and LATEK have been revised to account for photon
production at neutron energies above those for
which level de-excitationschemes are well known.
The data which account for this additional photon
production are entered in the ENDF/B file with reac-

ABSORBER ABSORBER
OATA TAPE DATA TAPE

MOOERATOR
DATA TAPE

tion type number MT = 110. A unit cross section
has been placed in file 3 (MF = 3) and photon production cross sections, instead of photon yields,

~———
I
I
I

———

——————_

_

have been placed in file 15. This arrangement,

I

with the exception of using MT = 110, fits within
the present ENDFIB ayatem without compromising any

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ISINTAB

of the data.

2.

Los Alamos Photon Production Code (LAPH).

In order to allow for the storage and convenient
HI-ENERGY
MOOERATOR
DATA
DATA TAPE

subsequent retrieval of data needed for shielding
calculations,the ENDF/B format waa extended to
include photon production and photon interaction
12
data. A format to store such data was devised

MILIJ:G30UP

Fig. 465-1. Schematic representationof SINTAB.
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and approved for incorporation into the ENDF/B
system. For the photon production data, files were

.

provided for photon angular distributions,photon

and 15 for each material. The peripheral processor

production multiplicities,and photon energy-angle

time required by LAPH using the abbreviated library

distributions. Photon multiplicitiesare given

tape was reduced by more than a factor of 10.

either as (1) normalized photon energy distribu3.

tions and associated total photon yields for those

.

fast neutron biological dose attenuationby metal

(2) transition probabilitiesand associated photon
yields for those photons from de-excitationof

shields succeeded by thin hydrogenous shields were
14
completed. After the work reported at the ANS

known levels.

1968 Annual Meeting, a study was made of the effect

To retrieve the photon production data, a multigroup photon production code, LAPH, has been written.13 The LAPH code retrieves photon production
data from the ENDF/B data file and calculates a G
x N photon production matrix for N specified neutron energy groups and G photon energy groups. In
addition to the ENDF/B data, neutron fine-group

thickness of polyethylene, as used in previous calculations, was removed. As would intuitively be
expected, the backscatter contribution is significant

(up to 16%), but its fractional contribution

to the biological dose is essentially the same for

weighting fluxes, as well as fine–group capture and
fission cross section~ must be supplied as input to

moval cross section of the lead is minimal; a maxi-

tained from the Multigroup Constants Code, MC2.
As presently written, the LAPH code will not
use transition probability data for incident neutron energies above the highest energy level in
such an array. Photon production at these higher
energies is treated as a special reaction type (MT
= 110).

mum change of 0.3% was found in the removal cross
sections of lead followed by 9 cm of polyethylene.

E.

239
Pu Alpha in the 100 eV to 10 keV Hange
Recent experiments have indicated that the
239
Pu in the 100 eV to 10

alpha (Uc/cJf)values for

keV range are, in general, higher than those used
in many cross-section libraries, including ENDF/B.
In order to define the problem, the ETOE–FiC2proc-

that gamma-ray production matrices can be calcu–

essing codes were used to generate multigroup cap239
ture and fission cross sections for
Pu using the

lated using all three types of data either sepa–

current ENDF/B data; the computed alpha values over

rately or combined. For the integrals which are

the range of interest are shown in Fig. 465-2. The

The LAPH code has been developed to the point

carried out over arbitrary neutron and photon

calculationswere made using fine-group lethargy

energy groups, different weighting options are

widths of 0.25 and infinite dilution, A flux

available. The code requires 1500008 locations of

weighting of l/E within a fine group was used, ex–

core storage; central processing times required are

cept for the resolved resonance region (up to 300

usually less than 1 min.

eV for 23’PU),

In the next phase of de-

velopment, the photon energy production matrices

where MC2 uses a flux weighting pro-

portional to the reciprocal of the total macro-

will be combined with flux vectors from a neutron-

scopic cross section for the medium. Calculations

ics code to give photon source vectors for use with

were also performed to generate broad-group crose

photon transport codes.

sections with lethargy widths equal to 0.50. Al-

For each material, the MPH

code uses files 3

and 15 on the ENDF/B tape. These files contain
only about 1% of the total data stored for each

.

of finite polyethylene shields. That is, the backscatter contribution in an effectively infinite

all lead thicknesses. Thus, the effect on the re-

the LAPH code. At LASL, these quantities are ob-

.

Biological Dose Studies. Studies of the

photons not identifiablewith a level structure, or

material, and large amounts of peripheral processor
time were being spent in reading past the other
data. A code, ETOL (~NDF/B~_APH),

was written

though the evaluation of the experimentswhich have
yielded the high alpha values is still continuing,
the ENDFIB alpha values are low compared to, for
example, the values recommended by Barre et al.15
A plot of the alpha values recommended by Barre is
also shown in Fig. 465-2.

to prepare a library tape containing only files 3
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Fig. 465-2. Alpha for 239PU.

111. REACTOR ANALYSIS METRODS AND CONCEPT
EVALUATIONS
A.

General
A continuing task in fast reactor analysia and

large, it is desirable to have a more precise estimate. For this more precise estimate, it would be
desirable to preserve the stiplicity of the
buckling type of correction.

evaluation is the improvement of computer programs
and the development of new computationalmethods.
In addition to new methods, advances are constantly

In order to formulate such a method, the neutron transport procees is written as a variational

being made in computer technologywhich make pos-

problem. To obtain one-dimensionalequations, the

sible the extension of existing calculational

functional ia reduced by using trial functions for

techniques.

the dependent variable and its adjoint, which are
separable in the independentvariables. An analo-

B.

Variational Principles Applied to Transport
Problems (R. E. A3couffe)
When one-dimensionaltranaport calculationsare

performed on two-dimensionalaystema, the leakage
must be estimated in the spatial direction transverse to the calculation. In DTF-IV, this is done
by using a buckling type of correction to the total
2
cross section. Since thi.aestimate is unsatisfactory when the medium in the transverse direction is

110

gous equation is also developed for the radial
direction.
These two one-dimensionalequations in each of
the transverse directions can be used in a cyclic
manner to generate one-dimensionaltransport solutions starting from some initial estimate of either
the radial or axial leakage. The process will be
considered successful if the eigenvaluea resulting
from the transverse calculation are essentially

TA8LE 465-I
DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE SYSTEMS
AND RESULTS FROM DIFFERENT ESTIMATES OF TRANSVERSE LEAKAGE

Geometry

.

Core
diameter (cm)
hei ht (cm) z 2fOPU
x 235u
Reflector
radial thickness (cm)
axial thickness (cm)
% 235U

Caae 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Cylinder

Cylinder

Cube

Cylinder

5.7
50.0
5

15.2
3.9
6
93.2

7.6
o
0.3

12.1
12.4

94

93.8

22.9
22.9
0.7

7.6
7.6
0.7

5.08
5.08
0.7

1.0262 (1838)

1.0035 (1005)

1.0832

1.0644

1.0391

1.0621 ‘272)

1.0644 ‘198)

1.0352 ‘199)

0.8434 (54)

0.8659 (42)

0.9102 (41)

1.1968 (54)

1.1950 (42)

1.0762 (41)

k(2DF)

1.0093 (618)a 1.0424 (1208)

kz

1.0401

kr

1.0023 ‘262)

kc

0,9932 (74)

kR

10.16
10.16

aNumbers in parentheses are central processor time in sec.

kr is the eigenvalue resulting from a
radial calculation using the transverse
leakage correction,

the same. Presumably, this eigenvalue will be a
better approximationto the two-dimensionaleigenvalue than that resulting from a single one-

kc is the eigenvalue resulting from a standard DTF-IV radial calculation using the
core height as the buckling height, and

dimensionalbuckled calculation.
Since the trial functions come from DTF-IV Sn

kR is the eigenvalue resulting from a standard DTF-IV calculation using the total
core plus reflector height as the
buckling height.

calculations,the informationmay be in either a Pn
moments form or the discrete angle Sn form. If the
leakage ia large, it is necessary to retain a large

This method leads to a significant improvement

number of terms in the moments expsneion in order
to.representthe flux adequately at the boundary,
and thue give a good estimate of the leakage. The
additional terms significantlycomplicate the evaluation of the parameter, especially in a cylindrical

in the eigenvalue over other one-dimensionalmethods. Kowever, a 2 to 4% error in the eigenvalue
remains because of an underestimate of the twodimensional leakage.

geometry. Therefore, to conserve simplicity and
accuracy, the trial functions are taken to be in
the discrete angle form.
A scheme based upon this functionalhas been

c.

Collapsing of Cross-Section Sets (J. S. Philbin,
B, M. Carmichael)
Tests were performed to verify the accuracy

obtainable when using regular-flux-weightedcross

programmed for the CDC 6600 and was tested on a

sections in reactor calculations. These cross sec-

variety of realistic problems. The method is most

tions were generated by the REGFLX code.

effectively demonstratedon small fast systems in
which leakage effects are large. Four such example

The preservation of keff when using spectrum
collapsed cross sections for two reactors, UHTREX

calculationsand the effects on the eigenvalue are

and a large fast reactor, is summarized in Figs.

given in Table 465-I. In this table,

465-3 and 465-4.

k(2DF) is the eigenvalue computed from 2DF,
kz is the eigenvalue resulting from en
axial calculationusing the transverse
leakage correction,
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Fig. 465-3. Preservation of keff for UHTREX
reactor.

merely requires sufficient computer time and storage, with the averaging spectrum coming from an
infinite-mediumcalculation.

The preservation of keff under group collapse
on the large fast reactor was slightly better than

However, for burnup and fuel-cycle studies, the
number of space and energy mesh points must be kept

on UHTREX. The error remaina below 2% even with

to a minimum. Therefore, if the second approach

only tw

mentioned above is used for the analysis, undetect-

broad groups.

REGFLX is now available for use on the DTF-IV

ed errors may occur because of the restriction on

codes. A dummy subroutine, EXFIWP, can be equipped

mesh points. On the other hand, the two approaches

to call REGFLX and perform any collapsing routine

can be combined in order to do the fuel-cycle prob-

specified by the user.

lem consistent with a higher-order static problem.
The combining can be done by performing a fine

D.

Development of a Space-EnerRy CollapainR Scheme
Applicable to Fast Reactor Burnup and FuelCycle Analysis (R. E. Alcouffe, T. J. Hirons,
R, D. O’Dell)
1.

Theory. In sodium-cooledfast-breederreac-

tors, there is a marked difference between the neutron spectra for the core and blanket regions. In
order to calculate the reaction rates accurately,
it is necessary to account for the spectral differences between core, blanket, and other types of
regions. For example, when such a problem is analyzed by group-diffuaiontheory, either the spacedependent spectrum can be used to derive appropriate diffusion equation parameters, or some

energy-spacemesh calculationat some representative state of the system (i.e., beginning of life
or shortly thereafter). This fine-group apacedependent spectrum is then used to derive broadgroup diffusion equation parameters. Furthermore,
if the problem is recaat in terms of a Functional,
it can be shown that the collapsing can be done so
that the eigenvalue, average fluxes, reaction ratea,
and leakagea of the fine-group problem are preserved in the broad-group calculation. That is, if
the broad-group problem la done on the same system,
the same result is obtained as with the fine-group
and mesh problem.

.

approxi~te averaging spectrum can be used and the
number of energy groups increased to compute the
required shift in spectrum as a function of apace.
The former approach requirea extensive data not
normally available until the criticality calculation has been performed, whereas the latter method
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With data derived in this way, the energy and
spatial regiona can be intelligentlypartitioned by
determining how much and in what regions the problem changea from the averaging data used. Therefore, if the system changes little in time or if

.

large

changes are confined to small regions, the

TABLE 465-II

number of mesh points needed for an accurate solution to the time-dependentproblem can be

ET.GENVALUESOBTAINED WITR 16 FINE GROUPS
AS TRE REFERENCE CALCULATION

drastically reduced.
!l!UU?a
16 (reference calculation)
2.

,

Preliminary Results. Several static calcu-

Eigenvalue
1.0003

lations to determine the effect of energy-group

8 (no special treatment of leakage)
4(,,
0,
!1
)

collapsing on the initial eigenvalue have been per16
formed for the 1000-MWe mixed-oxide pancake LMFBR.

4 (leakage calculated using region–
1.0025
wise collapsed diffusion coefficients
as described in method b)

In the collapsing procedure,
a.

A fine-group reference criticality run is
performed with cross sections generated
directly from MC2;

b.

The reference calculation is used to generate a separate set of microscopic cross
sections for each region, and, in some
casea, a special treatment is given to the
calculation of the diffusion coefficients
and leakage constants. These values are
then collapsed according to the desired
broad-group energy structure; and

c.

A broad-group criticality run is performed.

1.0010
1.0069

4 (leakage calculated using collapsed
mesh point leakage coefficient as
described in method c)

0.9998

8 (f”ne-groupproblem, direct from
MC$)

1.0060

problems. The collapses to eight and four groups,
using flux weighting only with no special treatment
of the leakage, gave errors in the eigenvalue of
0.07% and 0.66%, respectively. When the special
calculation of the diffusion coefficientwas added

17,18
The two-dimensionaldiffusion theory code 2DB

to the four-group collapse, the error was reduced

was used for both the fine- and broad-group criti-

from 0.66% to 0.22%, indicating the importance of

cality runs, although modification of the code was

the leakage effect on the collapsing procedure.

required for the broad–group runs to accommodate a

Finally, use of the collapsed mesh point leakage

separate set of microscopic cross sections for each

constants further reduced the error to 0.05%, and

region.

this method is the most accurate for calculation of

The collapsing technique used in Step b was

the leakage in the broad-group problem. The result

designed to preserve the energy-averagedflux and

of the eight-group fine-structureproblem is in-

reaction rates in each broad group. Three differ-

cluded in the table to demonstrate the significant

ent methods were used for calculating the leakage

improvement obtained when the eight-group collapsed

in the broad-group problem:

set of cross sections, based on the 2DB spacedependent spectrum, La ueed instead of the eight-

a.

b.

c.

.

.

No special treatment, i.e., diffusion coefficients in the broad-group problem were
calculated as l/3Ztr, where Ztr is the COllapsed total cross section;
A group-averagedvalue of l/3Xtr is calculated for each region using flux weighting;
these collapsed diffusion coefficientswere
then read directly into the broad-group
version of 2DB; or
A group-averagedvalue of the leakage coefficient at each mesh point leakage interface (total of four times the number of
groups per mesh point) is calculated using
detailed flux weighting; these collapsed
leakage coefficientswere then read directly into the broad-group version of 2DB.

group set calculated directly from the MC2 infini.temedium spectrum.
In Table 465-III, initial results of collapse
from a 49-group reference calculation for the same
reactor are shown. These results were obtained
using the collapsed mesh point leakage constants,
“and the errors in the eigenvalues for both the

TABLE 465-III
EIGENVALUES OBTAINED WITH 49 FINE GROUPS
AS TRE REFERENCE CALCULATION

In Table 465-II, some results of collapse from
a 16-group reference calculation are shown. For
all runs, the spatial mesh and region detail used
were identical for both the fine- and broad-group

-QKWP!L
49 (referencecalculation)
8 (leakage calculated using collapsed
mesh point leakage coefficient as
4
described in method c)

Ei~envalue
1.0025
1.0028
1.0023
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eight- and four-group problems were 0.02 to 0.03%.

where p is the reactivity, T is the temperature

These results indicate that this overall collapsing

(“K), and a and b are arbitrary constants. Equa-

scheme is accurate in preserving both eigenvalue

tion 465-2 is the form commonly used for Doppler

and leakage from the fine-groupproblem. The col-

coefficients.

lapsed flux distributionsare in error by at most

.

The reactivity feedback F(T) due to a change in

&3.5% in the core regions, but may vary as much as

temperature from To to T is given by the integral

~%

of Eq. 465-2. Results are

in the outer regions and in the lower groups.

.

A tightening of the flux convergence criterion
F(T) = a Ln(T/TO)

should alleviate this problem.
Application of the energy-collapsingtechnique
described above to fuel-cycle analysis has begun,

F(T) =—
l~b

*l-b
(

forb=l
- T;-b
)

forb+l
(465-3)

and the effect on burnup and important fuel-cycle

A feedback term of the type shown in Eq. 465-3 is

parameters of using a collapsed group structure

available for each lump in the heat-balance equa-

will be investigated.

tions. Different values of the constants a and b
may be specified for each lump.

E.

Preparationand Maintenance of Reactor Code
Packajzes
1. Multiple User Experiment (MUX) (B. M.

Carmichael). A system of remote terminals for the
CDC 6600 called the Multiple User Experiment (MUX)
is being developed by the Computing Division of
LASL. The basic remote terminal device is the Tele-

3.

DAC (J. C. Vigil, J. L. Meem). The DAC out-

put processing code was modified to reduce data handling. This new version, called DAC2, reads reactor
specifications,unperturbed cross sections, and both
regular and adjoint fluxes and currents directly
from the 2DF output tapes. For the old version of

type Corporation Model 35 Teletype.

DAC, tapes containing fluxes and currents had to be
With proper procedures, the debugging phase on
problems can be performed much mre

efficiently

through MUX than otherwise. The system is well

prepared from cards punched by 2DF. Also, reactor
specificationsand croaa aectiona were input on
cards in the old version.

adapted to output sampling of problems for checking
results. By such sampling, one can verify results

4.

Coupled Neutronic-HydrodynamicCodes (M. E.

before releasing the output to the high-speed

Battat, J. C. Vigil). ‘ho different computer pro-

printers for full printing.

grama that solve the coupled neutronic-hydrodynamic

Large production codes can be called off tape
using MUX.

For problems requiring extensive input,

the input for a reference problem is read off cards
in the usual way and stored on tape. Then MUX can

equations were compiled on the CDC-6600 computer,
and test problems were run successfullywith
modifications of these programs.
20
The RAC code
was originally programmed at

be used for modifying such input to perform

LASL to describe the coupled neutronic-hydrodynamic

parameter studies.

behavior of a graphite-uraniumreactor core in
apace and time. This code waa modified to describe

2.

ANCON (J. C. Vigil). An additional feed-

back option was incorporatedinto the ANCON kin-

excursions in a reactor composed of a U02 core and
a BeO reflector.

etics code. This additional option gives the reactivity feedback when the temperature coefficient is

The Ax-1 code~l as obtained from the Argonne
Code Center, waa coded for a step input of reacti-

of the form

vity.
(465-2)
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It was modified to include a ramp input of

reactivity.

●

,

Briefly, the major differences between the RAC
and AX-1 codes are:
a.

.

.
b.

Ax-1 computes reactivity feedback and fission
distributions from S4 neutronic calculations as
the reactor expands during the transient. RAC
uses a fixed relative fission distribution
specified in the input, and feedback is proportional to the fractional change in density.
Proportionalityfactors are specified as input
and can be obtained from perturbation calculations of the original configuration.

any intermediate stage, whereupon the interim results are dumped on tape for future resumption of
the sequence.
The DPC code was linked to the two-dimensional
neutron transport theory code 2DF to form an independent computationalpackage. Several test problems have been executed with the criticality search
option of 2DF. Additional programming in DPC,

RAC takes into account changes of state while
AX-1 does not.

which will allow automatic preparation of 2DF input

Considering the differences between RAC and

search options, ia in progress.

for the zone thickness and nuclide concentration

Ax-1, results obtained with the two codes for
various test problems agree reasonablywell.

7. Modular Programming Systems (F. McGirt).
The traditionalmethod of attacking reactor prob-

5.

Burnup Code (R. D. O’Dell, T. J. Hirons).

lems with a number of self-containedand often un-

A version of the burnup-refuelingcode PHENIX is

related codes ie rapidly becoming obsolete. Not

now complete and running. The code has the capa-

only is this approach cumbersome because of re-

bility of performing multiple bumup steps with

quired human interventionbetween computer runs,

search options on the control poison available both

but the problem of documentationso that programa

before and after each burnup step. The refueling

can be shared with other users is alao formidable.

option accounts for the flux shift over the reactor

A modular program system provides a possible

lifetime and gives a nearly exact treatment of the

solution to these problems.

fuel discharge at any time for the different refueling fractions. A complete description of the code
is now being prepared as an LA report.

A modular computer program system allows a
series of functional program units (modules) to be
linked to perform a specific task. As a result,
several modules can be used on a single job rather

6.

Linked Codes (B. M. Carmichael. F. McGirt).

Considerableprogress was made in refining existing

than a number of independent, free-standingcodes,
and no user interventionbetween jobs is necessary.

neutronica codes DPC, DTF-IV, 2DF, DAC1, and DAC2
to a consistent code format and input style. This
involved mainly the conversion of DPC, DAC1, and
DAC2 into variable dimensioning form of FORTMN-IV,
and the conversion of all input into the DTF format.

TWO existing modular programming systems are
presently being investigatedhere.

The ARC
22
(Argonne Reactor Computation) System, now in

production uae at Argonne, has been designed eo
that an ARC job is compatible with other types of

The problems of linking these free-standing
codes were also investigated. The overlay tech-

numbers of job control commands which, at present,

nique could be used for the linking, but this en-

must be supplied by the user.

tailed some code modifications. The UPDATE facilities available on the CDC 6600 may provide a better
approach to code linking, since by use of UPDATE no
modification of the free-standingcodes is required.

.

DAC1 was linked directly to DTF-IV by the overlay technique. With the new system, the regular

.

input jobs. However, this feature has led to large

and adjoint DTF-IV problems and the DACl perturbation calculation can all be performed in one run on

23
‘he KAPL DATATRAN System makes some stringent
“demandson the computer operating system, but provides simple job control and module manipulation.
Practical experience gained from the use of
both systems should permit a valid comparison of
modular systems to linked-code systems for guiding
future code developments.

the computer, or the sequence can be interrupted at
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F.

Fast Reactor Design Analysis (T. J. Hironsu
R. D. O’Dell)
Analytical methods are being developed for eval-

uating the performance potentials of carbide- and
metal-fueled fast breeder reactors. A 1000-MWe
16
mixed-oxide fast breeder reactor is being utili-

IV. COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
W. H. Hannum returned from his

assignment

at

the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Winfrith, Englsnd. Reports of his work and

.

his visits to other research centers were
distributed.

.

zed as a model during the technique development.
It is intended that parametric nuclear design analyses be made on such a reactor for use as a refer-
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FAST REA~OR METALLIC FUEL STUDIES
R.
D.
Principal Investigators:W.
R.

Persons in Charge:

I.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program is the develop-

ment of metal fuels for fast reactor application.
Much of the primary effort is placed on preparation

porting effort is directed toward areas of physics
and system evaluation, determiningof physical and
chemical properties of the fuel, and studying fuelcladding interactions.

Baker
Hall
Maraman
Perkins

can only be eliminatedby levitation of the entire
charge. Another disadvantageof this technique for
a production-orientedprogram is the size limitation
of the charge.
The important factor which led to the adoption

and fabricationdevelopment of U-Pu-Zr alloys, and
on the irradiationbehavior of these alloys. sup-

D.
B.
J.
H.

of the more conventional alloying and casting technique was the development of two ceramic coatings
which could be easily applied to standard bottompour graphite cruciblesmaking them virtually inert
to the molten U-Pu-Zr alloys. These two coatings
are NbC and colloidal Y203 with a K2Si03 binder.

II.

A.

FUEL PREPARATIONAND FABRICATION
(D. R. Harbur, B. N. Robbins, A. K. Murdock,
E. L. Grady, K. Johnson)
General

The fozmer coating is the more inert; however, the
latter coating has the advantage of not being wet
by the molten alloy. The NbC coating is applied to
the graphite crucible, stirrer and stopper rod by a

The initial goals of this project are to pre-

special process developed at LASL. The Y203 suspen-

pare high purity, homogeneous U-15Pu-6Zr to U-15Pu-

sion is made commerciallyby the Acheson Colloids

lSZr alloys, and to fabricate these alloys into

Co. and is listed under their No. EC 3327X. It

iS

fuel pins of the EBR-11 size. Work has been con-

easily applied to the desired surface using a spray

cluded on this project with the completionof the

gun.

above goals.
B.

Results During FY 1969
Two methods for preparing and casting U-Pu-Zr

alloys have been evaluated during the course of
this investigation:inductivemelting and stirring
on a metallic hearth and inductivemelting and mechanical stirring in crucibles. It has been concluded that the cold-crucibletechnique,whereby
the molten alloys is in contact with a water-cooled
hearth, while feasible, still requires a great deal
of developmentwork. The zirconitnnsegregation due
to a zone-refiningeffect associatedwith the
liquid-to-solidinterface within the alloy button

‘Iheconventionalalloying and casting technique which has been adapted for this alloy development program consists of co-melting the metals (U,
Pu and Zr) in a NbC-coated graphite bottcxn-pourmelt
crucible using induction heat. The molten metals
are heated to 1400-1500”C and mechanically stirred
for 30 min to aid in the dissolution of zirconiun
into the melt.

The stopper rod is then raised and

the melt is poured. The minimum diameter to which
a 15-in.-longrod can be gravity-cast in a heated
mold is approximately0.3 in. These mds

are subject

to centerline porosity, piping, and segregation.
The segregation and porosity can be reduced by chill
casting the metal into aluminum billet molds with a
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0.75-in.-diam cavity. The chemical analyses of

the die was eliminatedby flowing the rods into a

three typical batches of cast U-Pu-Zr alloys which

slightly oversized tube. Some recrystallization

were made by this casting technique are given in

occurred in the extruded alloys at extrusion rates

Table 466-I.

below 0.5 in./min; however, the degree of recrystal-

Further fabricationof these cast billets was

lization was minimal.

accomplishedby standard hot-extrusionmethods

.

The feasibility of fabricating either the cast

whereby the die body and billet were heated to be-

or extruded material by swaging was also investigated.

tween 500 and 570”C, which is still within the

It was found that neither of these products could be

alpha-phasetemperature region for these alloys.

swaged bare even though temperatureswell into the

Using a relatively small 50 T press, extrusions

gamma-phase temperature region were tried. The ex-

were made with extrusion ratios as high as 9 to 1.

truded material could be swaged in the Fenn 4-die

The extrusion die, die body, punch, and ram were

swaging machine if the material was first placed in-

made of M-2 tool steel hardened to

Rc

side a thin-walledstainless steel tube. The first

60 to 64. The

extrusion die had a 60” included angle and the lu-

pass through the swaging machine could be made at

bricant was WS2 (commerciallyavailable in a pres-

temperatures as low as 300”C. The material was no-

surized spray can under the trade name ‘t’lhngsprayT!).ticeably toughened by the swaging operation. Area
reductions of 30% in the alloy were accomplished

Curvature of the rods, as they were extruded from

Table 466-I
Chemical Analyses of Cast U-Pu-Zr Alloys*
JUZ-g8071
Top

Element
Pu
Zr
{

.

.

u
o
c
H
Fe
Ga
m
Th
w
Li
Be
B
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
Ca
Cr
Mn
Ni
Cu
Zn
Sr
Cd
Sn
Pb
Bi

JUZ-98069
Bottom

14.79 w/o
6.8 to
7.4 w/o
78.1 W/O
90

14.89 W/O
6.6 to
{ 7.0 w/o
77.9 w/o
90
130
.<5
240
c 12
14
17
1.5
<1
<1
<1
2
5
10
30
c 50
<s
<5
3
50
5
20
5
~ 10
<s
<5
<2

Top
15.15 w/o
10.1 to
{ 10.4 w/o
75.4 w/o
85
130
10
58
79
19
13
16
<2
<1
<1
<2
<5
25
30
< 50
<5
< 10
2
10
5
< 10
<5
< 10
<2
< 10
<2

JUZ-98074
Top

Bottom
15.10 w/o
9.9 to
{ 10.2 w/o
74.7 w/o
80
130
5
39
59
18
11
17
<2
<1
<1
<2
<5
25
30
< 50
<5
< 10
2
10
5
< 10
<s
c 10
<2
< 10
<2

{

Bottom
14.62 W/O
13.4 to
{ 13.6 W/O
72.0 W/O
65

14.60 W/O
13.3 to
14.1 w/o
72.3 W/O
80
40
5
240
< 12
24
18
32
<1
<1
<1
<2
<5
< 10
40
< 50
<5
<5
<2
10
<2
< 10
<5
< 10
<5
<5
<2

*Expressed as parts per million unless otherwise stated.
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when using 0.030-in.-wallstainless steel tubing.
When a 0.060-in.-wallstainless steel tubing was

The tensile and tensile-creepproperties were
determined for several of the U-Pu-Zr alloys in both

used, most of the reduction occurred in the tubing,

the cast and extruded conditions. These data are

and only a 7% area reduction was accomplishedin the

summarized in Tables 466-II and III. The zirconium

alloy rod.

content of the nominal U-15Pu-Zr alloys had only a

It appears necessary to completely anneal the

minor effect upon the physical properties of these

alloy between reductions. The minimum time required

alloys. All of the alloys containingbetween 6 and

for this annealing operation was not determined.

15 wjo Zr were extremely brittle at Z5”C. The 6 w/o

The annealing operation should be carried out above

Zr alloy became ductile at 290”C whereas those alloys

700”C in the gamma-phase temperature region where

with more than 10 w/o Zr became ductile above 350”C.

complete homogenizationoccurs.

.

.

About 100”C above these temperaturesthese alloys

The fabricationstudies on this alloy system

became extremely plastic. Hardness values for the

show that the most practical method for making

as-cast and as-extrudedmaterials were identical;

0.144-in.-diamrods with a large length-to-diameter

the hardness of the 6 and 10 w/o Zr material was

ratio is the bare extrusion of the chill-c~t bil.

440 DPH, whereas the 13.5 w/o Zr material had a

lets. With a 100 to 150 T press, no difficulties

hardness of 380 DPH. ‘thevariation in densities

are encountered in extruding 0.75-in.-diambillets

with zirconium content in both the cast and extruded

down to this final EBR-11 size. lhe alternative to

conditions is given in Fig. 466-1.

this fabricationmethod would be to first extrude

Powder x-ray diffraction and diffractometer

and then swage to final size. Since the swaging op-

studies by C. Land and F. Ellinger confirmed that

eration can only be performed with the extruded rod

these alloys consist of an alpha uranium matrix with

encapsulatedin a thin-walled tube, this method

small amounts of the UZrz and UPU zeta phases present.

would involve the removal of this tube after the

EMX data showed the presence of zirconium-richpar-

swaging operation.

ticles in the material containing over 100 ppm O;

Table 466-II
(a)
Tensi e Properties of U-Pu-Zr Alloys

Composition
(Nominalw/o)

Alloy

u

Pu
——

75

15

10

14

11.7

72.5

15

12.5

15
15
15

_f@L

25
300
350
400
25
100
25
300
350
450
525
25
25
25

70,000
39>000
44,000
14,000
76,000
80,000
95,700
64,800
55,700
8,140
5,740
84,000
97,000
61,000

UTS

~.5e(b)

dI@L

Elongation
(%)

Fabrication
History

Ni1
Nil
3
53
Ni1
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
31
62.5
Nil
Nil
Nil

As-Extruded
II
!1
11
*I
!1

13.5
6
12,2

44,000
10,000

55,000
6,800
4,100

II
11

,,
It
II
II
II

As-Cast

(a) Tensile test performed at a strain rate of 0.015 in./in./min.
(b) Yield strength at 0.2% offset.
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(psi ~ 106)

Zr

73.3

71.5
79
72.8

Temp.
m

2.2
2.1
0.9
0.4
2.3
2.2
2.7
2.6
2.5
0.4
0.5
1.0
2.5
1.4

.

Table 466-III
Tihe (in minutes) To Attain 2% Strain in U-Pu-Zr Alloys
In The As-Extruded Condition
Alloy Composition
(Nominalw&
Pu
—.
15

u
—
75

Stress
290

m

Temperature, “C
350
400

10

2,000
3,000
8,000

.

30
9
3
ruptured
11
It

10,000

72.5

79

15

500

— Zr

;

15

11,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
12.5 2,000
3,000
15,000
17,000
19,000
6
1,000
5,000
6,000

300
20
9

15
8
4
30
9

ruptured
II

ruptured
!1

20
5
ruptured
1!
1!
It
1!
II
8
4
ruptured
11
II
0.3
ruptured
,1

be expected, the extrusion process compIetely breaks
up the as-cast microstructure of these alloys. The

““’t

\

effect of a relatively short-term heat treatment on
the extruded material in the gamma temperature re-

\&

-WOEO

Fig. 466-4. After only 17 days of heat treatment at

,’\\

0E1MT%
{0

gion is shown by the photomicrographand EMX scan in

/eel

750”c, the alloy had become almost completelyhomog-

I

\
\

Is 0
t

tt---++--+---Jo
z, CONC
Wmnw

‘\

~

i

1.,0)

Fig. 466-1. Variation of den~ity with zirconium
content of U-15Pu-Zr alloys ih the as-cast and
extruded condition.

enized. The density of this specimen decreased by
0.07 g/cm3 during this heat treatment, presumably
due to the homogenizationand resultant redistribution of phases. The photomicrographof the beta
heat-treated specimen in Fig. 466-5 shows the development of a duplex microstructure. The EMX data
shows that the microstructure developed at 650”C
consists of alternatinggrains of alpha zirconium

isolated zirconium-richparti~les were also found

and UZr2 with plutonium solution in each. The den-

metallographicallyin material containing less than

sity decreased by 0.09 g/cm3 during heat treatment

80 ppm O.

due to the resulting redistributionof phases. The

These are the oxyg~n-stabilizedalpha

zirconiwnparticles first repjrted by D. O!Boyle.

complex microstructure and EMX scan shown in Fig.

Microhardness readings on these small alpha zirco-

466-6 was produced by holding the extruded material

nium particles showed them to”be extremely hard

in the high alpha phase temperature region (500”C)

with hardness values as high .S 2500 DPH. The pres-

for 19 days. ‘lhesedata indicate the presence of

ence of such particles would I1Odoubt have a great

the three phases (alpha uranium, UZr2, and zeta

effect upon the low-temperatu”.e
tensile properties

uranium-plutonium)found in the as-cast microstruc-

of these alloys.
A photomicrographof tho lJ-15Pu-10Zralloy in

ture. me

more extensive formation of the zeta

uranium-plutoniumphase is due to the limited volu-

the chill-cast condition is s}own in Fig. 466-2

bility of plutoniianin the uranium-richphase.

along with a typical EMX scan. The same alloy after

density decrease caused by this heat treatment was

extrusion at S70”C is shown ir Fig. 466-3. AS would

only 0.02 g/cm3.

The
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caused the extruded material to exhibit anisotropic
growth patterns up through 200 cycles. Metalographic
examination of these specimens after 100 thermal

.

cycles showed that all of the specimens had a recrystallized-equiaed grain structure. The EMX data
for the specimens after 100 cycles showed that a
great deal of homogenizationhad occurred; this was
especially evident in the samples that were cycled
into the gtumnaphase temperature region.

This

900X

USTANCf(Mk.BJNS)

Fig. 466-5.
Photomicrograph‘&d EMX scan of
extruded U-15Pu-12Zr alloy after an 18 day heat
treatment in the beta phase a.t650”C.
To delineate the effects hf themal cycling
from those due to irradiation, khe~al cyclingexperiments were performed on U-15Pu-12Zr alloy rods
in the as-extruded condition. “khreeseparate thertreatmentswere inv,>s
tigated: (I) 500”
mal CyCliIIg
(alpha ph=e)

- 6SO”C (beta pha:;e);(2) 500” (alpha

phase) - 750”C (gamma ph=e);

~id (3) 630° (beta

phase) - 7S0°C (gamma phase). :’hebehavior of this
material during the variow the]mal cycles is shown
,
in Fig. 466-7.
Each of the three thermal cycling treatments

B!sTAwE(MlcsoN$)

Fig. 466-6. Photomicrographand EMX scan of
extruded U-15Pu-12Zr alloy after a 19 day heat
treatment in the high alpha phase temperature
region at 50CI”C
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phases was extensive. The matrix of the alloy formed after these thermal cycles consistedmainly of
the alpha uranium and zeta uranium-plutoniumphases
containing zirconium in solution. The segregation

.

and extensive formation of the zeta uranium-plutonium
phase was caused by cycling through the two-phase
region between the beta uranium and gamma uranium

.

phases.
Since most of the original irradiation data
was determined for this alloy with both radial and
longitudinalthermal gradients imposed upon the fuel
pin, it was desirable to determine the effects of
Physical changes in as-extruded
Fig. 466-7.
U-15Pu-12Zr alloy due to thermal cycling.

such a thermal gradient upon an unirradiated rod.
One end of a l-in.-long,0.178-in.-diamU-15Pu-13.4Zr
rod was held for 17 days in the gamma-phase tempera-

initial homogenizationoccurs due to the randomness
of the microstructure resulting from the extrusion
process.

mal cycles, together with typical EMX scans, are
shown in Figs. 466-8, -9, and -10 for the three
different thermal cycling treatments investigated.
The material cycled between the alpha and beta
phases continued to homogenize, except for the
growth of 20-micron-broadUZr2 particles widely
separated in what appears to be a homogeneousntatrix. Metallographicexamination of this matrix
revealed at least a two-phase, fine-grain (- 0.5
micron) microstructure. Since the EMX readings
were taken at 2 micron intervals, the multiple
phase nature of this fine-grainedmatrix was not
detected.

the two specimens cycled between the alpha and beta
phases. After 500 thermal cycles the density decrease was 0.23 to 0.68 g/cm3. Both specimens had
developed longitudinalsurface cracks. A 0.030-in.diam hole had opened up in the center of the specimen which had the greater density decrease. The
center of the other specimen had numerous smaller
holes. Prior to the thermal cycling experiments,
the extruded rods were shown to be radiographically
free of internal voids. It should be noted, howthat there was centerlineporosity present in

the cast material and that these voids were closed
during the extrusion operation.

the area held in the gamma-phase temperature region
and the adjacent area which was in the beta-phase
temperature region (Fig. 466-11). (The homogeneous
matrix of the material heat-treated in the gamma
phase abruptly changed into the large duplex grain
structure of the material held in the beta-phase
temperatureregion.) The large grains characteristic
of the high beta-phase temperature region gradually
decreased in size toward the low temperature end of
the rod. Metallography failed to reveal any line of
demarcationbetween the beta-phase and alpha-phase
material. EMX data showed that alpha uranium-UZr2

gradually decreased in grain size and finally evolved
into a three-phasemixture characteristicof the
alpha-phase temperature region. Chemical analysis
of approximately0.15-in.-longsections along this
rod gave the compositionprofile shown in Fig. 466-12,
lhe section of rod designated 2A contained the region
which was maintained in the beta-phase temperature
region. The transport of zirconitnnfrcsnthis region
in such a short time is noteworthy.
In sunmary, the U-Pu-Zr alloys can be prepared

.

by conventional casting techniques with little addition of impurities,provided MC- or Y,03-coated
.
graphite crucibles are used. l%e cast product is
subject to segregation and centerline porosity which

y thermal cy-

cles the formation of the zeta uranitan-plutonium
124

and EMX techniques showed en abrupt change between

matrix characteristicof beta heat-treated material

A catastrophicdensity decrease occurred in

During both the f3++ y and a +

in the alpha-phasetemperature region (SOO”C). Subsequent examinationof the rod using metallographic

The resultingmicrostructure after 500 ther-

ever,

ture region [750”C)while the other end was maintained

can be minimized by chill-casting into metal molds.
‘lhecast material lends itself to hot extrusion

.

processes, and a final sizing operation by swaging
techniques is possible provided the extruded rod is
swaged inside a thin-walled tube.
The adverse effects caused by holding these
alloys in the high-alpha-phasetemperature region or
the beta-phase temperature region, together with the
transport of zirconium from the regions of a rod
held in the beta field into those adjacent areas
maintained in either the alpha or gamma field may
preclude the use of this alloy as a reactor fuel unless the minimum temperature of the fuel is above
the L3-ytransformationtemperature of 655”C.
III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
A.

General
The principal goal of this project is the de-

termination of pertinent physical properties of
U-15Pu-13.4Zr alloy rod held for
Fig. 466-11.
17 days with a thermal gradient along the length
of the rod. End to left of photomicrographat
7!io”c. Other end at 500”C. Depicts gamma-phase
microstructure at left changing into beta-phase
microstructure at right.
900X
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metal fuels. Important physical properties that are
being studied include: (1) phase transformations;
(2) hot hardness; and (3) thermal conductivity.
B.

Results During FY 1969

1.

Differential Thermal Analysis
(J. G. Reavis, L. W. Reese)

J

TWO samples of U-Pu-Zr alloys have been observed by use of differential thermal analysis techniques. Thermocoupleswere used for observation of
solid transformationsbelow 1000”C, while optical

BETWEEN

detectors and en optical pyrometer were used to ob-

7 ANo P PHASE REGIONS

serve the samples above 1000”C. Ihe thermocouple

I

I

I

I

<APPROXlkATE

system was calibratedby observation of transitions

LOCATl+2N OF

LINE BE7WEEN/3
PHASE REGION

of pure uranium. Calibration and use of the optical
1
system have been described elsewhere.

ANO a

I

For brevity of discussion, the alloys will be

I

designated “Alloy 6“ and I’A11oY13.”

The nominal

I

compositionof Alloy 6 was 78.2U-15Pu-6.8Zr,while

t

served temperatures of solid transfonnationsare

Alloy 13 was nominally 71.5U-15Pu-13.5Zr. The ob-

listed in Table 466-IV. The temperature ranges of

T

energy absorption or release listed are the ranges
covered by sample temperaturesbetween the beginning

1

of the arrest and the time of maximum lag of sample

‘lB—

temperaturebehind reference temperature. It is

I

7s0

OSTANCEA LONGTHERMALG

RAOIENTROO

TEMPERATURE

(“C)

(IN.]

estimated that not less than 75% (and in many cases
!

Fig. 466-12. Ccsnposition
profile along the length
of a U-15Pu-13.4Zrrod held in a thermal gradient.
Obtained by dissolving and analyzing-.0.15-in.long sections of the rod.
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more than 90%) of the energy involved in the transition was transferred in this interval.
No attempt was made to identify the crystallographic transformationsproducing the thermal

.

Table 466-IV
Thermal

Arrests

oL Energy

and Ranges of Temperature Over Which a
Release

Major

or Absorption Occurs in U-Pu-Zr Alloy$
Cooling Arrests

Heating Arrests

.

(“c)

(“c)
Transition
——

Start

6

4

588

6

3

643

13

4

13

3

100% u
100% u

&QYl

.

arrests

Start

Range
-

Range

588-598

594

594-586

643-658

634

634-626

588

588-593

593

593-588

638

638-653

626

626-610

a-f?

665

665-669

Supercooled

8 -y

775

775-778

Supercooled

and they are simply labelled “A!!and ltBtT
to

allow e=y

Fraction

tion of ideal liquid and solid solution behavior.

comparison of ter”perature
observed for

Table 466-V

the two different alloys. i,rresttemperatures and
Solidus and Liquidus Temperatures
Observed for U-Pu-Zr Alloys

ranges for pure uranium are ‘includedto establish
the temperature calibrationscale and to show the
narrow range of temperatureobserved for a trensi-

!Q&Y
6

tion of a pure material in t’hesame geometric configuration as the alloy ssmF’leswhich showed wide
:
ranges.
With only one exceptioh, no arrest temperature
was observed below 586”C. The exception was the
first heating of Alloy 6.

l% this case, the AT

curve indicated probable energy absorption in the

13
2.

Solidus
(“c)

Liquidus
(“c)

1105 —
+ 10
1195 + 10

1425 —
+ 20

1240 ~20

Hot Hardness
(M. Tokar)
A specimen of U-15Pu-6.8Zr alloy was heated to

880”C for 20 h, and hardness readings were taken as

range 518 to 588°C. The energy absorbed was < 5%

the specimen cooled. The data are given in Table

of the total energy involved in transitionsA and B.

466-VI.

This is near the detectabili~ylimit of the appara-

Table 466-VI

tus.
The thermal arrests of.Alloy 6 could not be
separated into additional arrests. Cooling arrest
B of Alloy 13 could, however; be separated into two

Temp
(“c)
.—

overlapping arrests with a r(>asonabledegree of con-

800

3.4

625

18.2

fidence. The minor transitionwas in the range 626

750

4.3

610

20.2

to 618”C, while a transition involving about four

730

5.4

600

39.6

times as much energy covered the range 618 to 61O”C.

720

5.6

590

46.6

700

7.4

580

59.1
60.9

In the case of Alloy l:;,the energy of transition A was about equal to Ihat of B.

,

Hot Hardness of U-15Pu-6.8Zr (200-g load)

In Alloy 6,

DPHN

Temp
—(“c)

DPHN

700

6.4

S70

the energy of transition B W:’Sabout four times as

690

8.8

550

large as that of transition ~,.

680

8.8

500

670

10.0

450

202

650

11.0

400

256

Solidus and liquidus temperaturesof the two
alloys are listed in Table 46.6-V. These tempera-

83.5
148

tures are in fair agreement hi.ththose predicted
from the solidus and liquidus lines of the isopleth
between U-15PU and pure zirconium, using the assump127

3.

interferenceby x-ray overlap or absorption, concen-

Thermal Conductivity
(K. W. R. Johnson)
The thermal conductivityof &

trations as large as 3% were tolerated, except for
extruded spec-

platinum, bismuth, and strontium for which maximum

imen of U-15Pu-6.8Zr w5s measured from 110 to 892”C.

tolerable concentrationsranged between 0.2 and 1%.

The thermal conductivitywas significantlygreater

The method was used successfully in analyzing several

than that for cast material reported by AWL and in-

U-Pu-Zr ‘alloys.

creased from 0.305 to 0.757 cal/sec-cm-”C. Above

2;

the transition temperatures,the material became
sufficientlysoft that deformationoccurred. Measurements in this temperaturerange were adjusted to
reflect the magnitude of this deformation.
IV.

ANALYTICAL CIU?MISTRY

A.

General

Electron Microprobe Examinations
(E. A. Hakkila, H. L. 8arker)
Several U-Pu-Zr alloys, which had been annealed

at various temperatures,were examined to determine
the distributionsof uranium, plutonium, and zirconium. The intensitiesof the characteristicx-rays
of uranium, plutonium, and zirconium, relative to
x-ray intensities from the respective pure metals,

Specific analytical techniqueshave been developed and applied to the analysis of metal fuel
alloys. The results of many of these analyses are
included in other sections of Project 466.

A brief

sununaryof some of the techniques, and the problems
to which they were applied, are given below.

were measured at 2-micron intervals along selected
paths 150-microns-longin each sample.

A

computer

program was written for calculating the intensity
ratios and plotting the ratios as a function of
position on the scan. Most scans showed uniform distributions of the three elements. A few small white

B.

Results During FY 1969

areas crossed in scme scans contained more zirconium

1.

Determinationof Zirconium in U-Pu-Zr Alloys
(R. G. Hqrley, E. A. Hakkila)

trix.

M

and less uranium than the major portions of the ma-

~o

x-ray fluorescencespectrometricmethod

was developed for determiningplutonium and zirconium in 200-mg samples of U-15Pu-12Zr alloys to supplement the controlled-potentialcoulometricand
spectrophotometricmethods now used in the chemical
characterizationof these alloys. The samples were
dissolved in HF and HW03, thorium was added as an
internal standard, and the intensities of the Ku
x-ray for zirconium and the Lal x-rays for plutoni-

minor

phases were identified in each of

five U-Pu-Zr alloys. In one phase, consisting of
irregularly-shapedwhite precipitates, zirconiumwas
the major constituent. A light-colored,needle-like
phase containedmore uranium and less plutonium than
the matrix.
3.

Determinationof Oxygen in U-Pu-Zr
(W. B. Hutchinson, M. E. Smith)
The inert-gas-fusionmethod was modified for

um and thorium were measured. The Zrl~ and PulTh

the determinationof oxygen in U-Pu-Zr alloys by

x-ray intensity ratios were calculated and compared

substituting a Pt-20Sn bath at 1800”C for the custom-

to ratios for solutions having known uranium, zir-

ary molten plutonium bath at 2000”C. The U-Pu-Zr

coniun, and plutonium concentrationsto obtain the

alloys dissolved more rapidly and completely in the

plutoniun and zirconium contents of the samples.

Pt-Sn bath which facilitated the release of oxygen

An arithmetic correction to eliminate interference

as CO and improved the precision of the method. The

caused by overlap of the Ka x-ray for zirconium by

evolved CO was oxidized to CQ2 and measured manomet-

an L x-ray for plutonium was included in the Fortran

rically. Repeated analyses of a U-Pu-Zr alloy using

program written for use on the CDC6600 computer in

each bath showed that the precision (1 u) of a single

calculating the results. Repeated determinations

determinationof oxygen was 9 relative per cent using

at three known concentrationsin prepared solutions

the Pt-Sn bath as compared to 15 relative per cent

that also contained uranium showed that the pre-

with the platinum bath.

cision

(1 U) were about 1% and 0.6%, respectively,

in measuring between 10 and 20% of zirconium and
plutonium. Of all other elements that might cause
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v.

METAL FUEL CompatibilityTESTING
(J. C. Cliffordj J. A. Horak)

A.

General
The purpose of this task is to examine the

out-of-pile compatibilityof IASL-producedU-Pu-Zr
alloys with Type 316 stainless steel and with a
E

vanadium alloy. Of prime interest are the effects
of (1) zirconium and oxygen ;ontent of the fuel on
reactions between fuel and stainless steel, and (2)

the loops have larger constant temperature zones
than the available muffle furnaces.
Tests to date have been restricted to an eval-,
uation of the effects of specimen surface condition
and contact pressures on the extent and rapidity of
interaction. Long time testing at 550, 650, and 750”C
will be initiated after specimen surface preparation,
press material, and initial loading have been standardized.
Eighteen diffusion couples of U-15FS-304L

gross inhomogeneitieswithinthe fuel on fuel-stainless steel reactions. The temperature range of

stainless steel were incorporated into a thermal flux

interest is 550 to 7S0°C.

irradiation experiment in the LASL Omega West Reactor.

This work scope is a d:parture from those of

The experiment was terminated after a few hours be-

earlier reports and reflects a shift of interest

cause of higher-than-anticipatedvariations in tem-

away from metal alloys as IM:BR fuels. T%e compati-

perature around the periphery of the fuel pins in

bility work currently is beimg reviewed and further

the assembly. Because of the short time at temper-

alterationsmay result.

ature, the diffusion couples have not been examined.
No additional U-5FS experiments are planned.

B.

Results During FY 1969’
VI.

IRRADIATIONEFFECTS STUDIES
(J. C. Clifford, J. A. Horak, R. L. Cubitt,
D. C. Kirkpatrick)

A.

General

Enough specimens of fut?l,of Type 316 stainless steel, and of a V-lSCr-!;Tialloys have been
prepared to complete the compatibilitytesting program.

Four fuel alloys are being used; three were

produced at LASL by chill casting and one at AWL by
injection casting, TWO LASL’lots are nominally U15Pu-12.5Zr,containing 180 and 820 ppm oxygen,
while the third LASL lot is R U-14Pu-6Zr alloy containing 125 ppm oxygen. The’ANL material has a
compositionof U-15.6Pu-10.7Zrand contains 650 ppm
oxygen. The LASL materials ::rebeing used to study
the effects of varying oxyge; and zirconium content
on compatibilitybetween fuel’and clad. A comparison between the AWL material “andthe LASL highoxygen, high-zirconiummateri’almay show whether
fuel inhomogenietiesaffect fuel-clad interactions.
At present, compatibilityspecimens consist
of sandwiches of Type 316 stzinless steel, fuel,
and vanadium alloy held together in presses of stainless steel or molybdenum. SFecimens of the individual alloys are prepared by grinding the flat surfaces of cylindricalbalnks oh 600 grit paper.
These specimens are transferred to a high purity
inert gas glovebox train whex’efinal polishing is
done immediatelybefore assembly. The compatibility
specimens are assembled in the presses, encapsulated
and then transferred from the.glovebox train to
forced-convectionsodium loops for testing. The
use of loops rather than fuzmaces is a convenience:

As with the metal fuel compatibilitystudies,
the metal fuel irradiationprogram is being reduced
and reoriented because~of the diminishing interest
in metal alloys as IJfFBRfuels. Thermal irradiations
are being conducted to evaluate the behavior (intrinsic swelling, migration of fuel constituents, fission
gas release, fuel-sodium-cladcompatibility)of onhand, U-Pu-Zr alloys produced by LASL (Part II, Project 466).

Irradiationsare conducted at the Omega

‘

West Reactor in an environmental cell in which temperature changes accompanyingreactor power level
changes are minimized with electrical heat and with
a variable conductivityheat leak. Using this cell,
it is possible to prevent thermal cycling of the fuel
through phase transformationsthat otherwise might
affect its behavior.
The environmental cell being used is one of
two installed in the OWR starting in 1965. The cells
and their operation have been described previously
in connectionwith the irradiationof liquid plutonium alloy fuels, the experiments for which they were
designed. No significantmodificationshave been
made to the design since that time.
A schematic of the in-core section of the cell,
with an experimental insert in place, is shown in
Fig. 466-13. The outside diameter of the cell is
129
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length is 22 ft. At the low-

er end of the cell is a 13-in.-long,electrically-

600-700”C range both during reactor operation and
shutdown.

heated convectingsodium loop and the variable con-

During FY 1970, the OWR irradiation of metal

ductivityheat leak. The legs of the sodium loop

fuels will be reported under Project 467, “Fuel Ir-

are separated by an argon-filledstainless steel

radiation Experiments!!.

flow divider on the inside surface of which are

B.

Results During FY 1969

wound the main resistanceheafers. lhe heat leak
annulus is formed by the primary sodium container

Prior to the start of the metal fuel irradia-

and the cell outer tube. lhe annular gap varies

tions, both OWR cells were observed to be discolored

from 12 to 20 m~ls and contains a continuouslyflow-

on the outside surfaces in the core region. The old-

ing gas stream of He and N in any desired proportion.

er cell was removed from the reactor and examined

Helium, at several pounds above atmosphericpres-

destructively. The blue-brown discolorationon the

sure, is used as the cover gas over the sodimn in

surface of the outer stainless steel tube was ex-

the cell.
The experimental insert, occupying the central

tremely thin and could not be identified. The affected area was examined metallographically,and

portion of the cell, includes the fuel pins and ad-

rings taken from this area were subjected to a rather

ditional thermocouplessodium-bondedto a secondary

crude compression test to determine whether the ma-

container. The insert is 28 ft long and is 0.60-in.

terial was dectile. lhe same inspection and ductil-

outside diameter throughout the in-core portion.

ity tests were performed on tubing from an unaffected

The entire 28-ft-long insert is installed and re-

portion of the same cell and on stock intended for

moved as a unit. Fuel pins occupy the lower 3 to 10

another cell. All of these materials exhibited the

in. of the insert and, at operating temperature, the

same ductility and microstructure, indicating that

height of sodium in the secondary is approximately

the discoloration in the core region of the cell was

2 in. above the top pin. As a check on fuel pin

not the result of overheating. Since no changes in

integrity, a helium purge is directed through the

heat transfer characteristicshad been noted over

volune above the sodiun level in the insert. This

the lifetime of the older cell, and since the second

stream is exhausted from the experiment through a

cell exhibited the same operating characteristicsas

molecular sieve which is monitored continuouslyfor

the first, the second cell was kept in the reactor

fission gases.

for the metal fuel work.

During operation, sodium in the annulus be-

The electrical,gas, and alarm system associ-

tween the fueled insert and the flow divider is

ated with the remaining cell were refurbished, and

heated by fuel in the insert and by the heaters

satisfactory operation of the cell was demonstrated

wound on the inside of the flow divider. Sodium

during an experiment to measure the gamma heating

rises in this annulus and then descends in the an-

contribution from an unfueled insert. Gamma heating

nulus between the flow divider and the heat leak

was measured as a function of reactor power. Heat

wall, transferringheat through the heat leak gas

transfer calculations,involving heat leak gas com-

annulus to the reactor cooling water. The tempera-

positions different than those used previously,were

ture of the fuel surfaces can be maintained in the

confirmed experimentally. The thermal response of
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the cell to changes in nuclear and electrical heat
input w=

measured as a function of time, and the

transient behavior of the system was determined following a reactor scram.

:

Following the gamma heating experiment, a

Radiographic examination of the insert shows
no abnormalitiesin three capsules. However, fuel
relocation has taken place in the top capsule and no
sodium meniscus can be located, although the meniscus
is visible in the other three. The erratic tempera-

fuel experiment composed of stainless-steel-clad,

ture history of the top capsule and the redistribu-

sodium-bondedU-SFS pins and U-5Fs/stainlesssteel

tion of fuel over the entire fueled length of the

diffusion specimens was operbted for a short period.

c“apsulesuggest that bonding sodiun may have been

Three fuel pins were clustered in a triangular array

expelled as the result of failure of the bottom weld.

with a pitch to diameter ratio of - 1.2. The pins

(The pressure differentialbetween the fuel capsule

occupied the lower four inchss of the insert with

plenum and the insert sweep gas space, at operating

the encapsulateddiffusion s:?ecimensclustered a-

temperature,was approximatelythree atmospheres.)

bove the fuel pins. Total pu>werproduction in this

The loss of a substantial fraction or all of the

assembly agreed well with th~ predicted values.

sodium bond could have resulted in fuel overheating

However, the fuel pin clad s:~rfacesexhibited un-

and slumping. However, visual inspection followed

acceptably large peripheral temperature variations

by dissection of the capsule will be required to de-

between the outward and inwa:d facing sections of

termine the cause of failure.

the cladding. At a reactor power of 6 MW, a 75°C
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variation was measured. The ’experimentwas terminated after measurementswer~ made of the response
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of the cell temperaturecent]’olsystem to changes
in heat leak gas composition‘andto changes in reactor power level. Because of’the short irradiation
time, no postirradiationexan:inations
are pIanned.

R.

To avoid the temperaturegradients associated
with the three-pin cluster, the next insert was assembled with four fuel pins .itackedone on another
at the axis of the insert. ‘Iwopins contained LASL
chill-castU-15Pu-12Zr and the other two contained
LASL chill-cast and extruded fuel of the same nominal composition. The l-in.-high fuel slugs were
sodium-bondedto nickel containers. No diffusion
couples were included. A few hours after the experiment reached full power, a 15°C temperature increase was observed in the to> fuel pin. No other
pin was affected. After two iays at this value the
temperatureof the top pin agiin began to increase.
After a total rise in clad taiperature of approximately 45”C, the temperature of the experimentwas
lowered, returning the top ca])suleto its original
full power temperature and re(lucingthe temperature
of the bottom 75°C below its starting value. The
experiment was operated for ariother1-1/2 days, at
which time fission gases were ldetectedin the sweep
gas from the experiment inserf. The experiment was
terminated and the fueled portion of the insert was
transferredto the hot cell fcr destructive examination.
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PROJECT 471
O’IliER
ADVANCED SYSTH.S - RSSEARCliAND DEVELOPMENT
Person in Charge: D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator: G. H. Best

I.

s

PULSED REACI’ORNEOTRONICS (G. C. Hopkins)
In a repetitivelypulsed neutron facility ex-

w
o

cited by some form of accelerator,it is desirable

5
0

to have the maximum neutron intensity compatible

co

with pulse width requirementsfor high resolution.
Several combinationsof parameters were investi-

o,

gated, including the addition of synchronously

,

pulsed reactivity.
The basic reactor system

under study is a small

fast assembly fueled with either 239Pu or 233U. The
relationshipof the pulse characteristicsis shown
graphicallyin Fig. 471-1, and typical values of
reactor and pulse parameters are listed in Table
471-1, where A is the neutron generation time, kl
is the reactivity during the pulse, kz is the off-

cycle duration, (S/N)n is the ratio of the maximum

%
z
o

to the minimum values of the neutron density, (S/N)
P
is the ratio of the average pulse power to the aver-

k!

I

age background power, and peak n is the peak neutron

0’

~

pulse reactivity, tp is the pulse width, T is the

Q

co
I

4

tp

density.
For simplicity, the monenergeticpoint kinetics

TIME

T

equations were used, with six delayed neutron groups,

Fig. 471-1. Relation of input source pulse, reactivity pulse, and neutron output.

but neglecting feedback. This program produces

various combinationsof parameters, in a short

survey comparisonsof responses resulting from

amount of computing time.

TAMS

471-1

PASAN2TER VARTATION RSSULTS
(s -

Id239PU

IN-$.,.l
L
50

0.990
0.990
0.999

I I

233”
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I
6.0
8.0
6.0

>
0.990
0.980
0.990

1 x 1017

“e”tromf’ec)

t,,
r
see)-

110-6

5.0

&
o. 05

(S/N)p

5,05k

1

10,618
6,305

i
1.0
1.0
5.0

t

13,373

0.601
0.005
1

26,248
5,247
6,410
6,481
4,718

2954
7187
2920
7137
575
406
2694
2328
2129

~
4.1
4.1

1.6
1.6
7.5
7.5

x
x
X
X

x
x
1.8x
2.3 X
1.6 X

.

Some of the results obta.ned, seen by comparing
cases in Table 471-1, are:
1.

foiIs between the detector and the target. With a
suitable absorber, only the less ionizing protons

S~chronously adding rea,:tivityin phase with

from (3He,p) reactions have sufficient energy after

source pulse improves the peak n by a factor of

traversing the foils to be recorded by the detector

4, decreases (S/N)p by allout2%, and increases

system.

(.S/N]nby about 25%.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Surface contaminantsare removed from germanium

Achieving an even lower ;eactivity during off-

crystals by abrading with 600-grit emery cloth and

pulse considerablyimpro?’esthe S/N ratios.

etching with cP-4 acid solution. The acid is washed

Decreasingt results in .a substantial increase
P
in (S/N)n, but at the expense of a decreased

off with water after each etch, and some of the water
remains on the germanium. To remove the water prior

(S/N)p andpeakn.

to irradiation,the samples are placed”in a high-

A shorter generation timo slightly increases

vacuum system for up to one hour following the water

(S/N)p and slightly decrt!ases(S/N)n and peakn.

wash.

Although shorter generation times are possible
with 233U, 239pu gives bt~tterS/N ratios ad

been taken on germanium crystals. The crystal face

peak n.

was mapped to locate the principal planes accessible

These survey results can aid the experimenter
in determining specificationsbased on his particu-

Preliminary charged-particlechanneling data has

within the range of the goniometer used (Fig. 471-2).
The principal axes <Ill> and <112> were located, and
backscatter and reaction data were taken at both

lar design requirements.

axes. Figure 471-3 shows a typical backscatter dip
II.

3He A~IVATION (D. M. HoI’m,W. M. Sanders,
B. K. Barnes)

A.

General
m
~ 24

Carbon and oxygen impurities in high-purity

I

a
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materials are being studied by:means of chargedparticle activation and spectroscopy. These impurities are of interest because c.fthe effect they have

~
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on the properties of the materials. In addition,
&8
n
54
u

for crystallinematerials, cha’rged-particle
channeling gives information about:the location of

the

impurities in the crystal structure.
Before the impurities in ‘thebody of the material can be studied, it is necessary to determine

–

Jo
~
< -4 –

~ -8 –

their amounts on the surface ahd how to remove them
or distinguishthem from impurities in the body.
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ROTATION
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LOWER

12
A:C

(D:GRE:S)

method of abrading and etching the samples before
bombardmenthas been developed to clean off the sur-

Fig. 471-2. Principal planes within the range of the
goniometer.

face contaminants. In order t~ calibrate the results on surface contaminants,’
surface films of ox-

when passing in angle over the <112> axis. The ratio

ygen on tantalum were studied. Anodizing of tanta-

of the number of high-energy backscatter events for

lum provides surface oxygen fibs of controlled and
known thickness. The thickness of the surface layer

a nonchanneling direction to those for a channeling
That
table also

direction is given in Table 471-11.

varies directly with the anoditing voltage.l
B.

Results During FY 1969
A

TABLE 471-11

~

EFFECTS OF CHANNELING

preliminary problem in neasuringthe surface
channeling Axis

Backscatter Ratio

160

pnton

Ratio

oxygen was separating the reac:ion protons from the
Coulomb-scattered3He particles. These elastically

<111>

6.4

2.0

backscattered 3He ions can be iegraded in energy

<112>

10.6

5.7

below the electronic thresholdsby placing absorber
133

analytical tool. The qualitative channeling data
which have been obtained show that the method is
feasible. Improvementsare being made in the experi-

●*eeeOe**m

12000
.***

●

I

mental technique and the data analysis to give quan-

●***%*‘m.D
●*

titative results. In a practical test of the technique, 3He activationwas used to determine the

9
●*

amount of diamond dust imbedded in the surface of a
platinum disc, as a service to another group in the
Laboratoy.

Seven 20 ~in. foils of nickel were

placed in front of the sample during irradiation
to reduce the energy of the 3He particles to the
desired value and to prevent surface contamination
from oils in the vacuum system. The results showed
that the dust had an average wncentration of about
1 Pg/cm2. It was distributed in spots and small
scratches on the surfaces. Two autoradiographswere
made to show the distribution. The absolute accuracy
was limited to a factor of 2 (all that was required)
by the short time available for preparations.
III. EQUATION OF
o~
3
G:NIOMETER1

STATE

OF F&ACTOR FUELS (B. C. Goplcn)

All the scheduled experiments to obtain data on
ROTATIO:

ANGLE

the equation of state of reactor fuels have been

( DEGRI

completed. Uranium dioxide was the only material

Fig. 471-3. Typical backscatter dip at <112> axis.
gives the ratio of the protons fmm the 160(3He,p)1*F
reactions channeling direction to those for a non-

studied; no further work is planned because of the
recent reduction in AEC funds which supported this
program.
A

channeling direction. This ratio is for the volume-

final (classified)report has been drafted,

distributedoxygen, which was separated from the sur-

and will be published soon.

face oxygen concentrationby fitting analytic func-

Iv.

tions to the data. The statistical uncertainty of

HIGH TEMPERATURE NEUTRUN

DETECKIR

TEST

Ouring FY 1969, all data from experiments con-

the proton data shown in Table 471-11 indicates that

ducted during FY 1968 were reduced and evaluated.

at the present level of surface contaminationthe

The results were reported at IEEE Nuclear Science

number of counts from the volume-distributedoxygen

Symposium.2 No further work is planned.

is not well enough known to draw valid conclusions
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about the position of the oxygen in the lattice
structure. Work to improve the surface cleanup is
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continuing. Activation data taken on the cleaned
crystals indicates that the present level of surface
contaminationis approximately0.03 pg/cm2.

This

much oxygen correspondsto slightly less than one
atomic layer, where an atomic layer would be one
oxygen atom for each germanium atom on the face of
the crystal.
Problems encountered in developing a method for
the removal of surface oxygen has interferedwith
plans to obtain the quantitative data needed for a
final evaluation of the channeling technique as an
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